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"Quality Computers' 
System 6 Bonus Pack ... the 
most cost-effective way to 

add value and fun to 
your Apple lias." 

-The Apple Works Educator 

Bonus Pack 
FlashBoot. What is faster than a 
speeding disk drive? A RAM disk. 
FlashBoot lets you automatically set up 
a super-fast, super-convenient RAM 
disk. 

The Apple II Enhancement 
Guide. This handy little book is 
packed with information to help 
you upgrade your Apple II. It 
covers RAM, hard drives, accel
erators, the Finder, and more. 

Clip Art. We're throwing in over 
100 beautiful clip art images, per
fect for desktop publishing or hy
permedia applications. 

Clip Sounds. Because the IIGS's 
sound capacity is so great, we're also 
including over 50 digitized sound 
files. Some are classics while some 
are the newest on the market. They go 
great in HyperStudio and other sound 
programs, or you can have music play
ing in the background while you work. 

Icons. Over 50 fun, useful icons. 

Oua/ity Computers 

Accessories. Just to 
give you more to choose 

from, we're giving you 
several handy desk acces

sories including: Enhanced 
Calculator, Scrapbook, Games, and 
more. 

Fonts. Using the same font for ev
erything is very un-cool, so our 
Bonus Pack includes over 30 dis-

play and text fonts. 

VIDEO. Our 1-hour video takes you from 
installation of System 6 to moving through 

the Finder with speed and agility. 

30-day money back guarantee 

1-80(). 777-3642 
Circle 138 on Reeder Service Cerd. 

System& 
StyleWriter printer support. 

Macintosh, Apple DOS 3.3, and 
Apple Pascal disk support. 

A completely redesigned Finder
faster, friendlier, and more power

ful than ever before. 
The Finder can be set to avoid 

grinding your 5.25" drives. 
When the computer asks you to 

insert a disk it needs, you no 
longer have to hit Return-the 

computer detects it automatically. 
The screen no longer switches to 
text mode and back to graphics 
when launching some Desktop 

programs. 
New music tools and applica
tions to allow new programs 

to sound even better. 
Media-control toolset 

and desk accessory to al-
low easier integration of 
video with your multime-

dia presentations. 
Universal Access fea
tures for physically 
handicapped users. 
More tools for pro
grammers to write 
great programs. 

Simpler and faster 
hard drive 

installation. 
Great 

documentation. 

You get System 6, The QC 
Bonus Pack, FlashBoot, The 
Apple II Enhancement Guide, 

the video and complete 
documentation for only 

$791 
System 6 w/OC Manual ..... 29. -
System 6 Manual only .......... 2. -
System 6 Video only ............. .29 95 
Bonus Pack only .................... 59.95 



GET IN ON THE Plus .•• FREE 
SOFTWARE! 

BEST-KEPT SECRET 
IN THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY! 

It's not a magazine! It's not a book 
or video! It's a software subscription! 

DISKWORLD for the Macintosh ... 

SOFTDISK for the Apple II ... 

SOFTDISK G-S for the Apple IIGS ... 

Circle 291 on A .. der Service Cerd. 

Now you can get in on the secret 
that's rocking the software industry
software subscriptions for your Mac®, 
Apple II®, or IIGs®. And you can try 
out an issue RISK-FREE! 

With a software subscription you'll 
get an exciting issue packed with pro
grams each and every month for less 
than $2 a program! 

You'll get fun games, puzzles and 
educational programs to make the most 
of your time off .. . functional utilities to 
help you get the most from your com
puter . .. practical programs to help you 
manage your money ... useful programs 
to manage your time . . . and graphics to 
put more oomph into your ideas! 

Each issue of DISKWORLD" 
and SOFTDISK"' contain 5 to 7 orig
inal programs, 3 to 4 programs for 
SOFTDISK G-s•", AND tech support 
is FREE with our 1-800 hotline! 

GET IN ON THE SECRET
TRY A RISK-FREE ISSUE! 

Don't take our word for it-why 
not try an issue RISK-FREE and see 
for yourself! 

Calll-800-831-2694 now or send 
in the coupon below to try an issue 
RISK-FREE. Review your first issue. 

If you're not completely satisfied, for 
any reason, return our bill marked 
"cancel" and you'll owe nothing! 
Either way, the first issue is yours 
to keep FREE! 

PLUS, GET A FREE GIFT! 
We're so sure that you'll love your 

new software subscription that we'll 
send you a Special Bonus Disk with 
your paid subscription. It's yours 
FREE just for subscribing. 

So get in on the secret! Try 
DISKWORLD, SOFTDISK or 
SOFTDISK G-S now RISK-FREE! 

CALL NOW 

1·800·831·2694 
OR MAIL IN THE COUPON BELOW 

S FfDISK -PUBL I SHING 
P. 0. Box 30008 

Shreveport, LA 71130-0008 

System Requirements for Disk world: A Macintosh Plus or later 
model Macintosh, 1MB memory. Softdisk: An Apple II+, lie, lie+, 
lie, lie (enhanced) or Laser 128 computer; a 3.5" or 5.25" disk 
drive; & 64K memory (128K memory recommended). Softdisk G·S: 
An Apple lies, a 3.5" disk drive & 1MB memory. (A hard drive & 
2MB memory are recommended). 

~------------------------------YE 5 1 I want in on the secret! And I want the FREE Bonus Disk, too! 
e Send my RISK-FREE issue of the subscription I've checked 

below. If I like what I see, I'll pay the amount shown for my 3-month trial 
subscription, which includes my first issue, and then I'll receive my Special 
Bonus Disk-FREE, just for subscribing. 
0 DISKWORLD for the Macintosh 

3 months $29.95- about $1.50 a program! 
0 SOFTDISK* for the Apple II 

3 months $19.95- about $1 a program! 
0 SOFTDISK G-S* for the Apple IIGs 

3 months $29.95-about $2.50 a program! 

Please check disk format: 
0 3.5" 0 5.25" 

Name _____________________________________ _ 

Address ___________________________________ __ 

City------------------- State _ _ Zip ______ _ 

Phone# ( _ ) ________ _ 
*Apple Has owners can try both SOFTDISK & SOFTDISK G-S RISK-FREE. They're ent irely 
different, and with our combo rate, you can then get both for only $39.95- about $1 a program! 

MAIL TO: Softdisk Publishing • P.O. Box 30008 • Shreveport, LA 71130-0008 • 1-800-831-2694 
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Look what's new with 
Platinum Paint 
Create and print 

masterpieces of any size 

Create and play nninwtions }1111ior User Optio11 

Full-size Undo 
Multiple fatbits magnification 

8tu181 .. 

Platinum Paint • : • 
Platinum Paint is the pow

erful , award-winning paint 
program that has given 
Apple IIGS users the ability 
to turn imagination into bri l
liant reality. 

New Platinum Paint 2. 0 
gives you even more power 
and ability: 

• Create and print masterpieces of any size. 

• Create and play animations. 

• Add sounds. 

• Hierarchical menus-easier to work with! 

• Full-size Undo for fixing any size booboo. 

• Fatbits magnification-up to 8x! 

• Work in inches, as well as pixels. 

• Junior Version- makes Platinum Paint easier for 
kids. 

Add SOil /IdS 

Platinum Paint has always been the premier IIGs 
paint program. Now it 's even better. 

QC's Price (Retail price sg~) ............. .... s5g'5 

Upgrade for registered users ........... s3(10 

Alphabet Coloring Disk .................. slg'5 

Platinum Paint 2.0 
SHIPPING N o v _ 1 

ouality Computers TM 

20200 Nine Mile Rd. • St. Clair Shores, Ml 48080 
313-774-7200 • Fax 313-774-2698 

1-800-777-364-2 

Circle 136 an R .. de r Service C•rd. 



MAY 
FEATURE 

II Essentials: Software 
by Cynthia E. Field , Ph. D ..... .... ............................ ...... .. . 36 
Without software, even the best-equipped computer is likely 
to become a yard-sale reject. In this second installment in a 
continuing series on Apple basics, we'll discover the system 
software and applications you'll need to make that 
hardware hum. 

DEP HTMENTS 

Letters .............. ........ .. .......... .......... ... ..... ... ... ........... .... ......... ....... 8 

What's New 
Ahoy, Mateys! • Have Mouse, Will Travel• New-Product Focus ......... 10 

Apple Clinic 
"Word and Image" : In a GIF-Fy • You Oughta Be in Pictures 
• iOle! • ABigPlus .. ...... .......... .... ........ .... ........ .. ........ .. ...... .. .. .... ........ .... 14 

Reviews: Apple II 
Tutor-Tech Hypermedia Toolkit 2.7 vs . Media Magic! 1.1 .................. 20 
Does your Apple II software collection leave you yearning for 
more? Don't despair- hypermedia adventures glimmer on the 
summer horizon. Tutor-Tech and Media Magic! let teachers, 
students, and hobbyists of all stripes express their creativity as 
they produce entertaining and educational presentations. Fire 
up your imagination and get ready to dazzle your audience. 
Plus: The Lost Tribe * Ultra 4 

COL MNS 
Grapevine • j oe Kohn .. .. .. .. .... .. ................ .. .......... ........ .......................... .. .. .. .... 18 
On-line hints, tips, argument, chat, and gossip. 

The Apple II Report • CarolS. Holzberg, Ph.D . ...................... .. ................. 24 
Hot off the press: quick reviews of recently released software. 

Shareware Solutions • joe Kohn ............ .. ...................................... .. ........ 48 
"White Nights": Tetris is so popular among all age groups that 
it has spawned a slew of freeware and shareware imitators-
clones that look and play like the original, as well as spinoffs and 
variations with similar goals but different types of falling objects. 
Just a few dollars buys you hours of addictive fun. 

"HyperStudio Mac Debuts": Roger Wagner Publishing's top-notch 
authoring system sports full-color graphics, a point-and-click interface, 
easy scripting, and built-in sound and QuickTime video support. 
Plus: "Kids in the Library": CARL Systems' Kid's Catalog program 
makes searching the stacks easy and fun . ........................................ .. .... 28 

Reviews 
Intellikeys • WordPerfect Works 1.2 ....... ... .......................................... 32 

Cover Photo • Larry Dunn 
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MPD 5Y4" DISK DRIVES FOR: 
1 Year Warranty 

Parts & Labor 
Apple II, GS, E, C, C+, + 
Mac LC with lie Emulation 

LASER 128's 100% Compatible 

Super Quiet 

Cable & Adaptor 
Included 

... 
Daisy Chain Port Included 

AMR 3Y2'' Disk Drive ~ 
For Apple lie+ & IIGS ~ 

* * HARD DRIVES * * For the Apple lie 
20 Meg (IDE) 
with Controller •....... $289.00 

40 Meg(IDE) 
with Controller .......• $339.00 

MPD 4 MegGS CARD 
Fully DMA Compatible 

1 Meg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.00 
2 Meg ..........• . •... $139.00 
4 .....•..... . .... $219.00 

SUPER EXPANDER 
More Memory for APPLEWORKS 

He He 
256K ..•...•.. $62.00 $93.00 
512K ......... $74.00 $105.00 
1 Meg ......... $98.00 $129.00 

Extended 80 Column Card 

100% A:=~~:~k:or App.le lie 

Compatible • 
5 Year Warranty 

32K Internal Buffer 
for IMAGEWRITER II 

SUPER SERIAL CARD 
100% Apple Compatible 

5 Year . . ...... $54.95 

Graphics Printer Card w/Cable 
For Apple II+ & lie .. Parallel 

$48.95 
Parallel Text Only ••.•... $36.95 

CPM Card . . . . . • . . . . . . . $36.95 
He Numeric Keypad ..... $34.95 
He Numeric Keypad ....• $39.95 

II+ OWNERS 
16K Card. . . . . . . • . . . . . . $36.95 
128K Card • . • . . . . . . . . . . $64.95 
80 Column Card . . . . . . . . $49.95 
Plus Works . . . . • • . . . . . • $49.00 

5 Year Warranty 

For the Apple IIGS 
40 Meg (SCSI) . ...... . .. $259.00 
85 Meg (SCSI) ... • . .• .. . $369.00 
120 Meg (SCSI) ......... $439.00 

H.S. SCSI Card .... $109.95 

5 Y. inch Disk II 
Disk Controller Card $39.95 
For Apple II, II+ & lie UniDisk 
5 Year Warranty $59.95 

GSMOUSE 

GS TRACKBALL •'Ill!• 

PRO TERM 

Cooling Fan for Apple II+ & lie 
With .• .. . .. $29.95 

Cooling Fan~ No 
For ' ' Noise 

Apple JIGS Interference 

SERIAL/PARALLEL CONVERTER 
He •... . .. •• ....... $49.00 
GS ................ $59.00 

GS Power Supply 
7Amp 

Replacement 
lie Keyboard 

7 Amp. Pwr. Supply 
II, II+ & He 

Cables From .•.•.. . .. $9.95 
lie to Modem lie to Modem 
lie to IMG I lie to IMG II 
lie to IMG II Others 

Talk & Data Kits 
SCSI Cables 

SWITCH BOXES 
DIN 8 A/B ...... • .. • . . $24.95 
DIN 8 A/B/C/D .. •. . •.• $29.95 
DB 25 A/B . . • • • . . . . . . . $24.95 
DB 25 A/ B/C/D ........ $34.95 
Parallel A/ B . . . . . . . . . . . $24.95 
Parallel A/ B/C/D • . . . . • . $34.95 

VISA & MASTERCARD - NO EXTRA CHARGE DEALER PRICING 
Shipping Most Items $6.00 I Drives $8.00 I C.O.D. + $4.50 

MEMORY PLUS DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
We carry only the 

Highest Quality products for 
your Apple. 

That's why we are 
the lARGEST 

and 
the BEST! 

7902 East Pierce Street 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85257 

(602) 820-8819 
FAX# (602) 968-3211 
Serving Apple Users Since 1983 

Circle 248 on Reader Service Card. 

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
M.S.T. 

Mon·Fri. 
University & School P.O. 

Accepted 
20'1. Restocking charge 

on returned items 
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TimeOut 
Grammar 

Remember when spelling checkers were considered inconvenient? 
Well ... they were inconvenient. But now all word processors have 

built-in spell checking, and everyone uses them. It's the same 
with grammar checkers. Until now. New TimeOut Grammar 
adds built-in grammar checking to your Apple Works word pro

cessing. With TimeOut Grammar, you have the power to guard 
your writing against embarrassing errors. No matter what you 

write, from a high-school paper to an annual report, TimeOut 
Grammar will make it stronger, clearer and more concise. 

TimeOut Grammar Now Shipping $4~ 

Save up to 55°/o on TimeOut programs! 
Any 3 for $7995 

• Any 4 for $9995 

This is a limited time offer and does not include TimeOut Grammar 

TimeOut Superfonts 
Now you can print out your Apple Works 
files with fancy fonts and graphics. 
Super Fonts works with all the same format
ting commands you normally use in 
AppleWorks. Super Fonts even adds some 
new commands, like right justify and abso
lute tab. $42.95 

TimeOut Graph 
Organize your 
spreadsheet figures 
into clear, informa
tive graphs, Just 
choose the type of 
graph you want and 
it appears instant
ly-all ready to 

print-with titles, subtitles, legends, borders, 
and more. $52.95 

TimeOut Thesaurus 
Choose any word in the word processor and 
select Thesaurus from the TimeOut menu. 
You'll see a list of words with similar mean
ings-synonyms-displayed on the screen. 
Choose the new word you want and 
Thesaurus does the rest. $32.95 

TimeOut TextTools 
These word processor en
hancements take the 
drudgery out of produc
ing complicated docu
ments-term papers, pro
posals, newsletters, even your 
Great American Novel. $32.95 

TimeOut SideSpread 
Print your spreadsheets and data base files 
sideways- inside Apple Works! SideSpread 
can print aU or part of your file in a wide va
riety of sizes and print qualities. $32.95 

TimeOut ReportWriter 
ReportWriter's flexible report generator 
makes Apple Works a powerful administra
tive tool. Generate report cards, attendance 
records, lesson plans, forms and more. $48.95 

TimeOut UltraMacros 
Automate AppleWorks with this ultra-pow
erful program. Never retype repetitive infor
mation again. Record your keystrokes as you 
go, and then play them back-up to 4,000 
keystrokes with one command! $40.95 

Circle 136 an Reader Service Card. 

suggested retail $79.95 

This 
special 

offer also in
cludes these great 
TimeOut modules: 

TimeOu t Desk Tools ....... .... ... ..... ....... .. ... .. ..... 32.95 
TimeOut DeskTools IJ .... .. ........ .. ................... 32.95 
TimeOut FileMaster ............................... ..... .32.95 
TimeOut SpreadTools ........ .. ........... .. ............ 40.95 
TimeOut TeleComm ..... ... ... .. .... .. .................. .42.95 
TimeOut MacroEase ........ .. ....... ... 25.95 
TimeOut QuickSpel/ ................ .. ................... 40.95 
TimeOut SuperForms ........................ ......... .. 42.95 
TimeOut PawerPack .... .. .... ..... .. ................... .32.95 

oua/ity Computers TM 

20200 Nine Mile Rd. • P.O. Box 665 
Sl. Clair Shores, Ml 48080 

Phone: 313-774-7200 • Fax 313-774-2698 

Orders 1-800-443-6697 
Support 313-774-7740 



WITH EVERY ORDER 

Since we introduced Enhance over 6 years 
ago, it has grown from a simple-yet-won
derful newsletter into one of the most 

respected and widely-read educational 
technology publications in America . 
Every issue of Enhance contains the 

kind of information the computer-using edu
cator needs to make an impact in the classroom-like 

how to write winning grants, multimedia applications, telecom
munications, and product reviews and announcements for Apple II , 

Macintosh, and IBM. It is written by a nationwide network of educators, like yourself, 
who want to reach their students through computer technology. 

Enhance also includes our catalog - full of all the hardware and software you need 
for your Apple II , Macintosh, or IBM. 

Quality Computers has been publishing Enhance for over 6 years. It's free to all QC cus
tomers, or you can call for your free subscription today! 

"We enjoy reading Enhance and look forward to receiving it. It is well written , under
standable, pertinent, and a great source or information." -Everett Foust 

"Thank you for providing the opportunity for schools like ours to have a chance at getting 
some of the technology that can bring our computer program into the 90's." 
-Sandy Kowalczuk, Key School, Annapolis, MD 

Get ENHANCE free! 
Join the hundreds of thousands who have enjoyed Enhance for over 5 years. Get your 

free subscription todayt (Foreign subscribers add $20 U.S. funds) 

Name -------------------------------------------------

Address --------------------------------

City ------------ State __ _ Zip ___ _ 

Phone ( _______ ) ------------------

Clip and mail to: QUALITY COMPUTERS, Enhance, P.O. Box 665, Sl. Clair Shores, Ml48080 

L----------------------~ 

oua/ity Computers TM 

POWER FOR PERFORMAN CE 

APPLIED VITESSE BRHDERBUND 

ENGINEERING Quickie 3.0 (l ie, IIGS) 199.95 Bank Street Writer Plus 49.95 
SPECIAl! CLARIS 

RamWorks 1111 MEG. 179.95 Quickie/InWards Combo 249.95 Get your Apple Works and Z-RAM Ultra 3 256K 189.95 

SOUND & 
Apple Works GS upgrades 

DISK DRIVES 
fromQC 

AppleWorks 3.0 169.95 

APPLE GRAPHICS 3.0 Upgrade 79.95 
AppleWorks GS 1.1 199.95 

3.5" FOHD (lle/IIGS) 349.95 APPLE 1.1 Upgrade 99.95 
Controller 149.95 Video Overlay Card 449.95 WESTCDDE 
APPLIED ENGINEERING DIGITAL VISION InWards (OCR) 79.95 
AE 3.5" 229.95 ComputerEyes lie 99.95 Pointless 49.95 
AE 5.25" 179.95 ComputerEyes IIGS 199.95 

KOALA BUSINESS & PRINTERS Koala Drawing Pad 99.95 
OPCOOE FINANCE APPLE MIDI Translator 49.95 

lmageWriter II 459.95 STREET ELECTRONICS INTUIT 
PANASONIC Echo II 109.95 Quicken 44.95 
Panasonic 1180i 199.95 MANZANITA 
Panasonic 1123 249.95 ACCESSORIES BusinessWorks Bundle 199.95 

BusinessWorks Payroll 99.95 

PRINTER APPLE SEVEN HILLS 

INTERFACES 
lie Enhancement Kit 59.95 Shoe Box 39.95 
APPLIED ENGINEERING SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 

APPLIED ENGINEERING Power Supply lle/11+ 79.95 Your Money Matters GS 79.95 

Parallel Pro 79.95 KENSINGTON 
Serial Pro 89.95 System Saver GS 29.95 TELECOMM 
ORANGE MICRO Anti-Glare Filter 14.95 
Grappler Plus 89.95 Dust Cover 9.95 /NSYNC 

Universal Printer Stand 4.95 Pro TERM 3.0 79.95 
SEQUENTIAL SYSTEMS 

MISCELLANEOUS School Pack 279.95 
a:Talk LTO 89.95 Cables from14.95 BEAGLE BROS 
XETEC Extended 80 Col. Card 19.95 Point lo Point 59.95 
SuperWriter 924 64.95 Swilchboxes from 19.95 

MODEMS 
Keyboard Skins 19.95 EDUCATIONAL 3.5" Diskettes (10) 7.95 

QUALITY COMPUTERS 
5.25" Diskettes (1 0) 5.95 SOFTWARE 
Mouse Pad 4.95 

a-Modem 2400 89.95 Phone Net Connectors 19.95 ORANGE CHERRY-
a-FaxModem GS 209.95 a-Buff 59.95 TALKING SCHOOLHOUSE 
APPLE II SPECIAL! NITEOWL Talking Numbers GS 39.95 
a-Modem 2400, Cable, IIGS Battery Kit 14.95 TalkingAipha Chimp GS 39.95 
and Point-to-Point 139.95 RIBBONS 

Talking Animals 39.95 
MACINTOSH SPECIAL! Talking ABC 's GS 39.95 
a-Modem 2400, Cable, lmageWriter Black 2.95 Talking USA Map GS 39.95 
and MicroPhone 149.95 lmageWriler 4-C 5.95 Talking Speller GS 39.95 
SUPRA 

lmageWriter Color 4.95 Talking Money GS 39.95 
SupraFAXModem v.32 BIS 

Heat Transfer Black 6.95 Talking Reading Railroad 39.95 
Heat Transfer 4-C 14.95 

14,400 bd. (Mac) 379.95 Panasonic 1180/1 090 2.95 THE LEARNING COMPANY 
SupraModem v.32 9600 279.95 

SMT 
Reader Rabbit 24.95 
Talking Reader Rabbit GS 34.95 

MONITORS 
No Slot Clock 39.95 Math Rabbit 24.95 
ZIP TECHNOLOGY Chi ldren's Writing & 

MONOCHROME Zip GS 8/16 199.95 Publishing Center 34.95 
12" Amber 129.95 Zip lie 8MHz 139.95 BRJTDERBUND 
MAGNA VOX Carmen World 25.95 
Magnavox RGB 299.95 HYPERMEDIA IIGS version 29.95 

Custom Cable (GS) 19.95 
ROGER WAGNER 

Carmen USA, Europe, 
Time, or World GS 29.95 

INPUT DEVICES 
HyperSiudio 3.1 99.95 Carmen America's Past 29.95 

X-Commands 35.95 The Playroom 24.95 

APPLE QUALITY COMPUTERS Katie's Farm or McGee 24.95 

AppleMouse lie 119.95 Clip Art GS Vol. 1, 2 or 3 19.95 The T reehouse 29.95 

CHPROOUCTS 
Clip Sounds GS 19.95 WEEKLY READER 

Roller Mouse 89.95 
How a Bill Becomes Sticky Bear Numbers 24.95 

Mach Ill Joystick 29.95 
a Law 19.95 Talking Sticky Bear ABC's 29.95 

Story of Creation 19.95 Sticky Bear Typing 29.95 
KENSINGTON SPECIAL! Sticky Bear Math 24.95 
Turbo Mouse 3.0 79.95 WP/DB/SS Sticky Bear Math Tutor 29.95 
KEYBOARDS Sticky Bear Reading 24.95 
IBM-Style Keyboard 79.95 BEAGLE BROS. MECC 
Apple ADB Keyboard Beag leW rile 48.95 Calendar Cralter GS 29.95 

Regular 129.95 BeagleWrile DA's 9.95 Number Munchers 24.95 
Extended 199.95 BeagleWrite Pict Mgr 9.95 Word Munchers 24.95 

LOG/TECH Beag leW rile Font Paks 9.95 Oregon Trail 24.95 
MouseMan 84.95 BeagleWrile GS 59.95 USA GeoGraph GS 39.95 

1~///-3642 
Ph. 313-774-7200 Tech. Support 11Bn-8pm ET 313-774-7740 

24-hour Fax 313-774-2698 24-hour BBS 313-774-2652 
20200 Nine Mile Rd. • P .0. Box 665 • St. Clair Shores, Ml48080 
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oua/ity Computers TM 

POWER FOR PERFORMANCE 

-Gail Braddock 
The Q Drive eliminates disk swapping 

~.~~~~.~~~,:~~~~~~ ~ ~11 .. 
its pertormance and value. inCider/A+ gave it a four-and-a
half-star rating. Our customers are using words like 
"amazing" and "fantastic" to describe the way 

the a Drive has changed their computing. 

Q-RAMGS 
The Q-RAM GS is an economical 
way to add up to 4 MEG of memory 
to your Apple IIGS. It's fully compati
ble with all Apple IIGs hardware and 
software- including the IIGs RAM 
Disk and OMA peripherals like the 
Apple II High Speed SCSI Card. And it's so small that it 
fits in your shirt pocket. 

When you install the Q-RAM GS life becomes just a 
little easier. Programs load completely into mem
ory at startup, eliminating disk swapping. Out-of
memory error messages disappear. You'll have 
memory to spare-memory to load desk 
accessories, or to set up a RAM disk. 

Installation is simple. You can expand a 0-RAM GS by snapping in 
standard SIMMs-we even include the necessary diagnostic software for your 
peace of mind. And since the Q-RAM GS uses SIMMs, your memory investment won't go to 
waste. 

Of course, since you're dealing with Quality Computers, you get an unconditional 30-day 
money-back guarantee and a five-year warranty. And the price is the best news of all-a 2 

MEG Q-RAM GS costs about the 

Q-RAMGS 

1 Meg .•••••••• W 
same or even less than other IIGs 
memory cards in a 1 MEG configu
ration! 

Plus, with the 4 MEG Q·RAM GS, 
you get FlashBoot FREE! Flash· 
Boot lets you quickly save and 
load a super-fast, super·conve· 
nient RAM disk. 

2 Meg ................•.•...•......... 13r 
4 Meg ................................ 21r 

Q-RAMlle 
Snap the Q-RAM lie into your Apple lie, and you'll 
create a whole new computing experience. Pro
grams load faster-and completely. A lot less disk 
swapping. A lot more productivity. All of Apple
Works, plus your TimeOut applications will 
completely load into RAM. That means you can 

concentrate on working-not waiting for disk drives. Plus 
with a huge 1 MEG. treasuer trove of RAM, you can create huge doc

uments, and not encounter a single "Out of Memory" message. 

The 0-RAM lie fits snuggly into your lie's auxilliary slot, and comes with diagnostic software, 
a 5-year warranty, a 30-day money back guarantee, and is 100% software compatible. 

ASK ABOUT 
QUANTITY 

DISCOUNTS ON 
Q-RAMCARDS 

Q·RAMIIe 

1 Meg .•••••••• W 

The a Drive features a fast, reliable 
Quantum mechanism using the latest 
technology, including auto-parking 
heads, a voice-coil actuator, and a track buffer. And since the a 
Drive uses the industry-standard SCSI intertace, you get complete compatibility with your cur
rent computer system-and your next, whether it's an Apple II, Macintosh, or IBM. 

The Q Drive's plain-English manual covers more than instal
lation and setup. It even tells you how to manage your 
mass storage effectively. From GS/OS and ProDOS to 
backups and maintenance, it's all there, including a glos-
sary of hard drive jargon. And no hard drive is easier to 
set up and use-install a card, connect two cables, 
and turn on the power. The a Drive automatically con
ligures itself to match your computer, and the latest 
system software is already installed. 

Are you interested in upgrading to 
System 6 but afraid of compatibility prob-

'-\.\ H 0 N '1: 
<.; .?_,. 

~ 
lems? Switch Hitter is your solution, allowing you to 

keep System 5 on your hard drive when you add System 6! A sim· 
pie keyboard command selects the desired System version at boot 

.... 

time. Additionally, Switch Hitter lets 
you change your IIGS's System 
Speed and Startup Slot at boot time 
and start up a 3.5" or 5.25" disk, all 
without having to wait for your hard 
drive to boot into the Finder. 

And remember, you're dealing with 
Quality Computers, the hard drive 
leader. The a Drive comes with a 30-
day money-back guarantee and a one
year limited warranty. A great drive 
and great support, at a great price
that's the a Drive. Find out why it's 
the best Apple hard drive value-test 
drive one today! 

RAM Chips 

QDRIVE 

42Meg .••••• S32r 
85 Meg •••.....•.•..•.....•..•.•••.•• 3991 
1'D Meg .....................••••..•• w 
110 Meg ............................. w 
44, Meg. Rll11ovaiJie .............• 
Apple U H.S. SCSI Ca11 .......... 11J915 

2561( (8) ••••••• s1 r SIMMs 
256IC. x 4 (2) .......................... 1r 1 Meg ................ s4995 

1 Meg. (8) ............................• 2 Meg ................. 9995 

4 Meg ............... 17995 

1-800-///~2 
./We will meet or beat any nationally advertised price* 

./School P .D.'s accepted by phone, fax or mail 
./School Editions• Lab Packs• Nelwolt<s• Site Ucenses 
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DESKTOP VS. WINDOWS 

WHEN I READ THE LETTER "GS 
vs. Windows" in your February 
1993 issue (p. 8), I had to smile. I 

was truly happy that some people still 
believe that the App le lies can outper
form a 386- or 486-based PC compatible. 

I bought a GS four years ago because I 
believed it was the best comp uter 
around, and I've upgraded it since then 
with RAM and so on. Today I'm begin
ning to have doubts, though: I've used a 
386/33 machine with Windows - it's as 
neat as the GS' Finder, but much faster. 

My whole 386/33 PC system cost less 
than $3000 with 4 megabytes of RAM, a 
200-megabyte hard-disk drive, and an 
SVGA card and monitor. PC compatibles 
have the support of IBM and leading 
software companies, such as Microsoft, 
which don' t produce Apple II software. 

Is there really any hope left for the 
Apple II, especially the GS? Is it time we 
realize that it's all over for the Apple II 
but for shareware and a few companies? 

Richard Kuk 

Millburn, NJ 
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LETTERS 

I agree wholeheartedly with Richard 
Custer's le tter in your February 1993 
issue. I've been working with , support
ing, and programming both Apple and 
PC computers extensively since 1977; in 
my experience, there hasn't been one 
day ever that one or more PCs in my 
work area haven't "locked up" because 
of some software or hardware conflict. 

The PC is attractive mainly because of 
price. In my estimation, though, people 
who have to use them become less pro
ductive. T he learn ing curve and ongoing 
maintenance costs are horrendous. PC 
windows might as well be painted shut. 

Thomas Klose 

Hopatcong, NJ 

IIC EDUCATION SOFTWARE 

I
HAVE AN APPLE IIC. A FRIEND OF 
mine has a subscription to your mag
azine and told me there are still some 

companies that make educational soft
ware for the II. Who are they? I want to 
purchase some programs for my kids. 

Robert L. Fix 

Detroit, Ml 

You'll be pleased to know that the Apple II 
is still a major contender in the home educa
tion and school markets. Start your quest by 
gathering product and company information 
from this magazine and from your local 
Apple II computer club. (Call Apple's User 
Group Connection, 800-538-9696 x500, 
for the location of the one nearest you.) And, if 
you can get your hands on one, grab a recent 
Apple II Software newsletter from Apple 
Computer (20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, 
CA 95014, 800-795-1000 x500). - eds. 

KEEP IT SIMPLE 

Y
ESTERDAY MY NEW COMPUTER 
came - a Performa 600CD - so 
I'm not interested in the Apple II 

anymore. Mostly, my kids will u se the 
new system for education, a long with 
letter writing and games. 

Unlike other computer magazines, 
you seem oriented toward the beginner, 
and that's going to be me for some time. 
Although frequent definition of computer 
jargon may be off-putting to the experi
enced reader, I suggest that you define 
terms even more often. 

For instance, when I was shopping for 
my Performa, I noticed that Office 
Depot bundles GreatWorks with the 
computer, whereas Circuit City includes 
ClarisWorks. So I reread your December 
199 1 issue, in which you reviewed 
GreatWorks (p. 38). In the article you 
mention that GreatWorks has a "copy
ruler command." Huh? Is that some
thing that sets the rules for copying? 
And what's a "text style"? Overall I've 
found your magazine quite helpful. Just 
don't forget that beginners like myself 
need things spelled out. 

Mark Berch 

Silver Spring, MD 

We won't forget, Mark. But don't expect 
much Mac coverage in inCider/A+ -we're 
mostly an Apple If-oriented publication. 
Beginning in mid-May, though, keep an eye on 
newsstands for MacComputing, our new 
Mac-only magazine for computerists like you. 

-eds. 

UPDATE 
Fees for connecting to the on-line 
service GEnie are incorrect as listed 
in our March 1993 issue (p . 49J. 
According to Tim Tobin, Apple II soft
ware librarian for GEnie, there is no 
membership fee: connect charges are 
$12.50 per hour prime time (8 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday , 
except holidays), $6 per hour non
prime time. 



Pictured above is a few of Sequential 
Systems products for Apple II computers. 

Products of the Month: 

0 a:talk lto'M 
8 MEG-80Z'" 
$ bitMOUSE'" 
C) RAM-GSm 
E) MegaBUFP" 
0 Ram-//c'" 
0 Apple a-System'" 
Cl) MegaBUFF'M 
Ci) Ram-GS'M 
~ Meg-80Z'" 

Q: Talk Ito- A fully compatible LocalTalk* 
Option Card for lmageWriter printers. 
• Full compatiblity with Apple Talk Phase 2. 
• Works with any Image Writer II. 

MegaBUFF- A High,Performance, Network 
Compatible, Print Buffer for lmageWriter //! 
• 1-MegaByte capacity; suitable for IIGS & MAC. 
• Serial Communications to 57,600 bps 
• High Speed Printer Driver for MAC 
• Apple Talk Network compatible. 
• Makes One Printer Look Like Four! 

• SuperCOMM'" 
(& Ram-80'M 
~a-Print JfM 

~a-Talk lto'M 
G) a-Print'" 
(D) SuperCOMM lc'" 
((I bitMOUSEm 
~ Chinook Hard Drive'" 
G) a-System GS'M 
e a-System PC'" 

ALL Sequential ALL Sequential 
Systems products Systems products 
include a 2-year prompt include FREE 800· 

ALL Sequential 
Systems products are 
made exclusively in 
Colorado, USA. 

5EQliENTiAUysTEM5 
replacement warranty. line technical support. We're Serious About Apple II! 

Circle !12 an Reader Service Card. 



HAVE MOUSE, 
WILL TRAVEL 
armen Sandiego, the 
famous software heroine, 
has her own IV show, so it 
seems only fair that the 
most popular hypermedia 
authoring system for the 

Apple IIGS have at least its own 
conference, right? The first annual 
HyperStudio Festival will take place 
July 8 to 1 0 at the Hanalei Hotel , 
San Diego, California. Roger Wagner 
Publishing, creators of HyperStudio 
and the convention's sponsor, says 
the HyperStudio Festival will bring 
together students, teachers , family 
users, and other hypermedia enthu
siasts to share what the company 
(modestly] calls "the ultimate 
computer-user experience." 

The Festival will include day-long, 
hands-on workshops on Thursday, 
with separate sessions for beginning 
and advanced users. Hourly confer
ences on Friday and Saturday will 
show you how to get the most out 
of multimedia, including how to 
implement hardware, such as laser
disc players, MIDI devices , scanners, 
and video cameras and digitizers. 

Family activities include visits to 
Sea World , the San Diego Zoo, and 
Balboa Park. A Friday-night beach 
party (complete with hot dogs, volley
ball, and a bonfire] is in the works , as 
well. "Using HyperStudio is both 
empowering and fun, and we're 
working to make this one of the 
most enjoyable and practical confer
ences you ' ll ever attend ," enthuses 
Roger Wagner, company president. 

According to Pam Wagner, compa
ny spokesperson , the Hanalei Hotel 
is offering a special room rate ($65 
plus tax, single or double occupancy] 
for conference attendees and their 
families. Admission is $95 for the 
preconference workshops; the cost 
of Friday and Saturday sessions is 
$150 [$125 if you register before 
April 30J. For details, contact Roger 
Wagner Publishing, 1050 Pioneer Way, 
Suite P, El Cajon, CA 92020, [6191 
442-0522, fax (6191 442-0525. 
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BY CYNTHIA E. FIELD, PH.D. • CONSULTING EDITOR 

AHOY, MATEYS! 
Th e immediacy of television drew 

each of us in to the tragedy of the 
Exxon Valdez and Persian Gulf oil spills. 
What ch ild or adult doesn't remember 
the inexpressible sadness felt as scores of 
oil-soaked sea birds struggled to survive 
and legions of dead fish wafted ashore? 
But catastrophic as it may be, the after
math of an environmental crisis may 
carry with it at least one indirect benefit: 
a revita li zed commitment to preserve 
and protect our natural surroundings. 

Now th anks to two award -winning 
mu lt ime di a series from Wings for 
Learn ing/Sunburst Communications, 
you can n urture ecological sensitivity 
among fourth- to eighth-grade students 
- and help them boost their language
arts, math, sci-

students perform real-time experiments, 
testing environmental variables such as 
pressure, light, sound, and temperature 
with special probes attached to the Apple 
lie or IIGS. 

A wea lth of extension materia ls -
including Explor ing Tidepools and A 
Field Trip to the Rainforest (two Apple 
II computer programs), the videod isc 
Whales, a videotape t it led You Can 't 
Grow H ome Again , and The Trop ical 
Rainforests Nature Book - supplement 
your students' Mimi explorations. 

At press time Wings for Learnin g/ 
Sunburst Communications announced its 
"Mimi Voyage to the Future Contest ." 
To enter, students imagine the ship of 
their dreams, then create an illustration 

a n d wr ite 250 
words describing 
the vessel. 

Winners wi ll 
rece ive a Mimi 
T-shirt an d a n 
au t ographed 
picture of Cap 
tain Granvi lle, 
the Mimi's skip
per. T he contest 
deadline is June 
30, 1993. 

ence, and social
studies sk ill s, as 
well. The Voyage 
of the Mimi and 
The Second Voy
age of the Mimi 
were created by 
the Bank Street 
Co llege of Edu
cation with fund
ing provided by 
the U.S . Depart
ment of Educa
ti on and the 
National Science 

Meanw h i l e, 
Mimi's Sun Lab module lets kids explore and 

record Earth's constantly changing light patterns. teach ers in ter -

Foundation. Both series combine video-
tapes or, videodiscs and print materials 
with App le II software. Each complete 
video tape package is priced at $ 1399; 
the videodisc packages are $1695 apiece. 

The Voyage of the Mimi presents the 
story of a 72-foot ketch and her crew as 
they take to the open sea to study 
whales. Using Apple II software, children 
learn about ecosystems, sea mammals, 
maps, and navigation. 

In T he Second Voyage of the Mimi, the 
crew embarks on a j ourney to explore 
the ancient Mayan civilization in Mexico. 
Software titles include Maya Math, Sun 
Lab , a nd Scuba Science, in whic h 

ested in learning 
more about the two Mimi ser ies can 
borrow videotapes on 45-day loan. Each 
video provides an overview of the Mimi 
adventure and peeks into classrooms 
where teachers are using the· Mimi 
curriculum. 

To request free copies of The Mimi 
Experience News letter and th e spring 
1993 Mimi catalogue, for pricing infor
mation on accompanying gu ides and 
wall charts, or to learn more about these 
exciting programs, contact Wings for 
Learning/Sunbu rst Commu n icat ions , 
1600 Green H ills Road, Scotts Valley, CA 
95067-0002, (800) 32 1-75 11 , (408) 438-
5502, fax (408) 438-4214. 



NEW SOFTWARE 

• 
MAKE MINE TOLLHOUSE 

Several new programs from 

Micrograms Publishing 

help young students develop 

decision-making, numeracy, 

and phonics skills. 

A stint in Granny Apple

bee's Cookie Factory , for 

example, isn 't exactly a piece 

of cake. Children in grades 3 

to 6 discover that managing a 

ingredients, measuring them, 

baking cookies , repairing equip

ment, prioritizing order ship

ments, and paying bills. The 

bottom line? For $44. 95 kids 

get a taste of the real world. 

Younger children [grades 1 

to 3J practice the four basic 

arithmetic functions of addi

tion , subtraction , multiplica

tion , and division with Elmo, 

Roxie, Spike, and "Sticks" 

McCoy, those rhythmic 

reptiles featured in Dancing 

Oinos [$34. 951. 

Uncle Clyde's Consonant 

Slides [$49. 95) and Hugo 

Hound's Vowel Sounds 

[$34. 95J are phonics 

programs designed to help 

preschoolers and first-graders 

identify beginning and ending 

consonants and short and long 

vowel sounds. In the four . 

activities included in each pro

gram, Uncle Clyde and his bay

ing hound, Hugo, put on slide 

shows challenging children to 

choose the correct target 

sound. 

To learn more about the 

programs or to acquire free 

30-day preview versions , 

contact Micrograms Publish

ing, 1404 North Main Street, 

Rockford , IL 61103, [800J 

338-4726, [815) 965-2464, 

fax [8151 965-8456. 

Circle number 350 on the 

Reader Service card for more 

information. 

• 
ALL THE NEWS THAT FITS 

Tom Snyder Productions ' 

free spring/summer 1993 

catalogue features three 

new 64K Apple ll .products 

for students in grades 4 

through 12. 

Most kids already have a 

nose for news [not always the 

right kindl , but programs in 

the Super Scoops series can 

transform youngsters into 

investigative reporters as they 

toil in a simulated newsroom in 

pursuit of two front-page 

stories: one about a blood 

transfusion gone awry, 

another about a serious local 

pollution problem. 

In each Super Scoops simu

lation, students track 20 

sources and select from 40 

potential interviews before 

writing news articles based on 

the information they've gath

ered. A built- in clock simulates 

the pressure of working 

against a tight deadline. [Hey, 

kids, take it from us- this is 

really fun.l Scoop 1: The Case 

of the Bad Blood and Scoop II: 

Who's Mucking up the 

Environment? are priced at 

$45 each. 

TSP has also released 

two new products in the 

respected Decisions, 

Decisions series. 

The Environment II: 

Preserving What We 

Have Left is a sequel to 

the company's popular sim

ulation about pollution at the 

local swimming hole; students 

debate the merits of devoting 

a large tract of wilderness to 

public enjoyment or using the 

land for resource development. 

AIDS: Relationships and 

Responsibility stimulates 

discussion about sexually 

transmitted diseases, risky 

behavior, teenage pregnancy, 

and discrimination. 

The Environment II and AIDS 

are priced at $149.95 each. 

For mare information, contact 

Tom Snyder Productions, 80 

Coolidge Hill Road, Watertown, 

MA 021 72-281 7 , [800J 342-

game might remind you of 

checkers, but instead of red 

and black markers you play 

with ants. 

The game pits your red ants 

against the computer's black 

ones; the object is to kill all 

the black ants by walling them 

off with red ants on two sides. 

Ant Wars features four 

levels of difficulty and a 

"berserker ant" function in 

which random red ants single

handedly [single-leggedly?J 

cannibalize black ants. 

Problem is, berserker ants 

Decisions, Decisions: AIDS gets kids thinking and talking 
about the consequences of risky sexual behavior. 

[617) 926-6222, or circle 

number 353 on the Reader 

Service card. 

• 
ANT ALERT 

You 'll probably want to can

cel your summer picnic 

plans after playing Karl 

Bunker's new shareware diver

sion Ant Wars. At first blush, 

this $1 0 Apple IIGS board 

also kill their own kind. Ant 

Wars is available through the 

usual shareware channels 

[America Online, GEnie, and 

public-domain software 

libraries). You can also order 

the game directly from Karl 

Bunker, 59 Parkman Street , 

Brookline, MA 02146. For 

more information, circle 

number 354 on the Reader 

Service card. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

" APPLE II . APPLE IIGS 

• 
REAL-WORLD CONCERNS 

Edmark Corporation has 

served students with 

special needs for more than 

20 years. That tradition 

continues with the release of 

Edmark Functional Word 

Series Software. These four 

units - Signs Around You , 

Fast Food/Restaurant Work, 

Grocery Words, and Job/Work 

Words - use a sight-word 

approach to teach vocabulary 

for independent living. 

Each unit contains 1 DO 

words and phrases targeted 

to adolescents and adults with 

developmental disabilities or 

students for whom English is 

a second language. Computer 

activities feature hi-res 

graphics and human-quality 

voice. The software 's Call Your 

Teacher function activates 

you can purchase all four for 

$649. For additional informa

tion , contact Ed mark, P. 0 . 

Box 3218, Redmond , WA 

98073-3218 , (800l 426-

0856, (2061 566-8400, fax 

(2061 861 -8998 , or circle 

number 359 on the Reader 

Service card. 

•• 
NEW PO CATALOG 

The National AppleWorks 

Users Group has 

announced its 1993 Public 

Domain Catalog , with 80 

pages describing more than 

200 disks (50 of them new) , 

according to NAUG president 

Or. Warren Williams. Among 

them you 'll find utilities, fonts , 

graphics, and AppleWorks 

templates for home, school , 

and business. The 1993 NAUG 

Public Domain Catalog costs 

$5 , but you'll 

receive a $2 

rebate wit h your 

first order. For 

more information, 

contact the 

National Apple

Works Users 

Group, Box 

87453, Canton, 

Fast Food/Restaurant Work teaches 
vocabulary for independent living. 

Ml 48187 , (3131 

454-1115, fax 

(313) 454-1965, 

whenever a student takes too 

long to answer a question or 

responds incorrectly a speci

fied number of t imes. 

Each unit includes ten disks , 

a Teacher's Guide, repro

ducible record-keeping forms , 

and 300 student worksheets. 

The software requires 128K, 

a color monitor, one 5. 25- or 

3. 5-inch disk drive , and an 

Echo speech synthesizer. It 

supports keyboard , 

TouchWindow, and single

switch devices. Each unit in 

the series costs $179 ; 
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BBS (6151 359-8238 , or 

circle number 355 on the 

Reader Service card. 

• 
STACK ATTACK 

Apple IIGS hypermedia 

aut hors can draw inspira

tion from three new stacks 

offered by the HyperStudio 

Network. Jim Hirsch's 

HyperSounds Volumes 3 

and 4 include dozens of 

HyperStudio-ready sound 

effects and musical clips. 

David Pollock's Periodic 

Oisk Special Calor Extras * 
·····orks ............ ! 

CJ CJ 
Desk.Accs Drivers 

D D 
FSTs Fonts 

CJ 
Tools 

The Manager offers MultiFinder-style convenience, 
with multiple open applications. 

Elements helps students 

master the basics of physical 

science and chemistry. This 

computerized version of the 

periodic table includes histori

cal information about each 

element as well as its symbol , 

number, and mass. 

Each stack disk costs $15 

for HyperStudio Network 

members; $20 for non

members. For more informa

t ion , contact the HyperStudio 

Network, Box 103, Blawen

burg , NJ 08504, (6091 466-

3196, fax (608) 466-1085, 

or circle number 358 on the 

Reader Service card. 

• 
GS MULTITASKER 

If you're a GS user suffering 

the pangs of Mac or 

Windows envy, Seven Hills 

Software may have a cure : 

The Manager, which the 

company calls "the first and 

only true MultiFinder for your 

Apple IIGS. " 

The product of a two-year 

collaboration between Seven 

Hills and BrainStorm Soft

ware, The Manager lets you 

keep multiple applications open 

on the desktop simultaneous

ly. It 's uncanny to work in a 

Teach window, say, and be able 

to see the Finder in the back

ground. As you move from one 

program to another, the 

active application 's menu bar 

comes to the fore and 

displaces that of the program 

you just used. (Look for a 

review of The Manager and 

Switch-It! , Sequential Systems ' 

GS application switcher, in an 

upcoming issue.J 

The Manager carries a 

suggested retail price of 

$68.85 and requires an Apple 

IIGS with a minimum of 2 

megabytes of RAM (4 mega

bytes recommended). A hard 

drive isn 't required, but power 

users will want one for maxi

mum efficiency. To increase 

your GS productivity, contact 

Seven Hills Software, 231 0 

Oxford Road , Tallahassee, FL 

32304-3930 , (904) 575-

0566, or on line at SevenHills 

(America Online and GEnie) or 

75300,1743 (CompuServel. 

Circle number 351 on the 

Reader Service card for more 

information. 

• 
MACRO ECONOMICS 

Kingwood Micro Software 

recently released Texas II 

on Disk: Volume 3 , a disk

based publication featuring 

news, reviews, special offers 

from AppleWorks developers , 

and TimeOut accessories , 

macros , and fonts. 



One look at the Volume 3 

directory (and its several sub

directories) will convince even 

the most frugal AppleWorks 

user that this resource is well 

worth a personal perusal. 

Among other offerings, Volume 

3 includes an updated version 

of TimeOut Mousetext , 1993 

calendars, macros including 

Terminator .4 (for quitting 

AppleWorks without saving 

any files) , a quiz-writing 

module, a special font for 

5. 25-inch disk labels , and a 

database listing nearly 1200 

type $C8 ("GS"J fonts 

arranged in categories such 

as Old English, Western, and 

Pictures Icons. and Dingbats. 

IThe fonts themselves are 

available from the company 

separately. J 

Texas II on Disk: Volume 3 

costs $8. 50. AppleWorks 3. 0 

and Ultra 4. 1 are recommended. 

You can order the disk from 

Kingwood Micro Software, 

2018 Oak Dew, San Antonio, 

TX 78232, (21 OJ 490-6373. 

For more information, 

circle number 356 

on the Reader Service 

card. 

• GLOBAL 

PERSPECTIVE 

Bruce Jones Design 

is now offering 

Apple IIGS Clip-Art 

Austral ia, Central America , 

Europe, the Middle East, 

South America , and South

east Asia. 

Apple IIGS Clip-Art Maps 

works with any super-hi-res 

graphics program, including 

HyperStudio, The Print Shop 

IIGS, and a variety of GS paint 

programs. At a suggested 

retail price of $49.95, the 

collection comes on five 3. 5-

inch disks and includes a map 

directory. 

For more information, 

contact Bruce Jones Design, 

31 St. James Avenue , Suite 

1 060B, Boston, MA 02116, 

(800J B43-3873, (617) 350-

6160, fax (617) 350-8764, or 

circle number 357 on the 

Reader Service card. 

• 
TRADE-IN, TRADE-UP 

One company widely known 

for its support of special 

needs students is Laureate 

Learning Systems. Company 

president Mary Sweig Wilson, 

toward any new program. 

The Trade-In Policy means 

you can more easily afford 

programs that meet your 

current needs. 

The company's Trade-Up 

Special lets you return any 

Apple lie program and receive 

a new Apple IIGS, Macintosh, 

or IBM PC version of the same 

program for a nominal fee. Not 

sure which program you'd like? 

Call the company to arrange a 

free 30-day preview. 

At press time Laureate 

Learning Systems had also 

announced four new Apple IIGS 

products : Negation ($150l , 

Plurals ($150), and 

Prepositions ($1501 in the 

company's Early Emerging 

Rules series, and Twenty 

Categories ($200J, a program 

focusing on more than 300 

nouns, with three activities 

that help students test their 

categorization prowess. 

(Shipping charges are $5 per 

order plus $2. 50 per item. J 

All four programs should be 

available by the time you 

read this. For more 

information, contact the 

company at 11 0 East 

Spring Street, Winooski, 

VT 05404-1837, (800J 

562-6801 ' (802) 655-

4 755 , or circle number 

360 on the Reader 

Service card. 

Maps, a collection of Twenty Categories: focusing on classification skills. • 
more than 300 color 

and black-and-white maps in 

super-hi-res format. 

This GS product combines 

in one package three of the 

company's popular Macintosh 

clip-art collections: World 

Maps, USA State-by-State, 

and World Hot Spots, with 

maps of every state, the U.S., 

and all major regions of the 

world, including Africa, Asia, 

Ph. D., recently announced a 

unique program that lets you 

send back any Laureate soft

ware you no longer use and 

receive new software in 

exchange. 

Through the company's 

Trade-In Policy you receive a 

50-percent credit for any 

Apple II program you return; 

you can apply the credit 

GO FIGURE 

Five new arithmetic 

programs in the Problem 

Solving series from William 

K. Bradford Publishing are 

designed to help students 

in grades 3 to 8 master 

practical computation skills. 

Questions focus on real

world math problems involving 

whole numbers, addition and 

subtraction of fractions, 

multiplication and division 

of fractions, decimals, and 

ratio and percentage. 

Each program presents 1 00 

problems, many with vivid 

graphics. An optional calcu

lator is available on screen. 

Problem Solving series 
includes a new program 

devoted to developing kids' 
ratio- and percentage

calculation skills. 

Help for teachers is also 

included: You can track 

student progress through a 

built-in management system . 

Each of the five titles, 

which require 128K and one 

5. 25- or 3. 5-inch disk drive, 

is available at a school price 

of $60. Bundles, lab packs, 

network versions, and district 

licenses are also available. 

Schools qualify for a free 

30-day preview. 

To learn more about the 

Problem Solving series , 

contact William K. Bradford 

Publishing Company, 31 0 

School Street , Acton, MA 

01 720' (800J 421 -2009' 

(50BJ 263-6996, fax (5081 

263-9375, or circle number 

361 on the Reader Service 

card. 
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APPLE CLINIC 

WORD AND IMAGE 
The accent's on graphics this month as Apple lis 

capture the moment on screen and in print. 

BY CYNTHIA E. FIELD, PH.D. 

IN A GIF-FY 

I 
HAVE LOADS OF GRAPHICS THAT 
I created on my Apple IIGS. Is there 
any way I can use these illustrations 

with a Macintosh? We have Mac LCs at 
school. I have no problem transferring 
word-processing data to the Mac via Apple 
File Exchange. But try as I might, I can't 
seem to get any of my Mac programs to 
recognize graphics files from the GS. 

Bill Edwards 

Sembach Middle School 

Germany 

There are a number of ways to get your 

graphics from the Apple IIGS to the Mac 

or PC (or to move in the reverse direction), 

but perhaps the easiest, cleanest, and 

most-versatile way is to use GIF (graphics

interchange format), a universal "graphics 

language" that all three computers under

stand. Some years ago, CompuServe -

most widely known as an on-line information 

service - created GIF so that personal

computer users of all persuasions could 

share clip art and other types of illustra

tions. And, as an added benefit, GIF files are 

compressed: Redundant series of pixels, 

which often comprise a picture - an all

blue sky, for instance - are expressed 

compactly in a GIF file , which thereby takes 

up much less room on disk and much 

less t ime to send over a modem t han the 

original version. 

Programs that recognize GIF files are 

available for virtually all personal computers, 

including Apple IIGSes, Macs, and PCs. 
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Arguably the best programs for GIF f ile 

conversion are SuperConvert for the GS, by 

Jason Harper (available from Seven Hills 

Software), and a $40 shareware title 

for the Macintosh, GIFConverter, by Kevin 

A. Mitchell. I downloaded GIFConverter from 

America Online, but it 's also available else

where. Like most shareware authors, 

Mitchell lets you try the program (for 15 

days, in this easel before you pay the 

registration fee. If you do a lot of work with 

multiplatform graphics, the small invest

ment will pay for itself in no time. 

Forging links between any two machines, 

however, not only requires GIF converters 

for each, but also a way to exchange files. 

Fortunately, IIGS System 6 includes soft

ware modules known as FSTs (file-system 

trans lators) , which r ecognize Mac disks 

automatically. (If you aren't using System 

6, you should be.J Your Mac's system disks 

include the program Apple File Exchange, 

which lets you transfer both ProOOS and 

MS-DOS (IBM PC and compatible) files to 

your Macintosh. 

In a nutshell, the process of translating 

and transporting a picture from the GS to 

the Mac goes like this: 

1. On your GS, use SuperConvert to load 

your Apple II picture (whether hi-res, double 

hi-res , or super hi-res, created on a lle/c 

or a GSJ and convert it to a GIF file. 

2. Save the resulting GIF file directly on a 

Mac floppy disk if you're using GS System 

6 and have the HFS (hierarchical fi.!J;l 

structure) FST in stalled in your IIGS 

system. Go on to step 3. 

2a. If you don't have System 6 on your GS, 

save the SuperConvert GIF file on a 

ProDOS disk. Then use your Mac 's Apple 

File Exchange program to transfer the GIF 

file from the ProDOS disk to a Mac 

floppy- or hard-disk-based file. 

3. Use GIFConverter on the Macintosh 

to decode the GIF file into the Mac 

graphics format you prefer. (Note that 

some Mac graphics programs contain a 

GIF file converter as a Load As option on 

the E.l.[g menu, so you may not need 

Gl FConverter. J 

To go from the Apple IIGS to the PC, the 

process is similar: 

1. As in steps 1 and 2 above, use Super

Convert to translate and store the original 

Apple II picture as a GIF file on a Mac disk 

directly, or on a ProDOS disk; it doesn't 

matter which disk format you use in this 

process. 

2. On your Mac, use Apple File Exchange to 

transfer the GIF file from the Mac or 

ProOOS disk to an MS-DOS CPC-basedl 

floppy disk. 

3. On your PC , use Hijaak or a similar 

converter to decode the GIF fi le into the 

PC graphics format you prefer. 

GRAPHICS .RESOU~CES 
GIFConverter 2.x 

l Kevin A. Mitchell 
P. 0 . Bmx 803066 
Chicago, IL 60680-3066 
$'4QJ plus $5 shipping in U.S., 
$10 shipping outside U.S. 
includes latest version, print documentation, 
shareware registration fee 
shareware version available o.n 
CompuServe, GEnie, America Online 

Hijaak 
Inset Systems Inc. 
71 Commerce Drive 
Brookfield, CT 06804-3405 
(2031 740-2400 
(2031 775-5634 fax 
$249 

SuperC.onvert 3.01 
Sel(en Hills Software Corp. 
2310 Oxford Road 
Tallahassee, FL 32304-393(] 
(904) 575-0566 
(9041 575-2015 fax 
SEVENHILLS (GEnie, America Ohlinel 
75300 1743 (CompuServel 
$39.95 



NOW WITH SPEll CHECKER, 
EMS SUPPORT, GRAPHICS, 

PCX DISPLAY, AUDIO SUPPORT 
AND MUCH MORE. 

WHAT ARE THE EXPERTS SAYING? 
'MS·OOS APPLEWORKS' 'lnCider/A+ 8/91' 

What do you soy to an 'MS.DOS clone· of Appleworks 3.0? Remarkable 

Technologies' SUPERWORKS ($ 199), has caused more than one dOuble

take around here. SUPERWORKS functions like Appleworks on any IBM PC 

except that irs faster. If you use Appieworks and can train your fingers to 

find their way around an MS-DOS keyboard, you can use SUPERWORKS. 

It even incorporates some features for which Appteworks users pay extra. 
**** inCider Magazine, November 1991 

Miami Herald/Craig Crossman 8/12/91 
'Known as SUPERWORKS, this Appteworks clone does almost everything 

Appieworks does and more. If you know how to use Appieworks. you 

can use SUPERWORKS without picking up a manual. SUPERWORKS brings 

the functionality of Appteworks to the MS.DOS world while leaving 

behind many of its limitations.' 

WO!fCs• 
• Mogozine. Avgu.st, 199 / 

INTEGRATION FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF PC USERS 

Remarkable Technologies announces a 
breakthrough product which now 
delivers AppleWorks power on an IBM 
PC or compatible. SuperWorks lets 
AppleWorks users step up to a PC with 
AppleWorks files. utilizing an Apple
Works work-alike integrated package. 

New features provide full & complete 
integration of all capabilities including; 
spreadsheet (3-D capability), database 
(the easiest to use and one of the most 
powerful anywhere) , word processing 
with spell checker. improved commu
nications package, new and improved 
graphics, new SWAT macros, the best in 
the industry and much more. 

SuperWorks uses only 180K on 
diskette and it 's the only integrated 
package developed for the notebook. 

As a special introductory offer to 
inCider readers , SuperWorks is now 
available at the special low price of 
$199.00. SuperWorks has a regular retail 
priceof ~. 

I ENTIRE PROGRAM USES ONLY 180K ON DISKETTE 
I ONLY INTEGRATED PACKAGE FOR NOTEBOOKS 
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Special introductory offer 
O Piease send me SuperWorks for only $199.00 (plus $5.00 S&H}. 

Indicate Disc Size:__O 5W' Size 0 3W' Size 

0 III] 0 C!C 0 . EXP. DATE ---"---

CARD NUMBER------------

STATE ZIP _______ _ 

Mail to: Remarkable Technologies. 245 Pegasus Ave. , 
Depi.IM593, Northvale, New Jersey 07647-9971 

TM 
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YOU OUGHTA 
BE IN PICTURES 

I 
WENT T O A COMPUTER SHOW A 
few weeks ago and was amazed to see a 
PC product that lets you use a video 

camera to freeze a human facial image on 
the monitor. Among other things, you can 
change hair co lor and style and then 
record the image on VHS tape. Can any 
Apple IIGS product do the same thing? 

Mel D. Acklin 

Leesville, LA 

You bet. In fact , Mel, there are several 

ways to accomplish similar results. The 

easiest is to invest in one of Digita l 

Vision 's reasonably priced ComputerEyes 

digitizers. A digitizer is a circuit board that 

converts a video image - from a cam

corder, videocassette tape , or still-video 

camera - into a digital picture you can 

display on the computer screen. You can 

save images on disk and edit them with 

Apple II or IIGS paint programs . Among 

other things, you can incorporate edited 

images into desktop publications or video

taped presentations , such as school year

books . A black -and-white version of 

ComputerEyes is available for the Apple lie 

and IIGS. The company ' s color digitizer 

works only with the GS. ComputerEyes 

versions for the Apple II are classified as 

slow-scan digitizers. (By contrast , Digita l 

Vision offers both less-expensive slow-scan 

and the more-expensive frame-grabber 

digitizers for Macintosh computers. J 
How does it work? First , attach your 

camcorder to the Apple II with a standard 

video-camera cable. Next , focus the cam

corder on your subject . Slow scanning 

requires that the subject remain still for 

about six seconds. Likewise, if you want 

to convert videotape images to graphics 

files , you need a good-quality pause function 

on your VCR. As you may know, the quality 

of the video image tends to deteriorate 

when you use the pause button on some 

less-expensive VCRs. 

For best results , use still-video cameras, 

including those made by Canon, Kodak, and 

Sony. Because it ' s essentially a frame 

grabber, a still-video camera is a nice match 

for a slow-scan digitizer. Still-video cameras 

typically cost more than $1000, though. 

If you have neither a camcorder nor a 

still-video camera, you can use a scanner t o 
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convert flat artwork , such as drawings 

or photographic prints . to computer 

graphics. ThunderScan, LightningScan GS, 

and Quickie are three popular scanners for 

the Apple II. 

ThunderScan requires an lmageWriter 

printer. You rep lace the printer- ribbon 

cartridge (temporari ly) with the Thunder

Scan un it . Then you rol l a photo (or other 

piece of artwork) into the printer. As the 

scanner moves back and forth across the 

advancing photograph , ThunderScan soft

ware converts the photographic image one 

pass at a time to a graphics image, which 

"develops" on the computer screen. 

By contrast, LightningScan and Quickie 

are hand-held scanners, which you drag 

across a drawing or photo on a table or 

desktop. It scans the image and replicates 

it on the computer screen. Scanning soft

ware is included in each package. Quickie 

supports the Apple lie or IIGS; Lightning

Scan is a GS-only product. You can use a 

paint program to do touch -ups, rid art

work of defects, or further embellish an 

image any way you'd like. 

Whether you use a digitizer, a scanner 

or neither - it costs no more than a few 

dol lars to record on videotape anything 

that appears on your Apple II screen. Play

ers who score big-time in a computer game 

can tape a picture of the awards cere

mony. Artists of all ages can videotape 

electronic galleries to show off their 

graphics creations. Teachers can design 

video presentations to enrich lesson plans 

- or to use as demonstration videos on 

parents · night. The possib il it ies are as 

unlimited as your own imagination. 

It 's easy and inexpensive to attach a 

videocassette recorder to your Apple II 

because the computer 's video output is 

already NTSC (National Television Stan

dards Committee) compatible. This built

in capability saves Apple II users hundreds 

of dollars compared with what Macintosh or 

PC users must spend to convert RGB or 

VGA signals to NTSC. 

Use a male/male RCA-type cable to 

connect the composite-video port on your 

Apple II to the video in port on the VCR. If 

you use a monochrome or composite-color 

monitor , you'll need an inexpensive 

Y-adapter so that you can attach your 

monitor and VCR simultaneous ly to the 

App le II. Now turn on the VCR, insert a 

blank tape, start your computer, and launch 

your graphics program, game, or other 

software. When the display you want to 

capture appears on screen . press the 

VCR 's record button. Time the presentation 

and press the VCR 's stop button when 

you're done. That 's all there is to it. The 

nice thing about videotapes is that you can 

share your creations with anyone who has a 

VCR - he or she doesn 't need a computer. 

(For more about video options , see "Big 

Picture Show," November 1992. p. 34. J 

FOCUS ON VIDEO PRODUCTS 
ComputerEyes 
Digital Vision . Inc. 
270 Bridge St. 
Dedham . MA 02026 
(800J 346-0090 
(617) 329-5400 
(6171 329-6286 fax 
$129.95 b/w (lle/GSJ 
$249.95 color (GS onlyl 

LightningScan GS, $295 
ThunderScan. $219 
requires lmageWriter printer 
Thunderware 
21 Orinda Way 
Orinda , CA 94563 
(800J 628-0693 orders only 
(51 OJ 254-6581 
(51 OJ 254-304 7 24-hour fax 

Quickie 
Vitesse. Inc. 
P.O. Box 929 
1 3908 A mar Road 
Suite 2A 
La Puente , CA 81747-0928 
(800J 777-7344 
(818) 813-1270 
(8181 813-1273 fax 
$288 
Apple 11/IIGS 

iDLE! 

MY KNOWLEDGE OF RECENT 
Apple II developments has fallen 
behind during my four-year stay in 

Argentina and Chile. I create vocabulary 
tests and need to generate Spanish
language characters. Is there a way to get 
these characters on the He, He, or IIGS? Or 
will I have to go to the Macintosh 

Wendell Hall 

Wallsburg, UT 

Noh. Non. Nein. No way! Depending on 

the software you prefer , the Apple II can 

generate the characters you needl. If you 

already use App leWorks 3. 0, consider 

EuroWorks , an enhancement that adds 

foreign-language capability to the App le

Works word-processor module. EuroWorks 



StreLch your disk space. 

We all know that creating disk space isn't 
quite this easy. 

That's why WestCode Software is introducing 
HardPressed~M the ultimate in disk compression 
software for the Apple IIGs. It virtually doubles the 
space on any type of disk, including hard disks, 
3.5" diskettes, and RAM disks, without doubling 
your investment in hardware. 

HardPressed is a totally transparent, fully automatic 
solution to your storage problems. It provides true on-the-fly 
compression and decompression of files. Just specify which 
files, folders or disks you'd like to keep compressed and from 

then on HardPressed handles everything auto
matically as you save or open your documents and 
applications. And, because it's completely integrated 
into the GSIOS file system, HardPressed is much 
faster and easier to use than any other disk 
compression product. 

All this for only $69.95. And, if you've already 
purchased another disk compression product, you can still 
trade up to the unbeatable performance of HardPressed for 
only $19.95. To find out more about HardPressed, just give 
us a call. 1-800-448-4250. 

WestCode Software, Inc., 15050 Avenue of Science. Suite 112, San Diego. CA 92128 (6191 487-9200 • Fax (6191 487-9255 • lBOOJ 448-4250. 
HardPressed requires an Apple IIGS with a minimum of 1.25 MB RAM and GS/OS System 6. All brand and product names are trademarks of their respective 
companies, and you know who they are. e 1993 WestCode Software. Inc. 

Circle 99 on Ruder Service Card. 
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GRAPEVINE 
- ' - ·-~·~...,. .... ~---~~~,~· 

UPDATE ON 
HANDSHAKE OPTIONS 

II Morgan Davis, developer of the 
BBS program Proline, points out that 
the information in "Ground Control to 
Major Tom" in the February 1993 
edition of Grapevine (p. 20J is only par
tially correct. In that column, we said 
that GS owners of Hayes-compatible 
external modems must set all hand
shake options to D.Q via the Control 
Panel. Davis says that information 
applies only to 1200- and 2400-baud 
modems. For higher-speed 9600- and 
14. 4K-baud modems, Apple Computer 
recommends using a special high
speed modem cable that provides true 
hardware handshaking, carrier-detect, 
and DTR (data-terminal ready) 
features . It's currently available from 
Morgan Davis Group (1 0079 Nuerto 
Lane, Rancho San Diego, CA 91977-
7132, 619-670-0563, $14.95 plus 
$3 shipping) or lnTrec Software (3035 
East Topaz Circle, Phoenix, AZ 85028-
4423, 602-992-5515, $15 plus $3 
shipping). 

CROSSING THE GOLDEN GATE 

V If you ' re going to San Francisco for 
Apple Expo West in late April, make 
sure you call the Guideboard BBS at 
(4151 864-3858 (300-/1200-/2400-
baud service) for some tourist informa
tion you probably won 't find in any 
guidebook. Operated for the past six 
years by San Francisco cab driver 
Richard Schwartz, the Guideboard is 
filled with recommendations of great 
and inexpensive restaurants and 
nightspots that cater to San Francisco 
natives. Whether you're interested 
in dim sum or Dungeness crab, 
jazz clubs or blues saloons , don't 
leave home before consulting the 
Guideboard. 

ACCESSDRIZE 

V If you still start your GS from 
3. 5-inch floppies and don 't have quite 
enough disk space to add desk acces
sories , you can always free up some 
additional room by deleting an unneces
sary file from your System.Setup 
folder. On a backup copy of your 
System. Disk, open the System/System 
.Setup folder. If you own a ROM 01 GS, 
you can safely delete the TS3 file to 
get an extra 41 K of storage. If you 
have a ROM 3 GS . you can erase the 
TS2 file to gain another 37K. 
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KEY TRICKS 

II Hold down the option key while 
selecting About AppleWorks GS from 
the ~ pull-down menu in that 
program, and you'll discover some 
useful information about your system. 

t/ ln a number of desktop-based 
GS/DS applications , including Apple
Works GS, the Finder , HyperStudio, 
and Platinum Paint , holding down three 
keys simultaneously - Open apple , 
Control , and 2 - brings up a screen 
listing the names of the people who 
created the program. 

tl The engineers who built the GS left 
their mark on the machine : a hidden 
Easter egg. To activate a screen show
ing the names of the designers involved 
in the GS project , start your computer 
without any disks in the drives; when 
you see the error message Check 
startup device and an apple sliding 
back and forth across the screen , hold 
down the open-apple, option , control , 
and N keys simultaneously. 

tl While using the Finder with the 
Apple IIGS ' System 6.0, you can close 
all the open windows by holding down 
the open-apple , option, and W keys 
simultaneously. 

t/ lf you suspect a hardware problem 
with your lie , lie, or GS, try invoking 
the system 's built-in self test before 
panicking. First , remove any disks from 
your drives. With the power on , hold 
down four keys simultaneously : 
Open apple, Option, Control , and 
Reset. Then lift your finger off the 
reset key. The computer will run a set 
of diagnostics for about a minute. If 
your system passes the self-test , it 
will inform you . If any cryptic messages 
appear, though , it 's time to bring your 
computer in for repair. 

-Joe Kahn, 

Contributing Editor 

G RAPEVINE IS A MONTHLY CO LUMN OF 
ON-LI NE HI NTS, T IPS, ARGUMENT, CHAT , 

AND GOSSIP. CONTACT J OE KOl-IN AT JO KO 

(AMERICA ONLINE), 7670 2 .565 (COMPU

SERVE), j.KO H N (GEN IE), O R 76702 .565 
@COMPUSERVE.COM OR JOKO@AOL.COM 

(INTERNET). 

supports French, German, Italian , Portu 

guese, and Spanish. 

Tutor-Tech , anothe r Apple 11 - fam i ly 

program , supports the entire Mac inter

national character set. To generate an §.. 

for example , press Option -u and t ype §.. 

Option -u creates the umlaut above the §.. 

Tutor-Tech isn't a word processor per se ; 

rather it 's an authoring system that lets 

teachers create interactive lessons . 

Moreover, Tutor-Tech can track students ' 

progress via a built-in score-keeping feature. 

On the GS, you can create foreign 

language characters if you use an authentic 

16-bit GS program , such as AppleWorks 

GS , and the Geneva font or another t ype

face that includes the extended characters 

you need. Pull down the 8QQ.!§. menu. and 

choose the General control panel. Make 

sure that translation is set to Standard 

(not Nonel . Use the option key (or shift

option combination) followed by the appro-

SAY Si Si 
AppleWorks 3.0, $249 
AppleWorks GS, $299 
Claris Corporat ion 
5201 Patrick Henry Drive 
P.O. Box 58168 
Santa Clara , CA 95052-8168 
(8001 325-2747 nearest dealer 
(4081 727-8227 customer relations 

EuroWorks 3.0 
S.A. AuTeur Co. 
P.O. Box 7459 . 
Beavert on , OR 97007 
(5031 645-2306 
$42 French, Spanish, German, 
Italian, Portuguese package 
$27 each French or Spanish only 
requires Apple Works 3. 0 

GraphicWriter Ill 1.1 
Seven Hills Software Corp. 
231 0 Oxford Rd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32304-3930 
(9041 575 -0566 
(9041 575-2015 fax 
SEVENHILLS (GEnie, America Online) 
75300 1 743 (CompuServel 
$149.95 
$60 competitive upgrade 
contact the company for details 

KeyCappers 
The Diskette Gazet te 
International Datawares 
2278 Trade Zone Blvd. 
San Jose, CA 95131 -1801 
(8001 222-6032 
(8001 322-9331 fax orders 
$9. 95 

Tutor-Tech Hypermedia Toolkit 2. 7 
Techware Corp. 
P.O. Box 151085 
Alt amonte Springs, FL 3271 5-1 085 
(8001 34-REACH 
(4071 695-9000 
$195 
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~ ~ priate QWERTY key to generate the 
UPDATING THE II PLUS 

accents and any other characters you ~ ~ want. AppleWorks 3.0 

How do you know which keys to press? 
Claris Corporation 

~ ~ 5201 Patrick Henry Drive 
GS System 6 offers additional resources, P.O. Box 58168 

including Special Aids: Video Keyboard. 
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8168 

~ ~ (8001 325-2747 nearest dealer 
This replica of the GS keyboard pops up on 14081 727-8227 customer relations 

screen when you select Video Keyboard 
$249 

~ ~ from the 8Jml.e. menu. Although AppleWorks Plus-Works 3.1 

GS doesn't support Video Keyboard (or 
Memory Plus Distributors 

~ ~ 7902 East Pierce St. 
other Special Aids), programs such as Scottsdale, AZ 85257 

GraphicWriter Ill do. GraphicWriter Ill is (6021 820-8819 

~ ~ (6021 968-3916 
perhaps more widely known as a page- 16021 968-3211 fax 
layout program than as a word processor, $49 

~ ~ but don 't let that keep you from using it to 

design handouts and worksheets. 2 pin of the computer 's game-paddle 1/0 

~ ~ The second way to remember the key (input/output) port. It's even easier than 

combinations you need to press to gener- it sounds and requires only inexpensive lead 

~ ~ ate extended characters is to keep the clips , which you can purchase at your local "Sharp Tracer" 
keystrokes literally at your fingertips. I use Radio Shack store. A shift-key modifica-

~ 1. Trace Drawings- Logos- ~ transparent, self-adhesive labels called tion lets you generate both upper- and lower- Artwork & Schematics. 

KeyCappers on my Mac and GS keyboards. case characters on the Apple II Plus. 

~ 
2. Features 2 Power Lens 

~ A glance at the keyboard reminds me of with a bull 's eye 
• An SO-column card. With an SO-column 3. Use with Paint- Draw & 

the keys I need to press to generate all 
card you can display twice as many char- ~ CAD-CAM programs. ~ kinds of accents and symbols. KeyCappers 
acters on one line as you could otherwise in 

4. Made of Optical Grade 

labels are designed to fit the Mac 's keys , 
native 40-column mode. ~ 

Acrylic. Same resin as 

~ but a little trimming with a razor blade will prescription glasses. 
5. A "Fun Challenge" that 

fit them to the GS' keys, as well. • Additional RAM (random-access memory). 

~ 
every one can enjoy! ~ With the appropriate add-in memory board 6. Fits all Apple mice! 

A BIG PLUS you can increase the Apple II Plus' RAM to 

~ ~ MANY PEOPLE DON'T KNOW 128K or even 1 megabyte. According to Only$12.00 

that you can run AppleWorks 3.0 Plus-Works ' developer, Richard Hajdu, a 

~ Premium Life ~ on an Apple II Plus. You can, thanks 12BK memory card installed in an Apple II Cartridges 
to Plus-Works, which reconfigures the Plus provides an AppleWorks 3.0 desktop 

~ ~ AppleWorks startup disk and substitutes nearly twice the size of the one you get on 1. Apple lmagewriter $9.00 
2. Epson LQ 1000 $9.00 

escape-key commands for the left and a 128K Apple lie or lie. 

~ 
3. Epson LQ 2500 $9.00 

~ right cursor keys and open-apple com- Perhaps the only down side to Plus- 4. Epson LQ 800 $9.00 

mands. Will you tell the rest of the Apple Works is its incompatibility with TimeOut 5. Epson MX 100 $9.00 

~ 
6. Epson MX 70 $9.00 

~ II world about this program? products and other AppleWorks en- 7. IBM Proprinter 4201 $9.00 

Joseph A. Hamsher hancements, but that drawback doesn 't 8. NEC8023 $9.00 

seem to have hampered the " thousands " ~ 9. Panasonic 1080 $9.00 ~ Cerritos, CA 10. Panasonic 1124i $9.00 
of registered Plus -Works users. Hajdu 11 . Seikosha SP1 000 $9.00 

Listen up, world - it's easier than you says that Memory Plus can set you up ~ 12. Star NX 1 000 $9.00 ~ think to modernize a 48K Apple II Plus to with the software/hardware package you 13. Toshiba P1000 $9.00 

~ 
14. OKI182 (&others) $9.00 

~ run the latest version of Claris · popular need to get up and running with Apple- 15. Citizen 120D $9.00 
integrated word-processor/database/ Works 3 .0 . Ask about other models 

spreadsheet program. In addition to Apple- ~ (Check, Visa, M.C. , M.O.) ~ Add $3.00 shipping in U.S. 
Works 3.0 and Plus-Works 3.1, you need Buy 2 or more, shipping is free! 

only three extras to bring that so-called ~ All shipping outside U.S.- add ~ "obsolete " system up to snuff: APPLE CLINIC IS A FORUM FOR ANSWERING $7.00 for Air Mail Small Packet 

YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT APPLE II AND MAC 

~ ORDERS: (800) 795-2198 ~ • Shift-key modification. The Plus-Works HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE. WRITE TO APPLE Or write: 
manual explains how to perform this do-it- CLINIC, 80 ELM STREET, PETERBOROUGH, NH 

~ 
Sharp Concept 

~ yourself quick fi x. In a nutshell, you con-
03458, AND ENCLOSE AN SASE. BECAUSE 1653 Calmin Drive 
OF THE VOLUME OF LETTERS, HOWEVER, Fallbrook, CA 92028 

nect a piece of wire from the shift-key pin WE'RE UNABLE TO RESPOND TO ALL QUES- ~ (dealer Inquiries welcome) ~ of the Apple II Plus keyboard to the button- TIONS I DIVIDUALLY. 

[!] ~ @] 

CII'Cie !1!1 on Reader Service Card. 



REVIEWS 
***** POOR GOOD GREAT 

TUTOR-TECH 2. 7 
VS. MEDIA MAGIC! l.l 
D

oes your Apple II software collection leave you yearn
ing for more? Don't despair - hypermedia adven
tures glimmer on the summer horizon. Techware 's 
Tutor-Tech H ypermedia Toolkit (version 2. 7) and 

Toucan's Media Magic! (version 1.1 ) let teachers, students, and 
hobbyists of all stripes express their creativity as they produce 
entertaining and educational presenta
tions. So fire up your imagination and 
get ready to dazzle your audience as we 
exp lore two authoring systems designed 
specifi ca lly fo r 128K Apple Ils. 

TUTOR-TECH 
HYPERMEDIA TOOLKIT 2. 7 

Techware Corp. 
P.O. Box 151085 
Altamonte Springs, FL 32715-1085 
18001 34-REACH 
14071 695-9000 

• hypermedia authoring system 
• 128K Apple lle/llc/llc Plus/IIGS/Laser 128 
• $195, $35 upgrade from v2. 5 

I ran these hypermedia products on 
an Apple IIGS and on a Mac LC II with 
Apple lie Card installed. Although I also 
teste d 5 .25 -inch ve r s io ns o f bo th 
progr am s, 3 .5- inch ve rsio ns proved 

MEDIA MAGIC! 1.1 
Toucan/Queue 
338 Commerce Drive 
Fairfield, CT 06430 
18001 232-2224 
12031 335-0906 
12031 336-2481 fax 

• present ation software 
• 128K Apple lle/llc/llc Plus/IIGS 
• $99.95 

• $19 upgrade from v2. 6 serial # 39999 and below 
• free upgrade from v2.6 serial # 40000 and above 
• The Stack Exchange catalogue free 
• product support on America Online 
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eas ie r to use because they e limin a ted 
bothersome disk swapping. If a 3.5-inch 
drive isn 't ava ilab le, yo u 'll need two 
5.25-inch drives . 

In either case, however, you and your 
audie nce ca n enj oy th e software you 
create (called stacks or shows, depending 
on the program) on an Apple II with just 
one disk drive. If you're lucky enough to 
have an Echo synthesizer, you can add 
speech to your creations, too). 

DEEP IN THE STACKS 

Widely known in its initial versions as 
the fi rs t authoring system for the Apple 
II , Tutor-Tech Hypermedia Toolkit, like 
fine wine, improves with age. T he latest 
edi tion adds an array of features well 
wo rth the upgrad e price . Edu ca tor s, 
especially, will like the ease with which 
T uto r -T ec h le ts yo u c r ea te stac ks 
tailored to your classroom needs. 

T he sta nd ard T uto r-Tech package 
inclu d es th ree 5 .25- inch d isks - th e 
p rog ram or TeacheT Disk for cr ea ting 
stacks, a samples disk with ready-to-use 
artwork and demonstration stacks, and a 
Student Disk - p lu s a spira l-bo und 
manual and an upgrade/utility d isk. A 
gradebook program for tracking student 
progress is ava ilabl e sepa rately ($95) . 
You ca n make one backup copy of the 
program, samples, and grader disks on a 
single 3.5-inch floppy, or you can order 
Techwa re's dua l- fo rmat pac kage ($ 15 
additional), which includes both 3.5- and 
5.25-inch disks. 

Photography • Larry Dunn 



T he mouse is a "must" for designing 
stacks; a joystick is an awkward alternative 
at best. Students can run your creations 
from the keyboard alone, however. For 
special-needs or very young users, you 
can develop stacks that require only the 
spacebar and return key. 

When you boot the Teacher Disk, a set 
of design tools, a menu bar, and a blank 
work area, or page, appear on screen . 
T he manual assumes no prior comput
ing knowledge. You don' t even have to 
know how to use a mouse or pull-down 
menus - the first chapter of the manual 
covers all these Mac-style features. 

Beginners should work through the 
tu torial before embarking on their own 
stack-building explorations, though : It 
provides an excellent visual tour of the 
hypermedia design process and teaches 
you how to use the program's text and 
drawing tools and how to use buttons to 
link pages. 

Among T utor-Tech 2.7's features is a 
n ew music-writin g m o dule. Accom
panying melodies can spice up a stack, 
but teachers who get migraines in noisy 
classrooms will be happy to know they can 
add a command to turn off the sound. 

My favorite new feature is referenced 
pages. No lo nge r must you cop y a nd 
paste screens you want to repeat within a 
stack - just type a code on the new page 
to cr oss- re fe r e nce it to a prev iou sly 
created one. This convenience saves a lot 
of computer memory and development 
time. T he codes are easy to learn, too. 
To test-drive Tutor-Tech, for example, I 
crea ted an info rmatio na l stack about 
contemporary female mystery writers; 
thanks to referenced pages, other users 
can expand the stack easily. 

T he T utor-Tech 2. 7 update also sup
ports external commands, which, among 
other things, let you change directories, 
launch other Apple II applications, con
trol a videodisc player , or open rela ted 
stac ks. A new p r ev iew mod e le ts you 
browse through your stacks and see exactly 
what your students will be looking at. 

On the down side, T utor-Tech's fonts 
show no improvement; the smallest type
face is hard to read on the GS screen . 
Importing graphics is tricky, too. You 
can bring in hi g h -resolutio n im ages 
d irectly, but you'll have to convert Print 
Shop and New Print Shop graphics. T he 

manual could use an addendum describ
ing the program's support for assorted 
Apple II graphics formats. 

SHOWTIME 

Captiva ting backgro unds, clip art, 
sound effects, and ready-to-use songs 
make Media Magic! an appealing new 
Apple II hypermedia product. Geared 
toward educators, this "Best Show and 
Tell Tool Ever" includes three modules 
- The Show Maker, The Art Studio, and 
The Melody Studio - that let you create 
o r modify music and graphics as you 
design your presentations. You can also 
import clip art and sounds from T oucan's 
Creative Writing Series and illustrations 
from other popular programs. 

Media Magic! makes you feel like a 
movie di rector. Specia l effec ts provide 
attractive transitions between pages; you 
add script commands, text, buttons, and 
clip art via pop-up dialog boxes. Because 
I 'm musica lly im paire d , I esp ec iall y 
enjoyed using the program's prewritten 
son gs and sound e ffec ts in a sh ow I 
design ed fo r parents' night a t a local 
elementary school. 

In addition, I created screens describ
ing the school's history in The A1·t Studio 
mo dul e, wh e r e I could co ntro l th e 
appea•-ance of text best. (H ypermedia 
programs ra re ly include full -featured 
word p rocessors.) I discovered tha t I 
could combin e font sizes on a page , 
something that isn't possible using back
ground text screens alone. 

Media Magic! comes on three 5.25-inch 
floppies (or a single 3.5-inch disk). You 
must store your chosen backgrounds, 
fonts, sounds, and clip art on the show 
disk, which doesn't leave much room for a 
large presentation. You can save only ten 
screens on a 5.25-inch disk, but you can 
link shows stored on separate disks. 

Media Magic! sports special effects 
plus predesigned graphics and music. 

·~ 

Sally ~ 
Gunning~ 

Easy-to-use referenced pages make 
Tutor-Tech stacks a snap to expand. 

Although the documenta tion is well 
writte n , it's o rgani zed strangely. For 
insta nce, th e tu to rial d e monstr a ting 
mos t of the software 's fea tures is the 
fourth section of the guide . It suggests 
tha t users read the re fer ence section 
fi•-st, a premise that might well intimi
date novices. 

DIFFERENT STROKES 

Both Tutor-Tech stacks and Media 
Magic! shows support sp eech if your 
Apple II has an Echo syn thesizer. T he 
quality differs, however. 

In Tutor-Tech , you select the words 
yo u wa nt to u se fr om th e 720-word 
dictionary supplied with the Echo unit. 
(Street Electronics also offers a larger 
dictionary with some 4000 words.) T he 
system speaks the words in the order in 
which you import them into your stack; 
the synthesizer ' s female voice is clear 
and of high quality. 

By contrast, in Media Magic! you type 
the words to be spoken o n the back
ground text screen or in a message box, 
then add a speak text command to the 
script. If the system mispronounces any 
words (and it did several in the presenta
tion I created), you must edit them by 
typing phonetic spellings in an excep
tions box. The resulting speech is robotic
sounding and sometimes di fficul t to 
understa nd. You can adjust pitch and 
rate, but success is a matter of trial and 
error. On the plus side, you can desig
na te word s to be hi ghligh ted as the 
sys te m sp ea ks th e m to h e lp youn g 
readers with visual tracking. 

In short, if you plan to present a lot of 
in for ma tion and you're satisfied with 
simple graphics - or if you want to write 
music - T utor-Tech is the program for 
you . T h e softwa re's ability to access 
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VCRs, videodisc players , the Touch
Window screen, and the Muppet Learn
ing Keys alternative keyboard is a defi
nite plus for stack developers, as well. 
On the other hand, if special effects, pre
designed backgrounds, and ready-made 
clip art appeal to you, Media Magic! is 
the program of choice. 

In his inaugural address last J anuary, 
President C linton observed, "Tech
nology is almost magical. " What are you 
waiting for? It's time to conjure up some 
creative presentations. Tutor-Tech and 
Media Magic! prove that you can sti ll 
work wonders in only 128K. 

Midge Frazel 
Computer Resource Consultant 

Bridgewater, MA 

THE LOST TRIBE 
Lawrence Productions, Inc. 
1800 South 35th St. 
Galesburg, Ml 49053·9687 
18001 421-4157 
16161 665-7075 
16161 665-7060 fax 

• social-studies strategy game 
• 1MB Apple IIGS 
• requires GS/OS 5. 0. 4 or later 
• $49.95 

F or centuries, your tribe dwelt in the 
valley below Belchfire Mountain, an 

act ive volcano. One d ay an erup tion 
destroys your village; the chief and most 
of the tribe 's ablest hunters are ki lled. 
As the smartest, strongest survivor, 
you must lead a band of 23 clan mem
bers on a search for the tribe's ancestral 
homeland, somewhere to the east. 

It's a race against time: Winter's coming 
fast and you have to find a new place to 
sett le before snowfa ll makes trave l 
impossible . 

To guide you, the tribe 's forebears 
prepared a Sacred Mapskin, which domi
nates the center of your GS screen. It's 
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divided into hexagonal terrain cells that 
include forest, plains, mountains, river 
vall eys, lakes, hills, and deserted villages. 

Grampf, the tribal clerk, maintains the 
Survival Rock and the Status Rock - icons 
that appear on the left-hand side of the 
screen and provide a pictorial progress 
report. When you hunt, your perform
ance is illustrated by stick -f igure 
animat ions reminiscent of cave-wa ll 
paintings. 

POLl SCI 101 

The game includes six scenarios of 
increasing difficulty. In the most chal
lenging games, the Mapskin shows 
largely unexplored territory , the envi 
ronment is more dangerous, and food is 
harder to find . 

All scenarios - except the easiest one 
- include at least three r a ndomly 
selected destinations, which change each 
time you start a new game. 

Each day you must decide whether to 
gather roots and berr ies, travel, rest, 
feast, practice spear throwing, send out 
scouts, or create magical carvings to 
boost your confidence and enhance your 
prestige. In addition, random events 
challenge you to make decisions by click
ing to select a multiple-choice option. 

Scanned color photos feature various 
members of the program's development 
team, costumed as cavemen and women; 
these characters act out a whole range of 
conflicts and crises. (After a few games, 
t h e same events recur, however -
a design compromise that was probably 
necessary to keep program size fairly 
reasonable.) 

If you make good decisions, the tribe 
will be happy and your leadership rating 
will increase. If you make enough bad 
decisions, though, your rating drops to 
zero, prompting the tribe to se lect 
another leader and banish you, ending 
the game. Politics hasn' t changed much 
in 10,000 years. 

THE SERIOUS SIDE 

By clicking on the book icon located 
on the right-hand side of the screen, you 
can view the Prehistoric Guide to Survival, 
an on -lin e reference that includes 
personali ty profiles of your companions, 
notes on land forms and animals you 
encounter, descriptions of too ls and 

utensils, and discussions of va lues, 
customs, and rituals shared by ancient 
and modern tribal people. 

I found the Guide awkward because the 

screen displays only a few lines at a time 
and you can't print the text. Some topics 
- "lost continents" and "vortex energy" 
to name two - could be classified as 
New Age fluff. Moreover, chapters on the 
extinction of dinosaurs and "Creationism 
vs. Evolution" seem inappropriate given 
the scope of the program. 

An 18-page manual includes a list of 
additional recommended reading and 
amusing line drawings of tribe members, 
but no screen shots. The documentation 
covers MS-DOS and Macintosh versions 
of the program; a separate two-page 
supplement and four-page Read.Me file 
on disk provide GS-specific information. 

The package includes three non-copy
protected 800K floppies. The designers 
apparently worked hard to ensure that 
the program would run on a system with 
only one or two 3.5-inch drives . Some 
disk swapping is required , but most 
program files are located on one disk. 

You can insta ll the game on a hard
disk drive by copying files from all three 
disks into a single folder requiring some 
2.1 megabytes of hard-disk space in all. 
(To enjoy the game's music you must 
have Tool035 in your System. Tools folder.) 
The Lost Tr ibe requires at least 1 
megabyte of RAM. If your GS has more 
than that, the program uses it effectively. 

YABBA-DABBA 

Intended for players aged 8 and older, 
T he Lost Tribe can help you learn about 
the lives of our distant ancestors and 
hone map-reading, group-dynamics, 
problem-solving, and conflict-resolution 
skills. 

The program's designers seem to have 
successfu lly reconstructed the cu lture 
and beliefs of prehistoric people. The 
software combines an imaginative 
approach with solid archaeological and 
anthropological source material. Serious 
academics may object to the program's 
humor, but it should appeal to an audi
ence who grew up on a steady diet of 
Flintstones cartoons (and vitamins). 

If you liked the novel Clan of the Cave 
Bear or the fi lm Quest for Fire, you 'lllove 
The Lost Tribe. The program is equally 



suited to individual exploration, small
group interaction, or full-class participa
tion. As long as publishers keep coming 
up with new educational software like 
The Lost Tribe for the Apple IIGS, it's 
premature to write off this remarkable 
computer as a lost cause. 

Mike Markowitz 
Pepperdine University 

Long Beach, CA 

ULTRA4 
JEM Software 
7578 Lamar Court 
Arvada, CO 80003 
13031 422-4856 

• AppleWorks enhancement 
and macro language 

• 192K enhanced Apple lle/llc/llc Plus/IIGS 
• requires : AppleWorks 3.0, 

TimeOut UltraMacros 3.0 or 3.1 
• $60 

L ive long and prosper" - that's the 
story of AppleWorks Classic, Bob 

Lissner's integrated word processor/data
base/spreadsheet program for the Apple 
II. Beagle Bros' TimeOut series of add
ens (now distributed by Quality Computers) 
catapulted the original AppleWorks into 
a second generation. Then through the 
collaboration of Claris Corporation and 
Beagle Bros, "AppleWorks: The Third 
Generation" (version 3.0) was conceived, 
with enhancements such as spell check
ing and support for subdirectories. 

But the App leWorks story isn't over 
yet. Ultra 4 takes AppleWorks users -
even novices - to new worlds of creative 
utility "where no one has gone before." 

IMPROVING ON A CLASSIC 

Among all TimeOut products, perhaps 
none breathes more li fe into App le 
Works than Randy Brandt's UltraMacros 
- an easy-to-use programming lan
guage that boosts AppleWorks to new 
heights of power. 

Though some people sti ll fear the 
word "programming" because it implies 
numbered lines and cryptic references, 
users who are comfortable with plug
and-p lay applications sti ll often wish 
their programs could do a little more, 
especially to minimize repetitive tasks. 
UltraMacros lessens the need for repeated 

keystrokes and automates countless 
other tasks, as well. 

And the UltraMacros language is intu
itive, letting you create short programs 
(macros) by recording a series of key
strokes. You can then save them and 
play them back with a single keypress. In 
essence, you create customized functions 
without ever leaving App leWorks. 
Straight out of the box, UltraMacros 
offers increased speed, new features, and 
enhanced capabilities within the Apple
Works environment. 

Among hundreds of other possible 
operations, macros cansave/printlremove 
all documents on the desktop automati
cally, locate a "lost" file on a hard drive, 
eliminate duplicate records in a data
base, provide word wrap in a spread
sheet, and even crea te pull-down or 
pop-up menus. 

With Ultra 4, a new UltraMacros is 
born. This major up grade to Ultra
Macros 3.1 is soundly based on the origi
nal software, and you can use most 
earlier macros with little modification. 
The program disk includes a Converter 
module that translates UltraMacros 3.0 
or 3.1 macros to Ultra 4 syntax. Some 
conversions require hands-on tinkering, 
but the program's accompanying docu
mentation explains the process. 

Ultra 4 includes an installer program 
and an Apple Works 3. 0 Bug Patcher 
(version 1.6). The installation process is 
easy, whether you use a hard-disk drive 
or 3.5-inch floppies -just follow direc
tions diligently. (Pay particular attention 
to the Notes file.) Although you can use 
Ultra 4 on a 5.25-inch floppy system, the 
degree of disk swapping required may 
make the job impractical. 

Once installed , Ultra 4 becomes a 
seamless part of the App leWorks 
program. You'll hardly know the macro 
enhancement is there - until you press 
the solid-apple (option) key, which acti
vates most of Ultra 4 's commands. The 
program installs a small set of macros 
automatically for immediate use, but 
Ultra 4 reveals its greatest power when 
you learn to write your own macros or to 
customize macros written by others. 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 

A printed 60-page manual describes 
clearly, though briefly, all but the newest 

Ultra 4 commands, and the program 
disk includes more than a dozen sample 
fi les illustrating every command's syntax 
and use. In all, Ultra 4 adds more than 
100 impressive new funct ions - from 
changing the beep sound on the fly , to 
capturing the contents of an entire data
base record with a single command, to 
calculating big numbers to a precision of 
two decimal places. 

The program also enhances severa l 
existing UltraMacros commands, includ
ing clearing se lected portions of the 
screen and using the Find function with 
the display turned off. Ultra 4 also lets 
you adj ust the cursor's blinking speed 
and use a mouse in AppleWorks. Power 
users will appreciate Ultra 4's 100 text
string variables and 260 nume.ric vari
ables. The software also supports custom 
labels, task-file cach ing, and desktop
memory commands . 

Moreover, Ultra 4 supports an expand
able library of INITs. These small pro
grams modify AppleWorks automatically 
at startup, including date-and-time 
display, enhanced Open apple-H (screen 
dump) printing, screen blanking, and 
powerful debugging for fine-tuning your 
macros . The program also offers a 
special TimeOut application, Macros-to
Menus, which converts any macro task 
fi le to a T imeOut app lic"ation that will 
then appear on the TimeOut menu. 

Whatever your line of work, whatever 
your productivity needs, if you use 
AppleWorks regularly, you can benefit 
from UltraMacros. And once you've tried 
Ultra 4, you 'll never be content with 
plain-vanilla AppleWorks again. Randy 
Brandt 's latest creation not on ly 
enhances AppleWorks' functionality, but 
opens a gateway to nearly unlimited 
expansion of this powerful program. 0 

Will Nelken 
Author, UltraAWsome ~.H., 

.u..LIBA-AppleWorks, 
and .u.Jt.l:il - t.ll t.bi .Mnl 

San Rafael, CA 

Editors ' note: At press time, inCider/A+ 
learned that Randy Brandt has cTeated an 
updated version of the software, Ultra 4.2, 
and that he has sold exclusive distribution 

rights for the progmm to Quality Computers, 
20200 East Nine Mile Road, Box 665; St. 
Clair Shores, MI 48080, (313) 774-7200 
(price undeteTmined at press time). 
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THE APPLE II REPORT 
... MUST BUY! 

... FORGET IT 

... WORTH A 
SECOND LOOK 

... ASSESS A & 8 

Lexia Learning Systems 
11a Lewis St. 
P.O. Box 466 
Lincoln, MA 01773 
18001 435-3942, 
16171 259-8752 

• new diagnostics software 
• 48K Apple II 
• $150 each 

When students greet you with blank 
stares , perhaps they're missing the 
point of the lesson. Call on Assess for 
help - it 's a series of diagnostic oral
reading tests for the early elementary 
grades. It measures reading strengths 
and weaknesses by analyzing student 
performance ; teachers can print 
reports for individual tests, class 
standings, or the results of all tests 
administered to a single student over 
time. The package includes several 
sets of questions to facilitate retest 
ing. Assess simplifies skill diagnostics 
because the computer handles the 
details- word lists , scoring, inter
pretation of results, and report print
ing. Teachers will find it a valuable 
(albeit expensive) supplementary evalu
ation tool. 

... COLLEGE COST 
EXPLORER 1993 

College Board Publications 
P.O. Box 886 
New York, NY 10101 
18001 323-7155 orders 
12121 713-8165 customer service 

• update/information database 
• 128K Apple II or 64K Apple lie 

with extended SO-column card 
• $125 plus $2.95 handling 

It 's never too soon to start saving for 
your child's college education. College 
Cost Explorer makes the job a bit 
easier. The 1992-93 edition provides 
information on tuition and fees, room 
and board, books and supplies , trans
portation, and personal expenses at 
2800 accredited two-year and four
year academic institutions. You enter 
personal financial data on electronic 
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worksheets to calculate costs; the 
program projects the expected family 
contribution . An interactive tutorial 
advises you on financial aid (availability. 
application requirements , deadlines). 
This is an invaluable resource for any
one interested in determining college 
costs and how to meet them . 

~ ESL DEMONS 
SETS A , 8 , C 

Merit Audio Visual 
132 West 21st St. 
New York, NY 10011 
18001 753-6488, 
12121 675-8567 

• new language skills builder 
• 512K Apple II 
• requires 5. 25" disk drive 
• $99.95 each 

ESL Demons helps students of English 
as a second language develop their 
reading skills . Students examine sen
tences for errors of grammar. usage, 
and spelling ; they earn a star for each 
inappropriate word or phrase they find. 
A round consists of 12 sentences, 
each containing an error students 
must correct. The program provides 
explanations for all errors , even when 
youngsters tag them correctly. Set A 
is designed for students who have 
mastered only some English conversa
tional skills. Set B is for experienced 
beginners moving on to second-level 
work. Set C targets low-intermediate 
students. All sets ship on two disks 
with 12 ESL Demons (topics) per disk. 
The program tracks performance for up 
to 42 students. There are no animated 
graphics , sound effects, or games
just the slow, methodical delivery of 
text-based sentences. Activities may 
not be interesting enough to hold 
kids ' attention. 

... GRANVILLE 

Gessler Publishing Co. 
55 West 13th St. 
5th Floor 
New York, NY 10011 
12121 627-0099 

• new French-language program 
• 64K Apple II 
• requires color monitor 
• hardcopy diary with accents 

requires Epson printer 
• $39.95 

Nothing is quite as intimidating as 
going on vacation to a place where you 

can 't speak the local language. How do 
you find out where to stay or what to 
see? Granville prepares youngsters for 
a vacation in France as it sends players 
on a five-day, all-expenses-paid simu
lated holiday. Visitors receive free hotel 
accommodations , breakfast , and 
spending money. They must plan their 
own entertainment and sight-seeing 
activities (visiting museums , local 
shops. discotheques , and so onl, while 
attending to basic needs like hunger 
and thirst. The program presents 
instructions initially in English , but 
shifts quickly to French. Accompanying 
documentation contains instructions, 
lesson plans . and sample worksheets in 
English. Granville suffers from seem
ingly endless disk swapping , but it 's a 
wonderful electronic supplement for 
any intermediate-level French class , 
stimulating discussion while reinforcing 
basic vocabulary. Bonnes vacances! 

... READING SKILLS 
FOR DAILY LIVING 
SETS 1, 2, 3 

Merit Audio Visual 
132 West 21st St. 
New York, NY 10011 
18001 753-6488, 
12121 675-8567 

• new reading-skills builder 
• 512K Apple II 
• requires 5 . 25 " drive 
• $199 per set 

With this electronic primer. upper-level 
high-school students can practice 
essential reading skills . The software 
consists of high-interest text passages 
focusing on everyday situations such as 
money management , community life . 
health care . and shopping. It streng
thens students' abilities to recognize 
central thoughts . recall facts , place 
events in sequence, make inferences , 
and draw conclusions. Each activity 
offers two levels of difficulty. All sets in 
the series follow the same format: 
Students read an on-screen paragraph , 
then answer questions in their own 
words. Lessons provide immediate 
feedback; readers score higher if they 
don't ask for on-line hints. Record
management options let teachers track 
student performance and assess read
ing ability. This program is easy to use, 
but may lack sufficient "inspirational " 
qualities to motivate extended self
directed learning. 

-Carol S. Holzberg, Ph.D., 
Contributing Editor 



4MB/$199 

CV-Technologies 
CV-RAM 4MB/$208 5MB/$2 50 6MB/$290 BMB/$348 

SEw ENriAL S,-src..s 
RAM lie 1 MB/FOR APPLE lie $128 
RAM 80 64K/80 COLUMNS $24 
RAM GS 4MB/FOR APPLE IIGS $128 
Meg BOZ 1MB/for Apple lie $129 

MenHHy Upgrades 

~=~forRAMFast_, :: 
1,.. x 1 DRAM forGS-RAM Plus $39 
1,..ZIP......-yforGS-RAMUI $45 

. . 
ZIP TECHNOLOGIES - . 
7MHz/8K cache .......... $137.00 
8MHz/16K cache ........ $173.00 
9MHz/32K cache ........ $228.00 
ZIP 8000 8MHz for lle$135.00 

., ~Quickie Special ........ $199 
~ \ei\V' \er Get a $20 discount off your next purchase from LRO 
I ~ _ ..-.... ~ ... ~ with the purchase of the Quickie Special!! 

A APPLIED EHGIHEERIHG 
IE Vulcan Gold 40 ••... $569 
IE Vulcan Gold 100 ... $949 
Vulcan Gold Upgrade ... $ 47 

IE 5.25" for LC or A2 .... $189 
AMR 525" for LC or A2 .$119 

IE SupetDrive .•...•....•..... $218 
1.44/BOOK for A2 & Mac 
Apple SupetDrive 1/F ••••• $138 
Allows you to operate Super
Drives on your A2 or GS 

RAine G!l ~ ~,:~~r ~-~~~$128 
Meg BOZ (1meg/80cols./lle) .$ 58 

THE SMALL PRINT _ _,_.....,._...,.,.,_,.,;w,_,._,__,_,.,""P''_ 
- .. -~You.._...,., ___ y.,__.._,*"""' 

No Surcharge for VISA. MasterCard and Discover. Standard ship· 
for UPS GroundiPriority Mail 3%. minimum $5. No 
16 on orders over $300, under $300 add $5. Calf for 

additional charaesfor Air and International shipments. Illinois resi
r. No sales tax for out of stare purchases.. 
up to 30 days with an RMA#. No returns 

without RMA#. Returns past 30 days, and incomplete prod· 
IS are at our discretion. Shipping charges vary. Prices and 

I availabiNty subject to change. This advertisement is C 1993 by lRO 
Computer Sales and Fizbin Consulting Group for purposes of copy· 
right and legal ownership of intelfectual property or contents. Any 
violation can be punishable by fine, jail or both. Void vvhere prohibit
ed. Your mileage may vary, but is it worth the hassle? 

HARDDRIV&St:SitARDS 
All our hard drives come with a 2 year warranty, reliable mechanisms of 
the latest design - we categorically do not self discontinued or refurbished 
products! Your choice of a regular SCSI (25-50) or daisy chain (50·50), high 
impact ABS case {not some flinJsy plastic material), dual SCSI connectors 
for easy daisy-chaining, access indicator light, convenient power connec
tor and on/off switch, easy terminator access panel, and external SCSI ID 
selector. 

What more could you want? 

How about our 30+ megs of shareware loaded on the drive? How about 
appropriate (and latest) system software pre-loaded on the drive? 

And if you're still not satisfied, just return the drive by taking advantange of 
our no-hassle return policy. You'll receive a full-refund (minust shipping 
and handling) and service with a smile. 

042 ELS ...... : ....... $248 085 ELS ............ $288 
CBS ...................... $278 C120 .................. $358 
0127 ELS ............ $368 C170 .................. $378 
0170 ELS ............ $378 C212 .................. $488 
0240 .................... $508 C540 ............... $1,048 

NCS Pro R45 ...... $428 NCS Pro R90 .... $558 
All removable drives include one cartridge. Extra 44188 carts are $681$108 

NCS Pro Rootical drive 
Includes one disk. Works on your Macintos and Apple figs (GS requires a 
SCSI card). Reads adn writes Apple If disks as well. Reads IBM-type disks 
of the 720K and 1.44 fomats. Note this drive will not read native 8IJO kilo
byte floppies. 

NCS Roptical!incfudesonecart $338 

CV-Tech. The fastest of all SCSI cards with variable size cache buffer. 

RAMFast w/256K H69 (w/drive - $179 w/o) 
RAMFast w/1111/B •• 19fwldrive - $229 w/o) 
RAMFast ROM UPGRADE 15 
APPt..E 
HI-SPEED SCSI CARD $99 !w/drive - $109 w!o! 

~-TRAHSPORIER 
PC-T w/640K •.•....•..•....... $229 
GS-Insta/1 Kit .•..•.••..•.••.•. $ 35 
1/e Install kit .••...........•.•. $ 29 
TransDrive 5.25 " ..•..•.... .• $189 
TransDrive 3.5" add-on ...... $ 89 
Dual TransDrive 5.25"&3.5"$289 

DREAMWORLD 
DreamGrafix .................... $ 58.00 

ECON TECHNOLOGIES 
Universe Master .............. $ 68.00 
AutoArc ........................... $ 24.00 

WestCode soFTWARE 
Pointless ......................... $ 46.00 
In Words ........................... $ 78.00 

o/itesse 
Salvation Supreme .......... $ 85.00 
Harmonie (printerdriver.i/ ... ..... $ 32.00 

'J:~le':/:;,~.0 .................... $ 78.00 
Time Works 
Publish It! v3.0 ................ $38.00 

MultiConverter for your 
1/Gs, IBM, M acintosh and 
16, 256 and 3,200 color files on 

Seven Hills Software 
Shoebox .......................... $ 34.00 
Express ............................ $24.00 
Kangaroo ......................... $ 28.00 

Apple Computer, Inc. 
GS!OS System 6.0 ........... $ 39.00 
HyperCard GS .................. $ 69.00 



ADVERTISEMENT 

Monitor Radiation News 
1-800-262-3260 

New Product Blocks 
ELF Magnetic 
Radiation 

NoRad Corporation is now shipping 
ELF ProTech, the first externally 
mounted Extremely Low Frequency 
(ELF) magnetic field radiation suppres
sor for video display terminals (VDTs). 
Independently tested on popular moni
tors, ELF ProTech reduces ELF 
magnetic fields to well below the latest 
Swedish standards (SWEDAC, MPR II). 

N oRad's proprietary technology 
(patent pending) safely absorbs ELF 
magnetic radiation by up to 70% all 

around the display -front, back, sides 
and top. And, the higher the field 
strength, the greater the reduction. 

For the first time, you can upgrade 
your current monitor with external 
shielding rather than buy a new, low 
magnetic radiation monitor. Installed in 
minutes without special tools, ELF 
ProTech preserves image quality and 
safeguards warranties and computer 

performance. 

ELF ProTech's universal design fits 
all monitors, and is color-matched to 
today's displays. 

New Shield Delivers 
Brighter Image 

The NoRad Shield, the industry-standard 
radiation and glare shield, is now even 
better. Advancements in manufacturing 
give NoRad Shield users High Light 

Transmission (HLT), which increases 

image brightness by a full 50%. 

Already the highest resolution shield 
available, NoRad has increased the 
Shield's resolution even more -to 260 lines 
per inch. This means a clearer image from 
your monitor. 

Independent Tests 
Support NoRad 
Product Line 

An independent, government-certified 
laboratory has tested the NoRad Shield 
and ELF ProTech to verify performance 
and shielding effectiveness. 

Using U.S. Military Standard 285, the 
NoRad Shield was tested against the 
leading technologies which claim radia
tion protection. Only the NoRad Shield 
blocked 99.99% of virtually all electric 
field radiation-not only ELF and VLF, 

but all the way up into the microwave 

Circle 34 on Reader Service Card. 

range, and greater than 50% of the total 
magnetic radiation above 30 KHz - the 

broadest protection available. 

ELF ProTech was tested according to 
the most stringent Swedish standards 
(SWEDAC, MPR II) for its ability to sup
press ELF magnetic radiation from 
popular, high-emission monitors. ELF 
ProTech brought magnetic fields at all 

of the required 48 test points below the 
2.5 milliGauss benchmark, and a 
dramatic 37 of the 48 points were below 

2.0 milliGauss. 

Finally, superior VDT radiation protec
tion in a high-quality glass shield. NoRad's 
new lfltraGlass blocks 99.99% of virtually 
all electric field radiation (more than any 
other glass filter) and eliminates glare to 
give a sharp, clear image. 

Unlike regular glare filters, UltraGlass 
goes beyond blocking 99% of just ELF and 
VLF electric field radiation-it blocks 
thousands of times more. 

With UltraGlass, you get NoRad radia
tion protection combined with the optical 
clarity of glass. 

Call now to find out how you 
can limit your exposure 

to VDT radiation. 

1·80().262·3260 

NoR ad 
1160 E. Sandhill Ave. 

Carson, CA 90746 

(310) 605-0808 FAX: (310) 605-5051 



lntellikeys' keyboard shortcuts 

and special layouts minimize 

typing hassles and help 

make learning fun. 

1.1+3=7 
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HYPERSTUDIO MAC DEBUTS 

• ' 
Mac owners who have used- or 

tried to use- Apple's HyperCard 
authoring system to create multi

media presentations have long had a 
couple of gripes about the program. First, 
HyperCard runs only in black-and-white; 
second, you have to learn a pretty com
plex programming language if you want 
to write a "stack." But App le II owners 
who use HyperStudio, a similar product 

• 
Color graphics, sound 

and fiuickTime support, 

easy scripting -

HyperStudio Mac 

has it all. 

for the GS from Roger Wagner Publish
ing, don' t have those complaints. Hyper
Studio has a lways supported color 
graphics, and creating a HyperStudio 
stack is literally as easy as using one, 
thanks to the power of mice and menus 
(although you can use a scripting 
language if you like). 

The 25,000 teachers, doctors, fir e 
fighters, and Indian chiefs- but mostly 

KIDS IN THE LIBRARY 

I fa doubting voice whispers occasionally 
in your mind's ear, "This 'information 
revolution' is a lot of marketing hype," 

make a pilgrimage to a library. If your 
local athenaeum or bookmobile uses 
the CARL System, and especially CARL's 
new Kid's Catalog, o ne look should 
restore your faith that times are indeed 
changing. 

CARL is a complete computer-based 
library-manage ment system. If your 
library uses it, you can not only search 
stacks on screen, but also make copies of 
thousands of magazi ne and journal 
articles quickly and inexpensively. CARL 
offers an "on-line public-access catalog," 
so library patrons, not librarians, can find 
the books they need. 

Troub le is , some library patrons -
young ones especially - aren' t experts 
in the arcane field of on-line searches. 
That's where The Kid's Catalog comes in . 
It's a new Macintosh HyperCard stack 
that anybody, including chi ldren and 
young adults, can use to find books 
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quickly. Colorful graphics make search
ing stacks interesting. It's easy to use, but 
not condescending; Paula Busey, one of 
the Denver Public Library staff members 
who created The Kid's Catalog, says of its 
searching interface, "When you design 
for chi ldren, you 're des igning for the 
most-human quality in all people: inno
cent curiosity." 

The Kid 's Catalog was 
developed with the help 
of Apple's Library of 
Tomorrow program. 
Steve Cis ler, senior 
scientist at the Apple 
Library Group, says, 
'The ALOT program has 
sponsored other efforts 
at making a cata log 
appealing to children , 
and some have been 
used effectively in a few 
schools and public 
libraries. But none of the 
others has received such 

teachers- creating dynamic multimedia 
with HyperStudio have had but one 
objection: When they (or their schools) 
bought Macintoshes , they had to put 
HyperStudio away . 

But now Roger Wagner has released 
HyperStudio Mac, complete with all the 
features you'd expect from the program: 
full-color graphics, built-in sound 
support, easy scripting. Unlike Hyper
Card, which Apple now considers a 
"professional software-development tool, " 
HyperStudio is designed so that anybody 
can use it. Even preschoolers can create 
HyperStudio stacks, thanks to its simple 
point-and-click technique. 

Teachers with a supply of App le liGSes 
will be glad to hear that HyperStudio Mac 
also imports GS stacks effortlessly. (It doesn' t 
support HyperCard stacks.) HyperStudio 
Mac offers Quick Time video support, plays 
laser discs and CD-ROMs, and includes a 
full-color paint program, too . 

HyperStudio Mac retai ls for $ 179.95, 
from Roger Wagner Publishing, I 050 
Pioneer Way, El Cajon, CA 92020, (619) 
442-0522. HyperStudio enthusiasts of 
all persuasions should note that the com
pany is sponsoring its first annual Hyper
Studio Festival, scheduled for July 8 to 
10 in San Diego. See "Have Mouse, Will 
Travel," p . 10 in this issue, for details. 

-P.S. 

favorable attention from librarians, com
panies, and people interested in applica
tions other than a kids ' catalog." 

The Kid's Catalog is currently avai lable 
only for libraries using the CARL System 
to maintain the ir co llection s. Kid ' s 
Catalogs for other computerized library 
systems are coming soon. For details and 
price information, contact CARL Systems, 
777 Grant, Suite 304, Denver, CO 80203, 
(303) 861-5319. 

-P.S. 



WHEN YOU LISTEN 
TO THE TEACHER, 

YOU MOVE TO THE 
HEAD OF THE CLASS. 

We've really been doing our 

homework. Because teachers like 

you said your classrooms needed 

easier-to-use software tools for all 

kinds of jobs from A to Z. 

That's why Microsoft® Works 

3.0 for the Macintosh® now has 

fast, simple mailing labels and 

great templates designed specifi

cally for educational tasks. We've 

also added a page-layout tool, op

tional foreign language dictionar

ies, footnotes, and much more. 

W1th so many timesaving fea

tures, this comprehensive program 

might be the only new school sup

ply you'll need all year long. 

Whether you're updating 

records on the database, calculat

ing grades on the spreadsheet, or 

having students write essays on the 

word processor, all the tools you 

need are in one integrated package. 

And there's lots of online Help, 

training, and support materials to 

make this smart program simple 

for you and your students to learn. 

Even the price gets a gold star. 

So find out why your help has 

made this the leading teacher's aid 

in its class, and in yours. 

lllliclosott· 
Making it easier 

Q 1993 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed in the USA. To get more information: In the 50 United States, call (800) 227-4679i in Canada, call (800) 563-9048. 
Outside the 50 United States and Canada, call (206) 936-8661. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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DESPERATELY SEEKING 
INSPIRATION 

Inspiration is what you need when you 
just can't imagine what to write. No mere 
word processor's going to supply it, 
but then again, Inspiration 4.0 is no mere 
word processor. It can precipitate the 
brainstorm you need. 

Inspiration 4.0 is an idea-development 
tool suitable for either individual or group 
use . It's more than just a way to create 
diagrams on the Macintosh screen; it's 
more than an outliner: Inspiration 4.0 
offers both. 

The diagramming environment is 
where you'll turn when you're feeling 
creative. Based on proven visual think
ing techniques such as mind mapping 
and clustering, Inspiration can reveal 
thought patterns and themes you never 
imagined - and diagrams are also a 
great way to present complex informa
tion to a classroom or other group. 

Inspiration's outliner can help you 
develop and structure your ideas and get 
them down on paper. Outlines work 
interactively with Inspiration's diagrams 
to keep new ideas flowing in an organized 
manner. 

Inspiration 4 .0, priced at $295, can 
create idea maps, flow charts, tree charts, 
outlines, proposals, and final copies. It's 
a complete method of idea development. 

For more information, contact Inspir
ation Software, 2920 Southwest Dolph 
Court, Suite 3, Portland, OR 97219, (503) 
245-9011, or circle number 370 on the 
Reader Service card. 

• Before playing his series of games 
last year with Boris Spassky in 

Yugoslavia, (former) American world 
champion Bobby Fischer suggested 
that "the rules of chess will have to 

be changed in the near future, 
because computers are getting 

too good at the game. " 
£Nm Y.orK :nrrum. 9/29/92) 
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MAKE IT COUNT 
CountDown is an affordable and 

exciting Macintosh CD-ROM that 
helps children aged 5 to 12 hone 
their mathematical skills. It combines 
three games, using colorful Quick
Time movies and other materials 
from Apple's acclaimed Visual 
Almanac laser disc. 

CountDown doesn't merely 
computerize traditional lessons - it 
helps children actually use mathe
matical concepts . In the game 
Guestimation, for example, familiar 
objects such as a bowl of noodles and 

a pyramid of marbles appear on screen; 
the software challanges kids to figure out 
the number of objects they see . The 
computer encourages good estimation 
strategies, such as looking at objects from 
another angle and taking some apart, and 
rewards successful guesses. 

Nimbles and Leftovers, the other two 
CountDown games, are also colorful and 
fast-paced. All three games use a variety of 
graphics, skill levels, and team options to 
keep interest high. Best of all, CountDown 
works on any color Mac with a CD-ROM 
player, even on a 12-inch monitor, and 
costs only $29.95 . For more information, 
contact The Voyager Company, 1351 
Pacific Coast Highway, Santa Monica, CA 
90401, (310) 451-1383, or circle number 
371 on the Reader Service card. 

IN SEARCH OF ... 
DaisyQuest takes children on a 

fantasty adventure in search of Daisy, a 
delightful dragon. As preschoolers hunt 
for Daisy, they learn essential auditory 
skills that help them prepare for 
reading. 

Oberon the magical wizard presents an 
interactive tutorial, speaking in a high
quality digitized voice, and guides little 
ones through each listening adventure as 
they solve problems and earn rewards. 
Kids learn to recognize rhymes and 
beginning, middle, and ending word 
sounds. (The experts call that 
"phonological awareness.") 

Preschoolers only need to 
listen and learn; no keyboard 
skills are required -just 
the ability to use a mouse. 
DaisyQuest supports both 
color and black-and-white 
Macs (Mac Plus or higher), 
and carries a suggested retail 
price of $69.95 . For more 
information, contact Great 
Wave Software, 5353 Scotts 
Valley Drive, Scotts Valley, 
CA 95066, (408) 438-1990, 
or circle number 372 on the 
Reader Service card. 

• Spectrum HoloByte has named 
William Figueroa national spokes 
person for Wordtris , the popular 

game that encourages fast, accurate 
spelling. Figueroa is the 12-year-old 
orthographer who challenged then

Vice President Dan Quayle 's spelling 
of the word "potatoe" last year. 

(Spectrum HoloBytel 

JUST YOUR TYPE 
Mavis Beacon has taught an estimated 

1 million people how to type with her 
popular computer program. If it's high 
time you stopped hunting-and-pecking, 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing 2.0 may 
be the answer. 

You can drill or play exciting arcade 
games as you learn to use a keyboard for 
all its worth. Version 2.0 includes anum
ber of additional features to make the job 
a little easier. All activities are in color; 
the software now teaches "ten-key" 
typing for numerical entry as well as the 
QWERTY keyboard ; and a new grocery
store game reinforces those valuable skills. 

The most recent version of the pro
gram now supports all Apple printers, 
including StyleWriters, ImageWriters, and 
LaserWriters, in addition to a number of 
other models. A new section illustrates 
the way good posture at the keyboard and 
proper typing position can help prevent 
injuries. 

Mavis Beacon 2.0 costs $49.95, from 
The Software Toolworks, 60 Leveroni 
Court, Novato, CA 94949, (415) 883-
3000. For more information, circle 
number 374 on the Reader Service card. 

BEHIND THE 8-BALL 
Amtex announces 8-Ball Deluxe, the 

company's second exciting pinball simu
lation (Tristan was the first) and the 
initial title in a projected series of pinball 
classics. 

Following 8-Ball Deluxe will be Fun 
House and Royal Deluxe, licensed from 
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Williams and Gottlieb, along with two 
additional original games. 

8-Ball Deluxe has a country-and
western theme and, like Tristan, sports 
great graphics (256-color or gray-scale), 
realistic sounds, and tme-to-life ball move
ments. You've got your fingers on three 
flippers as you go for the 8-Ball and then 
the Deluxe. 

8-Ball Deluxe retai ls for $59.95, from 
Amtex Software Corporation, 212 Albert 
Street, Belleville, ON K8N 3N7, Canada, 
(6 13) 967-7900. For more information, 
circle number 373 on the Reader Service 
card. 

PINOCCHIO 
The Adventures of Pinocchio is a 270-

page talking storybook with more than 
an hour of narration on Mac CD-ROM. 
It's divided into 20 chap ters, with full
color illustrations on every page and ques
tions at the end of each chapter. Several 
of the book's "living pages" offer inter
active graphics and sound that breathe 
life into Carlo Callodi's classic story of 
the puppet who wanted to be a real boy. 
Enthralled by the magical images and 
reading along on screen, children will ask 
for The Adventures of Pinocchio again 
and again. 

Pinocchio is a timeless tale of self
discovery, animated by a cast of marvelous 
characters in this 20th-century adapta
tion, the latest title in Orange Cherry's 
Talking Storybook series . It carries a 
suggested price of $69. For more infor
mation , contact Orange Cherry/New 
Media Schoolhouse, 69 Westchester 
Avenue, Pound Ridge, NY 10576, (9 14) 
764-4 104, (800) 672-6002, or circle 
number 375 on the Reader Service card. 

SPEEDY CD 
You don ' t have to use a CD-ROM 

drive long before figuring out that its 
greatest drawback is lack of speed: All the 
data, sound, and graphics are there, but 
they sure take a long time getting into 
your Mac. Now from FWB comes The 
CD-ROM Toolkit, software that ca n 
increase Mac CD-ROM drive speeds by 
as much as 1800 percent. 

For maximum performance, you allo
cate a large block of RAM or part of your 
hard drive for CD work. The Toolkit 
operates invisibly; by keeping frequently 
used information on the hard disk or in 
memory, it lets you search large CDs 
almost instantaneously. 

The package includes custom software 
for a number of drive brands, including 
Toshiba, Sony, Chinon, Pioneer, Apple, 
NEC, and Philips . In addition, the 
Toolkit 's hearty driver software turns 
almost any CD-ROM into a Kodak Photo 

CD player. It also provides for reading 
Apple HFS, High Sierra, ISO 9660, 
ProDOS, and MS-DOS floppy disks. An 
improved audio compact-disc desk access
ory sports advanced features such as 
fast-forward, shuffie, and programmable 
playback. 

At $79, the CD-ROM Toolkit is a n 
investment in performance. For more 
information, contact FWB, 2040 Polk 
Street, Suite 2 15, San Francisco, CA 
94109, (415) 474-8055, or circle number 
377 on the Reader Service card. 

SUPREME SEQUEL 
The sequel to Spectre- the 

gam e that brought virtual 
reality to every Macintosh -
has made its debut. In Spectre 
Supreme you'll contend with 
the likes of slicers, pools of 
intelligent acid, enemies who 
can hide in plain sight, and 
assorted other hunters and 
kill ers . But you're lucky: 
You 've got smart missiles, 
proximity mines, grenades, 
scattershot, and spinners on 
your side. If all else fails , jump through a 
transporter gate, or experience the ulti
mate in tranquility- negative cyberspace. 
Play with your pals on any Mac network; 
Spectre Supreme includes several new 
on-line games, with intriguing names such 
as Cyber Soccer. 

As k about the CD-ROM version of 
Spectre Supreme, which enhances the 
visual field with QuickTime videos. A 
round-trip ticket to cyberspace costs only 
$69.95 ($ 11 9. 95 for the local-area pack), 
from Velocity Development, 4 Embarca
dero Center, Suite 31, San Francisco, CA 
94111, (415) 274-8888. For more infor
mation, circle number 378 on the Reader 
Service card. 

I, ROBOT 
Just before his death last year, science 

and science-fiction author Isaac Asimov 
approved a definitive collection of all his 
robot stories and essays. Byron Preiss is 
now publishing The Ultimate Robot CD
ROM, complete with every piece Asimov 
ever wrote about mechanical people. 
Asimov is credited as the creative mind 
behind many oftoday's actual robots. 

And because The Ultimate Robot is a 
CD-ROM, you'll find much more than 
just text. In addition to extensive anno
tations to Asimov's fiction and nonfiction 
writings and a complete bibliography, the 
disc includes audio and video recordings 
of Asimov talking about robots, as well as 
movie clips of some of the silver screen's 
most-famous robots and a selection of 
today's working models. 

An amazing robot-constmction system, 
with wh ich you can build your own 
machine, features the work of Ralph 
McQuarrie, the artist who designed the 
robots in the movie Star Wars and illus
trated Asimov's books Robot Dreams and 
Robot Visions . 

For more information, contact Byron 
Preiss Multimedia, 24 West 25th Street, 
New York, NY 10010, (2 12) 645-9870, or 
circle number 379 on the Reader Service 
card. Price was undetermined at press time. 

GOOD GRIEF! 
Charl ie Brown and the gang are 

teaching 3- to 1 0-year-old kids math, geo
graphy, reading, and computer skills with 
Peanuts, a new multimedia learning game 
from ImageSmith. 

Peanuts is fun for the whole family, 
blending play with education and 
nurturing the child 's natural desire to 
learn. It's the first title in ImageSmith's 
Yearn 2 Learn series of educational pro
grams, which will feature a number of 
other popular cartoon characters. 

A unique feature of Yearn 2 Learn soft
ware is its wide range of appeal, result
ing from its abi lity to adapt to each 
player's performance. Each title will con
tinue to attract a child as he or she grows 
and will also appeal to a number of kids in 
one family. T hat makes Yearn 2 Learn 
software a great family value. 

Peanu ts costs $64 .95, from Image
Smith, 1313 Sepulveda Boulevard, 
Torrance, CA 90501, (310) 325- 1429. For 
more information, circle number 380 on 
the Reader Service card. 

• New York state police will stop 
using the term "hacker" to refer to 

computer criminals , according to 
senior investigator Ron Stevens. The 
move shows respect for the original 
computer developers who coined the 
term , which the media chose later 
to associate with illegal activities. 

(News bytes, 1 0/21 /92) 
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INTELLIKEYS 

At first g lance IntelliTools' new 
Intellikeys keyboard looks like a 
rectangular graphics tablet - it's 

gray plastic, with a flat , feature less 
surface, except for three lights on the left-

**** INTELLIKEYS 
lntelliTools 
5221 Central Avenue 
Suite 205 
Richmond, CA 94804 
(800) 899-6687 
(510) 528-0670 
(510) 528-2275 fax 
lntelliTools lApplelink) 

• alternative keyboard 
• Macintosh (except for 

12BK/512K Mac Plus) 
• Apple lie with 

lntellikeys lie card and cable 
• Apple IIGS 
• IBM XT/AT/PS2 with 

standard keyboard connector 
$380 keyboard, no cable 
$395 keyboard, one cable 
$450 keyboard, four cables 
$479.95 keyboard, 

Apple lie card, cable 
$69.95 Overlay Maker software 

for keyboard programming 
$39. 95 lntelliTalk 

talking word processor 
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• 
Custom 

overlays 

give you 

adaptable, 

easy access 

to your 

computer. 

hand side. "This is a keyboard?" was my 
first reaction - but in fact that's exactly 
what it is, and more. The lntellikeys key
board is one of the most deceptive pieces 
of complex engineering I've encountered 
in ten years of reviewing hardware and 
software - and also one of the easiest to 
set up and use. 

PLUG 'N' PLAY 
The Intellikeys package includes the 

keyboard, two manuals, several plastic 
overlays, some sticky plastic labels, and 
four cables . The same keyboard works 
with any of four computer types (Mac
intosh, Apple IIGS, Apple lie, and various 
MS-DOS PCs) , depending on which 
cable you connect. With one of the four 
cables, the unit plugs directly into your 
computer's keyboard socket. (Make sure 
your computer is unplu gged from its 
power source when yo u make these 
connections.) 

You can also continue to use your orig
inal keyboard: Simply plug its cable end 
into the appropriate Intellikeys socket. 
Your system will respond to input from 
either keyboard the same way. And you 
don't need any specia l software for 
Intellikeys unless you use a custom
designed overlay (more on that below). 

The Intellikeys surface sits atop a touch
sensitive grid of24 by 24 cells and comes 
with 32K of battery-backed memory. What 
makes this device special are its overlays 
- transpat-ent plastic mats that cover the 

keyboard and serve as maps of the lay
out of individual keys. The package con
tains seven prepared templates: A Setup 
overlay guides you through the keyboard's 
internal software; two QWERTY overlays 
(one for Apple and one for MS-DOS com
puters) simulate the standard typewriter 
keyboard; one Elementary overlay shows 
keys arranged in alphabetic order; and 
three other Elementary overlays contain 
key patterns for popular kids' software. 
In addition, a blank sheet lets you set up 
custom keyboard patterns, which requires 
IntelliTools' Overlay Maker software. 
Each of the overlays has a bar code on 
the back. When you put a new overlay 
down on the keyboard's surface, the unit 
reads the overlay's bar code and config
ures itself automatically to match the over
lay's key layout. 

The Intellikeys keyboard is set up so 
that you can press modifier keys such as 
Shift and Control sequentially, instead of 
simultaneously as you would on a regular 
keyboard. The "latched" key modifies the 
next key you press, just as though you 
had typed the second key while holding 
down the modifier. A top indicator light 
tells you whether the shift key is latched; 
a m iddle light indicates whether Caps 
Lock is on; a bottom light indicates 
whether the lntellikeys keyboard is func
tioning as a mouse. (On an IBM it acts as 
aNum Lock light) . 

VARIATIONS ON A THEME 
You can use the lntellikeys keyboard 

in a variety of ways . As an adjunct key
board, it can serve as a mouse substitute, 
as a yes-or-no switch, or as a touch sensi
tive numeric keypad. As a substitute key
board, it's particularly appropriate in 
situations offering limited response choices 
-for computers act in g as inventory 
terminals, laser-disc controllers (in a 
museum, for example), or cash registers. 
And because the keyboard and the over
lays are flat , Intellikeys is a lso better 
su ited than the standard unit to dusty or 
grimy workplaces - a factory floor or a 
schoolroom, for instance. 

Intellikeys really shines as an input 
device for children. You'll find a number 
of kids ' programs on the market, of 
course, yet those little hands can't use a 
regular keyboard easily. And many of 
those titles require only a limited number 
of keys, such as the cursors, Y for yes and 
N for no, or even just Re turn, so an 
Intellikeys overlay lets kids run a 
program without hunting through the 
confusion of a regular keyboard . 

For programs that require a full key
board, the alphabetical overlay puts keys 
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in the same order in which kids are learn
ing their letters in school. The Intellikeys 
manual also tells you which overlay to use 
with various programs from children's
software manufacturers, such as T he 
Learning Company, Hartley Courseware, 
Queue, Broderbund, and Great Wave. 

IntelliTools (originally Unicom Engineer
ing) began as a company providing com
puter access to disabled people, and it's 
keeping that tradition alive today . The 
Intellikeys unit, while not designed strictly 
for people with disabilities, is adaptive; a 
separate manual provided with the key
board addresses the additional ways in 
which people with limited fine- or gross
motor skills can use it. The latching fea
ture, for example, is important for people 
who can 't press two keys at the same time. 
Another feature includes the ability to 
delay or end key repeats, so that a slow 
typist doesn't see the same letters over 
and over stretching their way across the 
page. You can slow or speed the response 
time (the time it takes the keyboard to 
sense you've pressed a key) and tl1e lift-off 
time (whether you have to remove your 
finger from a key before pressing the next 
one), as well, and you can choose whether 
a sound will accompany each key press. 

Despite all this versatility, most Intelli
keys users will find the Overlay Maker 
software a must, even though it's priced 
separately. On the Mac, this program lets 
you design a custom overlay, print it, and 
program the keyboard to match. Once 
the new overlay form is in place, with the 
blank template on top, you activate it by 
clicking on its icon. The keyboard wi ll 
stay progTammed according the new lay
out until you reset the keyboard or load a 
new custom overlay, or the battery loses 
power. You can also create multiple over
lay files , each with its own unique name. 

EQUAL ACCESS 
The fo lks at IntelliTools are widely 

known in the adaptive-education com
munity. The Intellikeys keyboard is a 
sturdy, well-designed piece of equipment, 
suitable for kids, people with disabi li ties, 
and the average user alike. It's not for 
everyone, of course, but as an adjunct 
keyboa1·d in special situations, it's unique. 

The optional keyboard-programming 
software makes this a truly versatil e tool, 
but the product's aud ience may be reluc
tant to pay more for it. Including Overlay 
Maker as part of the package wou ld 
undoubtedly boost sales and help get 
Intellikeys into the hands of the people 
who need it most. Equal access with min
imum hassle is a goal worth fighting for
and Intellikeys can mean the difference 
between a pleasurable learn ing experi
ence and an exercise in frustration. 

Lanny Hertzberg 
Elk Grove, CA 
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NO RATING 

WordPerfect Corporation 
1555 Nort h Technology Way 
Orem , Utah 84057 
CBOOJ 451 -51 51 
(801) 225-5000 
(801) 228-9901 
technical support 
(801 J 225-5077 fax 
CBO 1 J 226-1 605 BBS 

• integrated package: 
word processor, database 
manager, spreadsheet , draw, 
paint, telecommunicat ions 

• 1MB Macintosh Plus or higher, 
System 6. 0. 5 or lat er 

• System 7 requires 2MB 
• requires hard-disk drive 
• $249 
• $99 education price 

WordPerfect Works 1.2 is the renamed 
and expanded version of Beagle Works 

1.0. 1, a well-received integrated-software 
package that WordPerfect Corporation 
bought from Beagle Bros late last year. 
Kudos to the fo lks at WordPerfect for 
knowing a good th ing when they see one 
-not to mention getting it out the door 
to the consumer in less than six months. 

On the other hand, WordPerfect may 
have achieved that foreshortened time to 
market by cutting the testing cycle, and 
the resul ting package isn't without bugs. 
For one thi ng, I lost some of my docu
ment in progress - this review, in fact. 
T he A+ Publishing lab crashed the pro
gram repeatedly, and at least one other 
user has reported runn ing into similar 
problems in the spreadsheet module. 

One bug results in an "unimplemented 
trap" error. Another one, possibly related, 
seems to arise when the Mac nears fu ll 
memory. WordPerfect Works warns you of 
the difficulty, prompting you to close 
windows and save documents; but to no 
avail: As you scramble to do as you're told, 
the system either ha ngs or term inates 
with errors. 

WordPerfect tech support suggested 
reinstalling the program and turn ing off 
several extensions. But the Mac on which 
I was running WordPerfect Works (a 
4-megabyte Classic), as well as those in 
the A+ Publishing lab (4-megabyte LC 
IIIs), have stripped-down, no-extras Systern 
fo lders. Reinstallation d idn't solve the 
problem; neither did installing another 
copy. These are essentially housekeeping 
problems and are particularly unfortu
nate because WordPerfect Works is other
wise a solid package. 

UNITED IT STANDS 
WordPerfect Works combines a word 

processor, database manager, spread
sheet, draw, paint, and telecommunica
tions programs in one easy-to-use package 
that's both "user fr iendly" and easy on 
the pocketbook. The program comes on 
four d isks, with a fu ll-featured manual 
and a 121-page tutorial. It installs with a 
minimum offuss and disk swapping. 

WordPerfect Works' real strength lies 
not in any one module, but in the aggre
gate power of the package as a who le . 
Navigating among modules is simple, and 
more than one can be active at a time. 

T he tool bar, as we ll as a number of 
basic menu items, are common to all six 
modules. One of ilie consequences of this 
arrangement is that the thesaurus (but 
not, unfortunately, the spelling checker) 
is available from the Edit menu while 
you're on line in the commun ications 
module- useful when you need just the 
right (or withering) word and don't want 
to take the time (at up to $ 15 an hour) 
to look it up the hard way. 

The tool bar gives you quick access to 
type formats such as boldface, italic, and 
underlining, as well as some less-common 
formats, includ ing superiors, inferiors, 
all-caps, and lowercase. The lower half of 
the tool bar accesses fonts (font names 
are listed in the appropriate typeface) 
and the commands specific to different 
modules. WordPerfect Works is com
p lete ly System 7 savvy, supporting 
features such as publish-and-subscribe
an underused function that lets you link 
documents and share data - and the 
ubiquitous Balloon Help. 

Among the package's few shortcom
ings is its limited selection of filters for 
import ing and exporting other file 
formats. Licensed XTND translators 
import WordPerfect 5.1 for the Mac and 
LetterPerfect documents, and the soft
ware also includes translators for Apple
Works, MacWrite 5.0 and II, Microsoft 
Works 2.0, and WordPerfect 2.1. But 
to access docu ments created in other 
formats, you must resave them as ASCII 
(text) files; to export to another Mac 
application, your choices are saving your 
document as text (and losing the format-
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ting) or the somewhat antiquated copy
and-paste method . In the market Word
Perfect is targeting, this probably won't 
be an insurmoun table problem; in larger 
offices a nd businesses, thou gh , it 's 
potentially crippling. 

WORKING THE WORKS 
WordPerfect Works opens to a module

choice window, with the word-processor 
icon highlighted as the default. With a 
few minor reservations, it's a top-notch 
program. T he most impressive tool-bar 
feature is column choice: By simply run
ning down a menu to the number you 
want, you can refl ow your text into as 
many as 16 balanced columns. T he word 
processor offers au tomatic text flow 
around objects, too. You can set margins 
in a dialog box (like PageMaker's), as well 
as with the more-familiar ruler. You can 
switch from uppercase to lowercase via 
buttons on the tool bar. 

T he spreadsheet module includes built
in charting and 64 standard functions. It 
also lets you conveniently edit within a 
cell instead of a special data bar. Both the 
spreadsheet and the database suppor t 
graphics elements, such as logos and 
icon s. Maximum spreadshee t size is 
16,384 rows by 256 columns; maximum 
database size is 16,384 records of up to 

256 fields each per file . Database record 
layouts are easy to set up, and you can 
move fi elds with the hand tool. You can 
also use database files in conjunction with 
the word processor for mail merge. 

The draw and paint modules are more
or-less standard, supporting 256 colors 
as well as custom patterns. Scaling, sizing, 
rotation, and fat-bits editing are also avail
able. T he paint program contains a good 
array of tools, including a paint bucket, a 
spray can, a dropper, and standard selec
tion tools, all of which are available on 
the tool bar. You can create special effects 
with customized paintbrushes, as well. 

You won 't find many bells and whistles 
in the telecommunications module, but 
it works, and it's not unnecessarily Byzan
tine - the real bottom line in telecom 
software. In our tests, it took a while to 
set up a simple script to log onto Compu
Serve, but that was a matter of memory 
(mine) , not software. T he p rocess is 
simple: You type your identification num
ber and password in the Script window, 
where you see a menu of commands. 

One thing's perhaps not so simple. The 
Wait For command is critical; it tells your 
computer to look fo r a "user ID," fo r 
example, before sending yo ur ID 
number or name. Sometime~ the telecom 
module will wait for a "user ID" from the 
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on-line host computer in vain. It's also 
case-sensitive. I've been a heavy on-line 
user for some time and have always used 
scripts; I have no idea what wo rds the 
host computer uses to greet me, much 
less whether they're upper- or lowercase. 
To set up my WordPerfect scrip t, I had to 
go into the script I normally use and take 
notes. 

In addi tion, the telecom module also 
disconnects you remarkably quickly. In 
short, whether you're an on-line tyro or a 
long- tim e citi zen of cybersp ace , my 
advice is to r emember the Boy Scout 
manua l, as we ll as the Word Perfec t 
manual: Be prepared 

DANG THOSE BUGS 
WordPerfect Works is specially targeted 

at education, home, and small-business 
users of Mac computers, and WordPerfect 
Corporation offers various licensing and 
upgrade options, including special prices 
and student workbooks for schools. Even 
with the shortage of translators, this prod
uct would be an excellent choice for any
one in those markets from both a hands
on (computer) and a hands-on (wallet) 
standpoint - but don't buy it until Word
Perfect cleans up those dang bugs. 0 

Louise Kohl 
Austin, TX 
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A
ssembling a library of basic software is the 
first order of business when you purchase 
or inherit your first Apple II, or when 
you're planning to bundle your system to 
sell on the secondary market, to give to a 

relative, or to donate to a worthy cause. There are 
certain products everyone needs: system software 
and utilities. But, beyond that, choosing the right 
programs is like combing through castoffs at a 
spring yard sale -with the vast array of Apple II 
uses and users out there, one person's trash is often 
someone else's treasure. 

Last month we described the hardware compo
nents you need to make your Apple II functional 
(April1993, p. 50). Without software, though, even 
the best-equipped computer is likely to become a 
yard-sale reject. Let's talk about the software you 
need to make that hardware hum. 

BARE BONES 

Although your Apple II needs no more than a 
monitor, a power cord, and an electrical outlet (11 0 
VAC) to run (see "Custom Fit" p.42), to be a truly 
practical tool it requires something called system 

software, which makes the hardware work with all 
those peripherals attached to it, such as disk drives 
(where you load and save programs and data files) 
and a printer (for creating hardcopy documents). 

Most applications for the Apple II already contain 
a modicum of system software on their program 
disks . Insert the disk into a drive, turn on your 
machine, and within seconds you're playing an 
educational game or building the mother of all 
spreadsheets. So you don't absolutely need any 
separate "boot" disks to start up or manage your 
Apple II's resources. AppleWorks, for example, 
lets you format disks, load and save files, and print 
documents. 

But to have a complete Apple II system, you 
should keep system disks handy or install the system 
software on your hard-disk drive. Known originally 
as DOS (disk-operating system), Apple II system soft
ware has since evolved into a collection of utilities 
that do much more than simply format disks and 
load, save, and copy files. 

For a 48K Apple II Plus, the standard operating 
system is Apple DOS 3.3 . But nearly every 
program today is based on a later system known 
as ProDOS (Professional DOS), which works with 
Apple lis containing 64K or more. 
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For IIGS system software, we no longer use the term 
DOS, because it's so much more than a disk-operat
ing system - it's more of an environment in which 
your programs run. For the IIGS the current system 
software is System 6, which runs best with 2 megabytes 
of memory. (To learn more about System 6 installation 
and features, The System 6 Video and Jerry Kindall's 
The System 6 Book, available from Quality Computers, 
can help .) The alternative is System 5.0.4, which runs 
nicely on a 1-megabyte system. 

System software is available from any Apple II user 
group. Call Apple Computer's toll-free User Group 
Connection (800-538-9696) to locate the one nearest 
you. System software is also available from the National 
Apple Works Users Group, The Apple Catalog, and 
various on-line services, such as GEnie, America 
Online, and CompuServe. You communicate with an 
on-line service through a device called a modem- it's 

a special plug-in board or 
external box that hooks 
your system up to the tele
phone lines. 

In general, system software 
is a fundamental set of utili-
ties that let you manage your 
disks and other peripherals. 
Each system-software release 
from Apple - whether DOS 
3.3, ProDOS, or System 6-
differs in terms of the way 
you use its set of utilities 
and the commands you need 
to know to manage your 
Apple II's resources. Let's 
take a look at each system 
separately. 

a library that reflects WORKING 
WITH/IV your personality THE SYSTEM: 

and working style. DOS 3.3 
A disk catalog is a directory 

listing the files present on a 
particular disk. Start up your Apple II with the DOS 
3.3 System Master. Remove the system disk when you 
see the prompt. Replace the system disk with any DOS 
3.3-based disk you want to catalog. Type CATALOG 
and press the return key to see a list of the files on disk. 

Formatting a disk erases it and prepares the disk for 
storing flles. Some applications can fotmat the disks you 
need, but not all programs include this option. To 
format a disk with the DOS 3.3 operating system, start 
up the DOS 3.3 System Master. Remove the System 
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Master disk and insert a blank data disk. Type !NIT 
HELLO and press the return key to format the disk. 
DOS 3.3 doesn't warn you when you're about to erase 
a disk's contents, so be careful. (To paraphrase a 
cautious carpenter, check twice, INIT once.) Once 
you've formatted it with DOS 3.3, you can also use the 
new disk to start up your Apple II. 

The DOS 3.3 System Master also lets you duplicate 
(back up) your program and data disks. Start up the 
DOS 3.3 System Master, type RUN COPY A, then press 
the return key. Instructions appearing on screen walk 
you through the process of inserting original and 
duplicate disks. 

SYSTEM UTILITIES: PRODOS 

ProDOS utilities are easier to use than the ones 
provided on the DOS 3.3 System Master. When you 
start up the Apple II ProDOS System Disk, one of 
the first features you notice is the Main Menu, which 
looks like a tabbed index card with selections that 
include System Utilities, FastCopy (a quick disk dupli
cating program), Exit to BASIC (for BASIC program
ming), and Quit to another program. 

When you choose System Utilities, another screen 
appears sporting an array of volume (a currently vogue 
synonym for disk) capabilities, including Catalog a Disk,· 
Format a Disk, and Verify a Disk. Verify determines a 
disk's reliability and alerts you to bad sectors (data 
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compartments). Other functions provided by ProDOS 
system utilities include copying files, renaming 
them, and locking/unlocking them. Because ProDOS 
supports a hierarchical (tree-like) file structure, you can 
create folders in which to place files. Each folder is 
called a subdiTectory. If you were to compare a disk with 
a textbook, the disk directory would be the book's table 
of contents, subdirectories would be sections of the 
book, and disk files would be the book's chapters. Disk 
sectors (or blocks) would be the book's pages; data would 
be the individual characters on each page. 

Note tpat if you use an Apple lie or lie Plus, the 
version of ProDOS system utilities you should use 
includes options for configuring the computer's serial 
ports, which let you attach printers and modems to the 
machine. Because the speeds of those components 
vary, you must configure the ports as required by the 
particular peripheral model you choose. For example, 
the Image Writer II printer runs at 9600 baud, the lie 
printer port's default speed. But if you use, say, a daisy
wheel printer running at 2400 baud, some applica
tions require you to reset the serial port with system util
ities before launching the program you plan to use. 

SMOOTH OPERATOR: 
GS SYSTEM 6.0 

I w A R E 

pointing to the disk's icon. A window opens to show the 
disk's contents. To view the contents of a subdirectory, 
double-click on its folder icon. 

Formatting a disk with System 6 couldn't be easier. 
When you insert a blank disk into the Apple IIGS, 

System 6 asks you automatically whether you want to 
format it. If the disk is already used but you want to 
reformat it, click on its icon with the mouse, pull down 
the Disk menu, and choose Initialize. You can also 
verifY a disk by selecting that option from the Disk menu. 

To copy a disk under System 6,just select the disk's 
icon and drag it to its destination, which may be 
another disk or your hard drive. You can copy files in 
similar fashion: Select the item you want to duplicate, 
and drag its icon to a destination disk or subdirectory 
folder. You can use the shift-click function to select 
multiple files: Click on the first file, then press and 
hold the shift key while you click on the second file, the 
third, and so on. Drag the group to its destination. 

A few programs - most of them from the bad ol' 
days- are copy protected, which means you can't make 
hassle-free duplicates. A commercial utility such as 
Copy II Plus may help you "crack" the protection 
scheme and create a backup for peace of mind. Just 
remember that copyright laws apply even to outdated 
programs, and a disk-copy utility isn't a license to steal. 

Magical Software System 6, the newest system software 
for the GS, isn't just a set of disk utilities 
- it's a graphical user-interface environ
ment. It sports a "desktop" metaphor 
similar to the Mac's, in which you use a 
mouse to drag, drop, and otherwise 
manipulate icons - small screen pictures 
that represent your system resources and 
files. System 6 runs only on the Apple 
IIGS, and, even then, it runs best on 
computers with at least l megabyte -
and preferably 2 megabytes - of 
RAM. (Apple IIGS owners can also use 
system utilities and programs created 
under DOS 3.3 or ProDOS -just insert 
the disk in the boot drive and start up 
the machine.) 

APPLES WORKING 
FOR YOU 

do Gary Hayman 
8255 Canning Terrace 
Greenbelt, MD 20770 
(301) 345-3230 

Because System 6 is graphics-based, 
you can perform basic disk operations 
without learning a single command or 
flipping through tabbed index-card 
menus. When you load System 6 into your 
GS- either from a 3.5-inch system disk 
or from an installed version on your hard
disk drive - a Mac-style "desktop" 
appears. To see a volume's contents, just 
double-click the mouse button while 
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(800) 582-7006 
(410) 546-0261 

The Apple Works Educator 
P.O. Box 72 
Leetsdale, PA 15056 
(412) 741 -4110 

JEM Software 
7 57 8 Lamar Court 
Arvada, CO 80003 
(303) 422-4856 orders, fax 

Kingwood Micro Software 
2018 Oak Dew 
San Antonio, TX 78232 
(2 10) 490-6373 

National Apple Works Users Group 
NAUG 
Box 87453 
Canton, MI 48187 
(313) 454-1115 
(313) 454-1965 fax 

TimeOut Central 
P.O. Box 11250 
Overland Park, KS 66207 
(913) 469-6502 
(913) 469-6507 fax 

Teachers' Idea 
& Information Exchange 
TI&IE 
P.O. Box 6229 
Lincoln, NE 68506 
(402) 483-6987 
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Although most Apple II users work exclusively with 
floppy disks, a growing number of GS enthusiasts are 
discovering the speed and convenience of hard-disk 
drives. System 6 includes Archiver, a utility that makes 
a complete (or partial) backup of your hard disk onto 
floppies. Making archival copies and then storing them 
in a safe place are good habits to develop. 

THERE'S MORE . .. 

When it comes to managing disk volumes, programs, 
and files, you can purchase a number of sophisticated 
commercial products, including utilities that double 
the capacity of your hard disk and others that scan 
disks for viruses -lines of code that can damage your 
data when inserted into a program. 

A latter-day version of Murphy's Law- files expand 
to take up all available hard-disk space- seems to apply 
more to PCs running Windows 3.1 programs than to 
Apple lis. Most Apple II programs are efficiently 
written and command little storage area. For most 
users, a 40-megabyte hard drive offers room to spare 
as long as you restrain yourself from trying to stockpile 

every commercial, shareware, 
and public-domain program 
you can get your hands on. 
Software addic tion is an 
expensive habit made all the 
more costly when it compels 
you to buy ever bigger hard 
drives just to store the stuff. 
Still, if you do find that your 
software library is squeezed, 
try a data-file-compression 
utility such as AutoArk. 

At last count, we tallied 
only four viruses that can 
infect Apple lis, compared 
with the hundreds that stop 
PCs dead in their tracks. It's 
rare, but if you do suspect 
your system's been hit, try 
curing it with a program such 
as Virus MD or Apple.Rx. 

For essential Apple II housekeeping chores, though, 
system software is probably all you need. 

THE WORKS 

No list of software essentials would be complete with
out mention of Claris' classic program Apple Works. 
Apple Works 3.0, for Apple lis with 128K or more, is 
an "integrated" productivity-software package 
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A s 
containing three interconnected programs in one - a 
word processor (with spell checker), a fast database 
manager, and a spreadsheet designer that boasts 
enough mathematical and financial functions to keep 
most people calculating into the next century. Despite 
the power, both adults and children find Apple Works 
3.0 easy to use. 

What's more, a host of companies offer Apple Works 
add-ons. (See "Apples Working for You" for a sam
pling of sources of Apple Works enhancement prod
ucts.) Several commercial and public-domain sources 
offer templates, for instance. Most of these turnkey word
processing layouts, database setups, and "smart" work
sheets are easy to use, yet surprisingly sophisticated. 
You can also turbo-charge AppleWorks with enhance
ments offered under the TimeOut banner. TimeOut 
SuperFonts, for example, prints documents with 
attractive typefaces and artwork; TimeOut SideSpread 
rotates and prints large spreadsheets on ordinary 
8.5-by-11 -inch paper. Templates and TimeOut prod
ucts may not be essential to a bare-bones Apple II 
library, but they underscore the lasting value of 
investing in Apple Works 3.0. 

Claris' AppleWorks GS 1.1 , a special graphical 
version of the program for the IIGS, includes word
processing, database, and spreadsheet applications as 
well as painting/drawing, page-layout, and telecom
munications modules. If you're looking for a 
Macintosh-style integrated program, Apple Works GS 
is the one to buy. It's particularly appealing to GS 
purists who want to enhance their documents with 
smooth TrueType fonts. Because Pointless, WestCode's 
TrueType font utility, breathes new life into 9-pin 
dot-matrix printers such as the Image Writer II, many 
Apple IIGS users consider the program a must buy. 

Capable as they are, AppleWorks 3.0 and Apple
Works GS aren't the be-ali-and-end-all of Apple II 

computing - sometimes you need specialized 
programs to get the job done. For example, if you'd like 
to use your Apple II to create desktop publications 
such as club newsletters, business brochures, or school 
flyers, Publish It! 4 is the program of choice. Or, if 
you're a teacher, an electronic gradebook can make 
your life a lot easier. Programs such as Amazing 
Window, Report Card II, and The Apple Grader 4.0 
can manage class rosters, calculate student grades, and 
track attendance; with just a few keystrokes, grade
book programs generate neatly printed reports, too. 

THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT 

Planning to mix kids and computers? Be sure to 
include children's software in your Apple II software 
budget. Targeting "must have" products in this 
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~ SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
TOGO 

America Online 
8619 Westwood Center Drive 
Vienna, VA 22182 
(800) 827-6364 

Apple IIGS System 6.0 
The Apple Cata log 
I Apple Plaza 
P.O. Box 9001 
Clearwater, FL 346 18-9001 
(800) 795-l 000 
(813) 532-6023 fax 
$39 
requ ires I MB 
2MB recommended 

CompuServe 
P.O. Box 20212 
Columbus, OH 43220 
(800) 848-8199 

DOS 3.3 System Master, 
$4 plus $2/order shipping 
48K 
Apple II ProDOS System Disk, 
$4 5.25", $6 3.5" 
plus $2/order shipping 
64K 
specify Apple II Plus/IIe/Ilc/Ilc Plus 
NAUG members only 
Public Domain Catalog: 
1993-1994 Edition, $5 
$2 rebate with first order 
National AppleWorks Users Group 
NAUG 
Box 87453 
Canton, MI 48187 
(313) 454-1115 
(313) 454-1965 fax 

GEnie 
GE Information Services 
401 North Washington St. 
Rockville, MD 20850 
(800) 638-9636 

The System 6 Book, $ 12.95 
The System 6 Video, $ 1 0 
Quality Computers 
20200 East Nine Mile Road 
P.O. Box 665 
St. Clair Shores, MI 48080-0665 
(800) 777-3642 
(3 13) 774-7200 
(31 3) 774-2698 fax 
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category is a daunting task because there are literally 
hundreds of worthwhile choices. Let's just say that if you 
can afford only one program, consider The Playroom 
or The Treehouse, two discovery-learning titles for 
preschoolers and young students. On the GS, try 
McGee, McGee at the Fun Fair, or Katie's Farm. If 
your Apple II has only 48K or 64K, Stickybear ABC or 
another program featuring computing's most popular 
bear family should elicit some smiles. 

Older kids enjoy arcade-action games like Number 
Munchers, a math program that reminds us old-timers 
ofPac Man. A newer can't-miss program for children 
is Where in America's Past Is Carmen Sandiego?, a 
geographic and historical fact-finding tour disguised as 
a detective game. (Come to think of it, just about any 
game in the Carmen Sandiego series will be popular 
with kids.) One of the most-recent Apple II offerings
this one for the GS - turns out to also be one of the 
best we've ever seen: The Lost Tribe is an amusing 
yet challenging prehistoric simulation. (Oh, yeah, it's 
educational, too.) 

But the essential Apple II library should also include 
at least one great game that 
offers not a g limmer of 
redeeming social value. 
Players of all ages seem to 
enjoy Tetris, the falling
blocks game that in its vari
ous incarnations has dis
tracted millions of Apple II, 
Macintosh , and PC users 
alike. On the GS-specific 
side, games such as Gate!, 
Out of This World, Shang
hai II: Dragon's Eye, and 
Space Fox show off the GS' 
extraordinary graph ics and 
sound capabilities. 

CUSTOM FIT 

There's one more software 
essential we haven't touched 
on yet - a challenge for the 
do-it-yourselfers among you. Even without external 
software , your App le II isn ' t exactly a brain-dead 
doorstop , you know. Unlike most other computers, 
Apple lis have an easy-to-learn programming 
language etched into their meager, but permanent, 
software memory, known as ROM (read-only mem01y). 
The language is well named, and so are most of its 
commands. When you program in Applesoft BASIC 
(Beginner's All-jJu?pose Symbolic Instruction Code), the 
PRINT command, for example, displays words on the 
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computer screen, R UN executes programs, and GR 
lets you draw pictures in the language's low-resolution 
graphics mode. 

programming in particular. (See "Hit the Books" for 
more information .) 

You can ta ke the first step in writing a BASIC 
program merely by turning on your Apple II, without 
a disk in any drive. When the computer starts, press the 
control and reset keys simultaneously, hold them down 
for just a moment, and then release them. T his action 
brings up the App lesoft prompt, which looks like the 
right half of a pair of square brackets ( ] ). 

Learning h ow to p rogram in BASIC is easy. But 
BASIC's also fun- as well as accessible- and it's an 
app lication that's perfectly suited to older machines 
such as the Apple II Plus (which at press time was sell
ing for less than $50). To get started, get a copy of 
Ap ple Computer's A Touch of Applesoft BASIC or 
another training manual. Apple's guide came pack
aged with new Apple lis; if you've lost your copy or 
didn't receive one with the used system you purchased, 
you can order it (and other Apple Computer manuals) 
from The Apple Catalog. Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Company and Resource Central also sell reference 
books abou t Apple II computing in genera l and 

If you start with the basics -system software, 
AppleWorks 3.0 or AppleWorks GS, a game or two, 
Applesoft if you like to experiment - you can take 
your time build ing an Apple II software library that 
reflects your personality and working style. Whether 
your main objective is increased productivity, supple
mental learning, or good clean fun, you'll find dozens 
of potential candidates among the new products we 
write about each month in in Cider/A + . Take a walk 
down memory lane, and you'll discover hundreds, if not 
thousands, more. 

Amazing Window 1.86a 
Kitchen Sink Software 
903 Knebworth Court 
Westerville, OH 430B1 
(6141 B91 -2111 

$49.95 
64K lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 

The Apple Grader 4.0 
AV Systems 
P.O. Box 60533 
Santa Barbara, CA 93160 
(B051 569-161 B 

$19.95 
4BK II Plus/lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 

Apple.Rx 
Glen Bredon 
521 State Road 
Princeton, NJ OB540 

$20 shareware download 
$25 disk 
64K II Plus/lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 

AppleWorks 3.0, $249 
12BK lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 

AppleWorks GS 1.1. $299 
1.25MB GS 

Claris Corporation 
5201 Patrick Henry Drive 
P.O. Box 5B16B 
Santa Clara, CA 95052-B 16B 
[40BI 727 -B227 

Auto Ark 
Econ Technologies 
P.O. Box 195356 
Winter Springs, FL 32719 
[4071 365-4209 

$59.95 
1MB GS 
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Don't ship those Apple lis to the landfill just yet
at least not while savvy shoppers are eager to scoop 
them up and talented programmers are hard at work 
creating new programs for us to e~oy . 0 

C YNTH IA E . F IELD IS THE AUTHO R OF INCJDER/A + 's WHAT'S 

NEW AND A PPLE CLINIC SECTIONS. WRITE TO HER C/ 0 

A+ P UBLISHI NG, 80 ELM STREET, P ETER BO ROUGH, N H 

03458. ENCLOSE A SELF-ADD RESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE 

IF YOU'D LIKE A PERSONAL REPLY 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Copy II Plus 
Central Point Software 
15220 NW Greenbrier Parkway 
Suite 200 
Beaverton, DR 97006 
[BOOI 445-420B 
£5031 690-BOBO technical support 

$39.95 
12BK enhanced lle/llc/GS 

Gate! 
Space Fox 
Seven Hills Software Corp. 
231 0 Oxford Road 
Tallahassee, FL 32304-3930 
(9041 575-0566 
£9041575-2015 fax 

$30 each 
1MBGS 

DISTRIBUTOR: 
Big Red Computer Club 
423 Norfolk Ave. 
Norfolk. NE 6B701 
[4021 379-46BO 

Katie's Farm, $39.95 
The Lost Tribe, $49.95 
McGee, $39.95 
McGee at the Fun Fair, $39.95 
Lawrence Productions 
1 BOO South 35th St. 
Galesburg. MI49053-96B7 
CBOOI 421-4157 
[6161 665-7075 
16161 665-7060 fax 

1MBGS 

Number Munchers 
MECC 
6160 Summit Drive North 
Minneapolis , MN 55430-4003 

!BOOI 6B5-MECC 
(6121 569-1500 
£6121569- 1551 fax 

$29. 95 consumer version 
$59 school version 
64K lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 

Out of This World 
Shanghai II: Dragon's Eye 
Big Red Computer Club 
423 Norfolk Ave. 
Norfolk, NE 6B701 
[4021 379-46BO 

$49.95 each 
1.25MB GS 

The Playroom, $39.95 
The Trsehouse, $49.95 
Where In America's Past 
Is Carmen Sandlago?, $49.95 
Broderbund Software 
500 Redwood Blvd. 
P.O. Box 6121 
Novato, CA 9494B-6121 
(BOOI 521 -6263 
(4151 3B2-4400 
£4151 3B2-45B2 fax 

12BK lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 

Pointless 2.0 
WestCode Software 
15050 Avenue of Science 
Suite 112 
San Diego, CA 9212B 
[6191 4B7-9200 
£6191 4B7-9255 fax 

$69.95 
1.25MB GS 

Report Card II, $42.95 
12BK lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 

TimeOut SideSpread. $49.95 
12BK lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 
requires AppleWorks 2. 0 or later 

TimeOut SuperFonts, $69.95 
12BK lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 
requires Apple Works 2. 0 or later 

Quality Computers 
20200 East Nine Mile Road 
P.O. Box 665 
St. Clair Shores, Ml 4BOB0-0665 
(8001 777-3642 
[3131 774-7200 
(3131 774-2698 fax 

Stickybear ABC 
Optimum Resource/Weekly Reader 
1 0 Station Place 
Norfolk, CT 0605B 
[2031 542-5553 

$39.95 
4BK II Plus/lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 

Tetrls 
Spectrum HoloByte 
2490 Mariner Square Loop 
Alameda. CA 94501 
(5101 522-35B4 
$39.95 

4BK II Plus/lle/llc/llc Plus, 512K GS 

Virus MD 
Morgan Davis Group 
10079 Nuerto Lane 
Rancho San Diego, CA 91977-7132 
(6191 670-0563 
£6191 670-9643 fax 
(6191 670-5379 BBS 
$20 

64K Apple lle/llc/llc Plus/GS 



APPLE ) [ PERIPHERALS • UPGRADES • SERVICE PARTS • HARD DISKS 
SCHOOL & UNIVERSITY P.O.s ACCEPTED! • SCHOOL QTY. DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE* 

RAM CHIPS 
RAM Chips for your .... 
Apple I I e or)[+ 4164/4116 . .50¢ 
Expanding your ... Apple llgs Memory 
Card, JE GS-RAM, JE RAMWorks, Super 
Expander & Compatibles 
768K Exp. Set (24 41256) ...... $31.00 
41256 .................... ..................... $1.50 
Expanding Your GS Juice+, S&S lEGS 
RAM + I ll , CV Tech or Chinook 4000 
41024 (1 Meg) ......................... $4.50 
Bank of 8 ................................. $36.00 
Expanding Your JE GS-RAM Ultra or 
RAMPak4GS 
44256 (256x4) .......................... $4.00 
Bank of 8 ................... .............. $32.00 
Expanding Your OctoRAM, GS Sauce, 
Q-RAM GS, Pacemark 4 Meg RAM Card 
1 Meg SIMM ......................... $27.00 
RAMFast Cache RAM !Meg 
Upgrade Set 2 441024-80 ....... $45.00 

PC Transporter 
101 Keyboard for PCT .. .. .. .... . $29.00 
PCT IBM Keyboard Cable ..... $7.00 
MS DOS 5.0 Package .. .. .. ........ $59.00 
8087 Math Co.,8087-2 .. .... ... ... . $49.00 
3.5" 720K Ad-on Drive .... .. .... . $59.00 

Motherboards/Service Parts 
II+,/ /e Power Supply Exch .. $35.00 
11 +,/I e P /S ... No Exch .. .. .. .. .. .. $45.00 
ltgs Power Supply Exch .... .... $59.00 
IIgs Power Supply No Exch .. $79.00 
I /c Replacement Ext P /S .. .. $29.00 
I /c External Power Supply .. $39.00 
I /e or I / c M / B W /Exch .. .... $89.00 
I /eor I /cMotherboard .... ... $139.00 
I /e Keyboard Exch ... ....... ... .. . $45.00 
II+ Keyboard .. .. ...... .. .. .. .... ...... . $29 .00 
II+ Motherboard .................. ... $49.00 
I I e, I I c , I IIgs Case $25./ .$35.00 

Refurbished Printers 
C-Itoh Pro Writer Jr (9 Pin) .. .. $89.00 
Image Writer I.. ......... ... ..... ....... $179.00 
Image Writer II .. .. .... .... .... .. .. .... $259.00 
9 Pin Parallel Printer .. .. ...... .. .. $89.00 
IW-1/II Ribbons ............ 6 for .$12.00 

Print Heads 
IW-I (Exch Only) .......... .......... $35.00 
IW-II (Exch. Oruy) .... .. .. .... .. ... $79.00 
Epson 9 Pin Heads (Most) ... . $59.00 

We rebuilt print heads 

Manuals & Software 
Mouse Write 1.5.7 .. ...... ... .... .. ... $9.95 
Copy)[ Plus V.B.x .... .. ..... .... .. .. $14.95 
ProOOS Users Disk & Man .. . $15.00 
PartyQuiz (4 Player) .. ............ $19.95 

Bulk Disks 
5.25" DSDD Disks 100 for ..... $16.00 
3.5" DSDD Disks 50 for .. .. .. .. $17.50 
3.5" DSHD Disks 10 for .... .... $8.50 

Modems 
USR 1200 Modem (NEW) ..... $19.00 
Hayes SM1200 (Refurb) ......... $29.00 
NEC 2400 Refurb External .. .. $59.00 

PERIPHERAL CARDS 

Zip GS 7Mhz I 8K Cache .... $139.00 
Zip Chip 8 Mhz (//e, //c) ....... $139.00 
Super Serial Card .. .. .... .. ......... $52.00 
lleasy IW-11 32K Buffer ........ $30.00 
20 Pin 5.25" Disk Cont .. ......... $39.00 
19 Pin 5.25" Disk Cont. .... .... .. $45.00 
)[ + 80 Column Card .. ...... .. .... . $45.00 
Graphic Parallel Card .......... .. $45.00 
Text Parallel Card .... .. .... .... .. ... $29.00 
AEC SCSI Card ...... .. .......... ..... $59.00 
16K Language Card(][+) ...... $17.00 
No Slot Clock ...... .. .... .. .... .. ...... $23.00 
Vision Plus Enhanced llgs Video 
Digitizer. B&W & Color! ..... $209.00 

Cables & Switch Boxes 
METAL, GBBS Sysops. HSf /v 32bis 
hatdwarehrrl;hkalbk:s! ~)-..$16 . 95 
DuoDisk Replacement 'tab1e .. $19.00 
19 Pin Drive Converter ...... .... $14.00 
IIgs,e,c to Image Writer 1/II ... $9.95 
Laser 128 Parallel Cable .. .. .... $14.95 
Fullnet Connector ................. $14.95 
Switch Boxes .. ........ .. $19.00- $29.00 
ADB Replacement cable .. .. .. .. $9.95 
SCSI Cable, 25-50 or 50-50 .. ... $9.95 

Star Micronics Grafstar II. 
Works with many 

parallel Printers. Epson 
APL compatible . 
Also Available: 

Use most parallel printers 
with your Apple //c! 

Appricorn Printer Interface 
Works with AppleWorks! 

Only $35 .00! 

APPLE CHIPS & ROMs 
Call for Chips Not Listed! 

I /e Related 
IOU/MMU 344-0010/0020 .. $29.00 
ROM 342-0303 or 0304 .... .. .. .. . $19.00 
ROM 322-0134 or 0135 ........... $9.00 
ROM 342-0133 or 0265 ........... $9 .00 
Keyboard ROM 342-0132 .... .. $9.00 
HAL 342-0170 .. .. ..................... $15.00 
KYBD Encoder A Y3600PRO .$29.00 
6502 .... ........ ... ... ... .. ...... .............. $3.00 
65C02 ...... ...... ............... ..... ....... . $7.00 

I /c Related 
IOU /MMU 344-0011/0021 .. $29.00 
ROM 344-0272 ........ ...... ........... $9.00 
ROM (3.5" Drive) 344-0033 .. . $29.00 
TMG or GLU .. .... .... ........ .. ...... . $15.00 
65C02 ......... ... .............. .. .. ...... ... . $7.00 
6551 ...... .... ....... .. ..... ... .... .. .. ..... .. . $3.00 
IWM 344-0041 .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ......... $29.00 
Keyboard Map 342-0132 ........ $9.00 
Keyboard ROM 342-00265 .... $9.00 

IIgs Related 
WDC65C816-7 (Dip) .............. $49.00 
VGC 344S0046-C (Upgrade) .$29.00 

II+ Related 
ROM Set (CO-FB) ...... .. .... .. .... .. . $29.00 
Other Chips .. $3.00 to $7.00 .. . Call 

Accessories 
Plastic KYBD Cover,][+, I I e ..... $295 
I /e Drive&MonitorStand ........ $9.95 
Apple 1/e Enhancement Kit ....... .$49.00 
16PinJoystick ][+,/ /e .................... $9.95 
9 Pin Joystick , n~ ........................... $12.95 
Mouse Pad (Static Free) .............. $295 
Koala Pad ........... '"'"'"""'"'"'"'"'""$29.00 
Apple 1/e Card (Mac LC) ............. .$89.00 

ALL TECH ELECTRONICS Co. 602 Ganison St. Oceanside, CA 92054 
9-6 PM Mon.-Fri. • 9-5 PM Sat. 

Orders Only: All other Inquiries:&. Tech Support: 619/721-7733 

800/995.,7773 fax (School PO's, Quotes, Info.): 619/721-2823 
BBS (futureNet Site #30) 300-9600v.32: 619/721 -0705 

Monitors 
AppleColor RGB, IIgs (Refurb) ......... .... .. .. $225.00 
Apple Monitor I I I (Refurb) .. ...... .. ... .. ...... $49.00 
Apple Monitor][ (Refurb) .. .. .... .................. $49.00 
Apple Monitor I / c (Refurb) .. .. .. .. .............. $79.00 
"9 Green Monitor w / stand, NEW, IBM., like 
Monitor I /c, $49 with I /c mon. exch or.$69.00 
CGA Monitor w/RGB Option for I /c .... . $149.00 
Composite Green (Refurb) ....................... .. $35.00 
Color Composite (Not for 80 Col Txt) .. .. .. $69.00 

SCSI Hard Disks 
40 Meg External $219.00 w I AEC Card ... $259. 
80 Meg Ext.. .. .... .. $299.00 w I Apl SCSI ..... $399. 

With Purchase of a hard drive .. . 
$159 for CV Tech RAMFast SCSI 256K 

Apple High Speed SCSI ...... .... .... .. .......... .. . $104. 
RAMFasfSCSI 256K $169.00 I 1 Meg ...... $199. 
SCSI Case & P /S for 3.5" or 5.25" HH ...... $49. 
3.5" Footprint Low Power SCSI Case ....... $49. 

Sequential Systems 
Sequential Systems RAM-GS 4096K ..... $139. 
Meg 80 Z (1 Meg, Apple //e) ..................... $79.00 
Q:Talk LTO (AppleTalk&32KforiW-ID.$69.00 
RAM //c with 1024K (//cor //c+) ............... $119. 
bit Mouse card $49.00 .... with mouse ...... $65.00 
SuperCOMM $54.00 ..... SuperCOMM /c $45.00 

RAM Cards 
Other Apple ll Memoty ExPansion 

Comrning SoOn! I I e AEC 1-4 Meg S!MM Card! 
Extended 80 Column Card ................. .... ... $25. 
Super Expander I /c (Older I /c 's, 1024K) ....... $119. 
CV Tech Memory Board 4 Meg $215. 5-8 Call 

Disk Drives 
5.25" Generic Full Height (Refurb) .......... $59.00 
5.25" Generic Full Height w / 19 Pin .. ..... $69.00 
5.25" Apple Disk IT (Refurb) add $10.00 for above. 
5.25" AMR HH (Mac LC, ROM 03 IIgs) ... $109.00 
Apple Duo Disk 5.25" Exch ................ ...... . $129.00 
Apple DuoDisk 5.25" (Refurb) ........ ...... .... $159.00 
Apple UniDisk 3.5" (NEW) .. .. .. .. ...... ........ .. $159.00 
Apple Disk 5.25" (Refurb) .... .. .... .... ... .... .... .. $165.00 
Apple 3.5" BOOK Drive Service Exchange $95.00 

CA Residents please add 7.75% Sales Tax • COD Orders, Cash/Certified Funds Only • Minimum Shipping&: Handling Charge $5.00 (This covers most orders) • Some products are refurbished products and carry a 90 day 
warranty. • New products are covered by a one year warranty. AU Repairs are wa rranted for 90 days. • Some RAM Chips may be new but pulled, all RAM has a one yea r warranty. • NO Returns without an RMA number, 
please call before shipping anything back to us. • A 20% Restocking Fee is applied to all returns due to incompatibility or unneeded product or Products purchased in error. Please be sure what computer you have before 

placing an order. • Educational P.O.s Accepted, Others on AOC only. • Prices and availability subject to change at any time without any notification whatsoever. •Discounts on certain merchandise only and min. Qty Applies. 

Circle 103 on Reeder S.I'VIce Card. 



THE MARKETPLACE 

Perfect Solutions 
LASER 128 
LASER 128EX 

~ 
359 

w/Ant# wiColor 
414 488 
484 558 

,_._., TexCalc·92 Tax Prep S<itwa~ ... 28 
LASER iiiii- No-elat Clodc. ... 36 =· KrllftJ~ ........ .26 
~lion Zoom2400Uodom. ...... 711 
o..Jer '--128 ,._ion Box ...... llli 

Laer PC4: IBU ... 1111l U.C. .. 211l 
PC4 to Apple lro: "Bridge II" for ApploWoo* 3.0 ..... 315 

Hard Drive wla.rd • '-- 128, lie: 20/40 rnog .... 281l/331l 
Uouee wlrnlt: for lie wloerd ... 811, for'-- 128,11o, 0+ ... 10 
s.fee!WI K~ Proteclor for Laer 128 ..................... 20 
'--6.26 Drive ... llll uoc ... eo '--3.6 onv. ... 131l 
Goldltar Amber Con..,...a Uonitor ................................ 126 
RGB 14" oolor +gr..,+ tit & awivel for Laer ............... 210 
U~~C~NM>X RGBIConl>ode Color: lie, llo ... 288 llga. .. 2118 
lie Printer Card wiOOible: P•ahl. .. -46 &per s.n.J. .. 82 
l"""r.W'riler I eor,..,.ti>le Printw ... 195 Wde DMilge. .. 326 

LASER 
Expsns 1-800-726-7086 

• ~:~~C~~~·:~f.;~':,',!~~~J~n; ~~."J:i~ellow • ~as~:~ t~l,8t~~~ Aflg!::le~:~//{,;o~:gJ":·~~tOm 
orders! • Ask about Monogranunmg and Silk-screening! 

• 100% StJtisfacdon Guarantee! • Serving you since 1983! 
llgs, ROB Mon & Kbd ... 29.95 10-60 Apple 3S Drtve.... 6.95 
llgs, KSS, ROB & Kbd .. 29.95 10-38Apple 5.25" Drive.... 6.95 
llgs, AGB & Kbd (3 pc). 34.95 10-593.5" on top 5.25".... 9.95 
lie & Monitor lie.... 24.95 11-30Mac Classic & Kytx:l... 24.95 
lie & Color Mon lie ....... 29.95 1 1·32 Mac LC, 12" Mtr & Kyb .. 29.95 
lie External Drive.... 6.95 11-36 Mac llsl,13" Mtr & Kyb .. 29.95 
lie & lie COlor Monitor .. 29.95 10-371magewriter 11.... 15.95 
lleCompy!erOnty ....... 15.95 10-90Lasei'Writerll.... 24.95 
lie Color Monitor Only .. 19.95 11-25 Personal LaserWriter ... 24.95 
lie & lie Mono Monitor .. 24.95 n-52 15.95 

128 CPU.... 15.95 For Calli 

Best Value 
In Apple II Series Public 

Domain & Shareware 
Largest selection available anywhere, over 1200 

BOOT able and MENU-Operated Program Disks, fuU of: 
Entertainment. Business. Education . Utilities. Print 

Shop Graphics . Apple Works· Eamone · 
Telecommunications. Variety -HAM Radio -novelty. 

GS. Specific. PRO DOS. Specific .... and More .... ! 
Programs for Apple Il+, lie, lie+, lie, llgs & Macs 

with lie Simulator Card. Most are available in 5.25 and 3.5 

Fonnat. Low as $1 A Disk. MC & VISA Accepted. 
Next-Day Shipping is available. Special offers for 'new' 

customers. Send $2.00 for Christella's Descriptive Catalog 
and Demo Disk ...... Be Pleasantly Surprised 

(iiijjjjii) Christella Enterprise~ 
~ P.O. Box 82205 ~ 

Rochester, Michigan 48307-9998 

Circle 47 on Reader Service Card. 
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Brighten Your Day 
Feeling blue? Things not going 
very well for you? Start this pro
gram any time of the day, or night. 
This will cheer you up. Program 
includes wit and wisdom, humor/ 
jokes and Bible wisdom. For Apple 
II computers. Requires PRODOS, 
128K, and an 80 column card. 
Send only $11.95, check or money 
order to: 

MBK Software Products 
Dept. INC-A 
P.O Box 834 

Macomb, IL 61455 

Circle 50 on Reader Service Card. 

And your Earls and Viscounts. If you've got 
royal ancestors, we have the noble software 
that can help you trace them down. Family 
Roots and your Apple, IBM or Macintosh of
fer individual and group sheets, charts, 
name indices, general search and text capab-

p t ilities. Adapts to most u up disk drives, printers, and 
screens. Includes a com-

YOU( prehensive manual. 

d k 
' 

We have other genealog
U e S. ical. software too. 

Wnte or call today for 
more information and a 
free brochure. jMt. •lit• Quinsept, Inc. 

i P.O. Box 216 ~ Lexin ton, MA 02173 I ~ Telep~one: (617) 641-2930 
c~ (800) 637-7668 r I Amencan Express, V1sa 

R tsr" and MasterCard accepted. 

00 •Trademarks for Apple Computer lnc., 
lntematlonal Business Mad\ines. 

Circle 39 on Reader Service Card. 

IIGS Battery 

•

q., -a 
'1tl-'-l.Jl:, • Complete Instructions 
(1'1-lJ.D ® • NoSolderRequired 

'Ide-lin : ~;~:ar~~~~~~;; 
Thousands of satisfied owners • Fantastic Savings 

have found that our replacement Satisfaction 
battery kit is the best way to Guaranteed 

~~~!:;; :n ~:ar1y 5!1~~;~d (~~~ $14.95 ea. 
1.0) Apple IIGS and MAC 11. !0 Kits for $!20 

Happy Star 
Stickers 

~~~~&;;~(-~ • A Great Reward 

Include $2 S/H per Order ($5 overseas) 

FAX: 362-5798 Call: (913) 362-9898 

Nite Owl Productions 
5734 Lamar Street 
Mission, KS 66202 

Circle 71 on Reader Service Card. 

LOTTO PICKER'" for Apple II is a must purchase if you are 
SERIOUS about winning larger jackpots and generating 
more frequent smaller winnings on a routine basis! LOT
TO PICKER works by uncovering hidden biases in your lot
tery game and exploiting them in order to provide you with 
qualified plays to make. Your card will be loaded wilh num
bers that have proven to be statistically significanl for your 
lottery game. Works for all lotteries worldwide (including 
daily number games). $29.95 (+$4.55 s/h). NY residents 
please add applicable sales tax. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
Order 1-801l-484-1 062 s-code 0644 

GE RIDGE SERVICES, INC. 
848 Rensselaer Ave. 
Dept.IC 
Staten Island, N.Y. 10309 

!!!$19!!! 
For all repairs. 

Additional charge for parts and 
shipping. Maximum price 

quote guaranteed. 
Apple II+, Ile, Ilc 

parts repaired. 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
Call for more information! 

We buy dead Apple, Mac, and PCs 
Hours: 12.00-5:00 PM ET 

5.30-10.00 PM ET 
MON-SAT 

Arminius Pubs. and Prods. Inc. 
8519 Orchard Avenue 

Merchantville, NJ 08109 
(609) 662-3420 

Circle 64 on Reader Service Card. 

SHAPE TABLES, SOUND GENERATION, 
HI-RES PAGEFLIPPING, TEXT FILES 
PLAY IT, PROGRAM IT, CHANGE IT! 
AN EXCELLENT TOOL FOR EDUCATORS 
STUDENTS, AND ARCADE GAME FANS. 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

~a$a@a $(il~lfi'%7~~(E 
P.O. BOX 2444 

SANDY, UTAH 84091-2444 

ONLY $16.95 INCLUDES SHIPPING 
(UTAH ADD 6.25X SALES TAX) 

Circle 46 on Reader Service Card. 



THE MARKETPLACE 

Apple II Public Domain 

Request FREE catalog or send 

$2 for demo disk and catalog (refund
able) . Categories include 

Education, Utilities, Games, 
Business, Print Shop 
Graphics, Shareware, Eamon 
and more. Buy as low as 80¢ per disk. 
A $20 order gets 4 free disks of your 
choice and a $30 order gets an even 
bigger surprise! 

• In business since 1986 
• Purchase Orders Welcome 
• Next Day Shipping 

Caloke Industries (Dept. SK) 

~ PO Box 18477 ~ 
~ Raytown, MO 64133 ~ 

Circle 45 on Reader Service Card. 

Receive 3/3.5" or 5/5.25" disks. 
Pay a service charge of $2.95 per 

collection. Credit cards ......... 

Free 
Catalog 

Used Apple 
Ccmputers 

Apple 1/c, gs, Macs & More 
While all the others come and go, we keep doing what 
we do best. We've been refurbishing and selling used 
computers for ten years. Our quality control depart
ment assures you the best machine available for the 

::~~==r~nteed. 
PO Box 4059 

Logan, UT 84323-4059 
Fax: (801) 755-3311 

FACTORY FRESH RIBBONS 
Ribbon 
Apple lmagewriter I, II 
lmagewriter II- 4 Color 
lmagewriter II- Heat transfer (Black and 4C) 
lmagewriter LO- (Black and 4C) 
Applescribe 
Panasonic 1124 
Panasonic KXP 2123/24/80 
Citizen GSX 140 (Black & 4C) 
Epson MX/FX/RX100 
StarNX1000 
Star NX1000 4C Hundreds more. 

Black 
$2.19 

$4.50 
$8.95 
$7.95 
$3.50 
$6.95 
$3.95 
$3.50 
$3.25 

Color 
$2.95 
$4.69 
$9.95 

$13.95 

$10.50 
$11 .95 
$4.00 
$3.95 
$5.95 

For Orders of less than 6, please add 75¢ each. 
Colors (BLUE, RED, GREEN, PURPLE) 

CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE 
- PREMIUM IS ALL WE SELL!- MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Shipping/Handling $4.75 per order (over $75 we pay SJH). 
APO/FPO add $4.75 to ALL orders AK, HI, P.R., Canada add 

15% SJH (minimum $6) NY residents please add sales tax. 
School, hospital and govt. Nf:T30 PO's welcome. 

ISLAND COMPUTER SUPPLY 

~your one source for lfi1IJI 
discount music-MIDI products 

\ppl<' II, (;,\, \/m , /11\1, lmi~:a. I tan. ('6-1 

SOUND MANAGEMENT 
Electronic Music Products 
P.O. Box 3053 Peabody, MA 01961 

800-548-4907 and 508-531-6192 
MIDI Buying Guide/Ed. Catalog $3.00 
I tmr I • FAX 508•532•6106 • liiJ 
Check•MO•School PO•Canadian Welcomed 
MIDI SOFTWARE INTERFACES + $399 KEYBOARDS 
ENTER THE FASCINATING WORLD OF MUSIC+ MIOI1 

Learn Pract1ce Compose Playback Ed•t Record Pnnt Create 
New MIDI Ref. Guide $19.95, GS MIDI Value Pack $295, lit lie Glasstracks 
$88, Dr Ts KCS $159, MusicWriter GS $88, $199, lie $199 MIDIInstr. De· 
signer GS $99. GSD!e Starter pack: Sequencer, Notation 2 Cables, MIDI 
Interface $399. MIDI lnte~ace 1x3 GSIMac $88, lit, lie $89 Mllli..±...Mi!: 
~ Sequencer, Notator, Interlace, 2 Cables $259 Vision $349, 
Finale $544, Band'n Box $79, Encore $369, Trax $85, Beyond $155 
Performer/Composer S37S t More.Books: Apple MIDI Ael.$19, MIOI User 
Diet. $17, Casio Guide $19, MIDI Mac$19. Music MIDI Ed. learning Series: 
MIDI Fingering, Chor05, Scales $39-$79. MIDI Cables $8. All KawaitCasio 
Keyboards $399·$699, MarchingBand Software. Need He!o=p!ease Calli 
Open Weekends-lntro Pacs: MIDI+ Keyboard +Software Mac-GS·IIe 

FAMILY TREE 
GENEAU>GICAI. RECREATION 
FAST - FliN - EASY TO l iSE 

Let FAMILY TREE automaticallji, 
link togethe r your family 's -
history into an easy to operate 

(and fun to use) data file. ~~ 
Print a wide variety of charts, ,.,{~.-., ,.,{~.-., 
namelists, ahnentafels and T T 
group sheets to your printer or 
AppleWorksfiles, ltevensbows 
fam ilyrelationshtpsl Imports data 
from Apple Works or LDS-P AF data files. For 
Apple enhanced lie, lie or IIGS. 
Truly a BEST BUY at this low, prepublication 
price of only $4995 +2 50 S&H (CA add tax). 
With my 90 day satisfaction guarantee, you 
cannot lose! Specify 3.5 or 5.25 disk and send 
check or money order to the author: 

Robert M. Merrill 
6180 Via Real A-25 

Carpinteria, CA 9.~0 l_~-2tHd 

Bible Software 
Find any verse in the Bible , 
search for any word or phrase . 
Easily find the exact verse you 
need for your study. Build per
sonal condcordances to the Bible. 
We also offer a topical index and 
a Greek transliterator. For 
ProDos, Macintosh & MSDOS . 
Call for a FREE brochure. 

(800) 423-1228 

Bible Research Systems 
2013 Wells Branch Pkwy #304 

Austin, Texas 78728 
(512) 251-7541 

JAM SESSION 2.1 
jam along with 
popular music by 
pressing any key on 
the keyboard but 
never hit a wrong 
note! Includes 5 
color and 5 black & 
whites a nimated 
scenes and 20 songs 
originally performed 
by: The Police, Elton John, Aerosmith, 
ZZ Top, Santana, The Cars, Peter 
Gabriel, The Kinks, The Grateful Dead, 
Garth Brooks, and more! 
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SHAREWARE SOLUTIONS 
BY JOE KOHN 

WHITE NIGHTS 
Nearly five years ago, Alexey Pajitnov, a research mathe

matician working at the lformerl U.S.S.R.'s Academy of 
Sciences in Moscow, stunned the computer world with the 

introduction of his innovative new game Tetris !marketed in 
the U.S. by Spectrum HoloBytel. Requiring quick strategic 
thinking and good hand/eye coordination, Tetris is a fast
action arcade title - a cross between a mind-teasing kinetic 
puzzle and a computerized version of Rubik's Cube. As multi
colored blocks of different shapes fall from the top of the 
screen, you try to manipulate and rotate them to form solid 
rows across the bottom. As each row is formed, it disap
pears, and you score points. If you can't keep building solid 
rows, the blocks pile up; when they reach the top of the 
screen, the game is over. 

Tetris is so popular among all age groups that it has 
spawned a slew of imitators - clone games that look and play 

like the original version, as well as spinoffs and variations with 

similar goals but different types of falling objects. Among the 
on-line commun ity's collection of free,;,are and shareware 

games, you ' ll find at least two excellent Tetris-style games for 

the Apple lie/lie and at least eight for the GS. 
Tetris 2, from Jokersoft (freeware), works on lie , lie, and IIGS 

systems. It looks and operates just like the original commercial 

version, but offers several enhancements, including animated 
VU meters , the Beverly Hills CQQ theme song , and a back
ground soundtrack. It sports more levels than the original 

game, plus advanced-level options. It lets you preview the next 
block that 's going to fall and even change the background graphic 
behind the play field. You can use keyboard or joystick to play. 

Other versions that remain true to Tetris' original concept 
are available as new desk accessories for the GS, including 

Bryan Clair's freeware Quadomino, and Nathan Mates' share
ware MultiTris (no specified feel. Because they're NDAs, you 

can play them from within any GS/OS-based application that 
displays the ~ pull-down menu, such as the Finder, Apple
Works GS, and HyperStudio. (They appear in a window super
imposed on the application in use.) Both Quadomino and Multi
Tris use keyboard commands to move and rotate blocks. Both 

games include nine levels: on each succeeding level, the blocks 
drop faster. MultiTris offers more options, including a high
score module and a block-shape editor. But whichever game you 
prefer, you'll find new challenges and lots of fun at every turn. 

One common variation of the Tetris format, usually called 
Columns, sports falling objects composed of three differently 

colored or patterned segments, which you can move left or 

right and through whose sequence you can cycle. The goal is to 
try to line up three or more adjacent sequences of the same 
color or pattern horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. Matched 
segments disappear and you score points. When the game 
removes three matched segments, other matches often occur. 

Columns lie, by Michael Foegelle, is an exciting $20 shareware 

version for the lie, lie, and IIGS. This game's falling objects con
tain three three-dimensional gems of different colors and 

patterns, plus a magic gem that appears randomly once you get 
to higher levels. When the magic stone lands on another gem in 
the column, it removes all of that type from the stack, letting 
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the remaining gems fall down in their place. Columns lie is a key
board game: when you pay your shareware fee, the author will 
mail you a new version that allows joystick play. 

Columns GS, by Kenrick Mock and James Brookes, is an inno
vative $1 0 shareware version of the game for the GS. It sports 

a beautiful soundtrack and a whimsical "boss key" that brings 
up an AppleWorks Classic-style menu screen and lets you toggle 

several options (including music and sound effects) on and off. 
Some blocks are bonus objects that remove any block they hit; 
others are "evil " and only bonus blocks can remove them. Block 

shapes are stored on disk as a standard super-hi-res graphic ; 

you can edit it with any GS paint program. Columns GS is key
board controlled, but you can also remap the keyboard so that 

any key you choose will move or cycle the blocks. 
Beyond Columns, a GS freeware game from the now-defunct 

French programming team Free Tools Association , lets you 

change the shape of the falling blocks to any of five options, 

including letters. The top ten scores are displayed on screen at 

all times, and an on-line help system shows which keyboard 
commands control which options. As scores climb, the color of 

the play field changes. Although short on customization options, 

the game loads quickly and doesn't take up much disk space. 
Another remarkable variation is Vocabulary in All Directions 

(VIA OJ, a $1 0 shareware offering that combines Tetris- and 

Scrabble-style strategies. Created for the GS by Kenrick Mock, 
James Brookes, and Jake Buchholz, VIAD is an exercise in 

physical dexterity and problem-solving skills. Each falling block 

contains a letter of the alphabet : the goal is to create words 
of three or more horizontal or vertical letters. Complete with 

stunning animation and beautiful music, VIAD requires a GS 

with at least 1. 25 megabytes of RAM and System 6. D. 
Saving the best for last, the latest innovation in Tetris-style 

gaming is two-person play. DuoTris by Richard Wifall, with help 

from ian Schmidt, Tim Meekins , Dave Huang , and James 
Brookes , and DueiTris by Steven Chiang, with help from Dave 
Seah and James Brookes, are competing head to head in this 

category. CBoth games also include one-player mode.J OuoTris 
is freeware and is one module of the three-part animation-and
music demo GS< > IRC: OueiTris is a $15 shareware title. Upon 

payment of the fee, you'll receive a newer version that lets you 

save preferences and high scores. 
DuoTris and DueiTris are based on the same premise. The 

goal is twofold: create solid rows from the falling blocks and 

outlast your opponent. Two separate Tetris-type play fields are 
displayed on screen: the tricky part is that as each opponent 

creates solid rows , the game transfers them to the other 
side. The person whose side fills up with blocks first loses. 
DueiTris is the more sophisticated of the two , with more 

options. DueiTris lets you go up against the computer: OuoTris 

allows only human players. DueiTris displays a number of special 
pieces in addition to the standard shapes: one reverses your 

opponent 's keyboard controls, while an assortment of bombs, 

guns, and anvils may remove some or all of the blocks they hit. 
Tetris-style games are nothing if not challenging- and just a 

few dollars will buy you hours of addictive fun. Say dg to glas
nost - warm up your keyboard, plug in your joystick, and get 
ready for some long "white nights. " 

GAMES MENTIO ED ABOVE ARE AVAILABLE ON DISK FROM j OE KOHN. 

FOR INFORMATION, SEND AN SASE TO 166 ALPINE ST. , SAN RAFAEL, 

CA 94901. SOME TITLES MAY ALSO BE AVAILABLE FROM APPLE II USER 

GROUPS, OR BY DOWNLOADING VIA MODEM FROM T HE ON-LINE INFOR

MA"riO NElWORKS AMERICA O NLINE, COMPUSERVE, AND GENIE. 



TMS 
SHADOW I PRO 
STANDAR:D 
FEATUR:ES: 

1. Quantum, SyQuest 
or TEAC mechanisms 

2. System 6.0 (GS) or System 7 
(Macintosh) installation with 25+ 
Mbs of PD shareware 

3. TMS DiskWriter Formatting 
Software (Macintosh only) 

4.. Shadow or Pro Series 
User's Guide 

5. 25-50 SCSI system cable 
or 50-50 daisy-chain cable 

6. International auto-switching 
power supply 

7. lbennostatically controlled fan 
(Pro series only-Shadow 
does not require a fan!) 
External SCSIID switch 
Dual courtesy AC jacks 
(Pro Series only) 

0. SCSI-Tor DB-25 
floppy port power cable 
(Shadow only-tiO EXTRA CHARGE!) 

1. EXCELLENT Customer 
service & Technical Support 
30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
Two or One Year Full Warranty 
ESP Warranty Program (optional) 

TMS SHADOW 
Shadow 40 LPS $229 
Shadow 85 ELS $279 
Shadow 127 ELS $359 
Shadow 170 ELS $389 
Shadow 240 LPS $519 
Shadow 425 $989 

SHADOW SOFT-TOUCH 
CARRYING CASE 
Only $10.95 

TMS PRO SERIES 

Pro 40 LPS 
Pro 85 ELS 
Pro 127 ELS 
Pro 170 ELS 
Pro 240 LPS 
Pro 425 

Internal• 
$179 
$225 
$299 
$329 
$465 
$929 

External 
$229 
$279 
$359 
$389 
$519 
$989 

' Prices include COMPLETE brackel kil! 
lntemal drives are for Macintosh only. 

TMS REMOVABLE 
PRO SUBSYSTEMS 
TMS Pro R45 with 1 cart. $399 
Extra cart's. • $65 

TMS PRO TAPE 
BACI<UP SYSTEM 
TMS Pro T155 & 1 tape $489 
Extra tapes $19 
RETROSPECT, by Dantz 
$100, w/ tape drive 

Dream World Software 
DreamGrafix $64.95 

Twice as fast as the other SCSI card 
under GS/OS. Five to eight times 
faster under ProDOS! Supports ALL 
media and has tape backup 
software written into the ROM with 
FULL utility program. 

LIFETIME WARRANTY I 

256K Rev. 0 V3.0 $169 
1 Mb Rev. 0 V3.0 $219 
V3.0 ROM Rev. Cor 0 $15 

CV-RAM 
The NEW CV-Ram comes with 4 
Mbs already installed and is user 
expandable to 8 Mbs utilizing 
standard 1x4 DRAMs. Fully DMA 
compatible , unlike other common 
memory cards, C.V. Technologies' 
NEW CV-Ram can expand beyond 4 
Mbs to 8 Mbs! Adding memory is as 
simple as plugging in two chips and 
moving a jumper. Start at 4 Mbs and 
add as necessary to 5, 6, 7 or 8 Mbs 
of totally DMA compatible memory 
for those memory intensive 
applications, like the GS/OS Finder. 
Need a Ramdisk? Under GS/OS 6.0 
using or adding any frills such as 
fonts or desk accessories can eat up 
several megabytes in a hurry. Don't 
buy a non-expandable memory card. 
Sure, 4 Mbs sounds like a lot now, 
but tomorrow's applications may 
cause you to run out of ram-then 
what do you do? If your memory 
card is not expandable, you'll be 
stuck! If you have CV-Ram, you just 
buy another megabyte and keep 
right on computing! The CV-Ram is 
backed by a 1 Year Parts & Labor 
Warranty and a 30 Day 
Unconditional Money Back 
Guarantee. Designed to fit your 
needs by one of the most reputable 
companies in the Apple II 
market-C.V. Technologies! 

CV-Ram 4Mb $215 • a....._ 
CV-Ram 5 Mb $255 ~-~ .. ~ 
CV-Ram 6 Mb $295 'tWJ'-D.llol·B·P·0 • 
CV-Ram 7 Mb $315 
CV-Ram 8 Mb $355 

Supra Fax 
ModeD'ls 
Fax Modem V.32 bis $349 
Fax Modem V.32 $299 
Fax Modem Plus $159 
Fax Modem 144 PB Int. $299 

ProTERM $5 off with the 
purchase of any modem! 

7 MHz/8K Cache 
DMA Compatible $138 

8 MHz/16K Cache 
DMA Compatible $173 

9 MHz/32K Cache 
DMA Compatible $229 

T E C H N 0 L 0 G Y 

1 Year F u II Wa rr a nt y o n A LL Z I P Tec h no I og y P r <Dd u crs 

IIGS Products From 

Seven Hills 

The MANAGER • Finally! TRUE Mul!iFinder for the 

Apple IIGS. This is NOT just a switcher program. Fully compatible with 
Apple Works GS, Graphic Writer Ill, Platinum Paint, Teach and more. It even 
works with system extensions, such as Express & Kangaroo! Increase your 
productivi ty today-4 Mb recommended for greatest efficiency. $49 

GRAPHICWRITER IWM $89.95 
SHOEBOXTM $35.95 

EXPRESSTM 
KANGAR00 1M 

l)~.(. C~™ Includes Apple recommended 3M 
cleaning diskette, 3M fluid & Seven Hills' EXCLUSIVE, 
easy to use Drive Cleaner Software! $24.95 

SequeRtia.l 
SysteJRs 
~ 1 Mb Aux. slot lie 
~memory card $65 

4Mb RAM-GS 
bit MOUSE 
Q-Bufl 
Q-Print 
Q-Talk LTO 
RamBO 
Ram lie 1Mb 

Ill!~~ True Type Font Collection 
Includes HyperCard IIGS with Relerence Stack, Shrinkit GS & 
FREE AOL Software & log time ONLY $46!11 

348 TrueTypeTNr Fonts!!! 

o/itesse SALVATION SUPREME 
Deliverance Renaissance 
HARMONIE 

Pro TERM 3.0, by lnSync $77 
"Best Apple II Software '90 & '91" 

WestCode ~6i~TRL~~s 
S 0 F T W A R E HARDPRESSED 

Type West™ Font Collection I Pointless Bundle 
Includes 7 Pointless fonts+ 40 additional True Type 1M fonts 
specifically for your IIGS. Available April 7, '93 $69 

CLOSEOUT SPECIALS! 
APPLIED ENGINEERING 8'1'T£WOAKS 
DL E~ss V.42 & S·Fax 5269 Talking Tools 525 
DL II ress V.42 Mac 5213 ORCA/Disassembler 520 
DLLC .42 5219 

GLEN BREDON AeadyExpress Package 5233 
GS Ram Ill OMb 575 ProSel·8 S28 
G5Ramlll 1Mb 5100 ROGER WAGNER 
RamFactorO Mb S131 

~~~~~ -g~:C ~Y Drive 
5195 Mouse Write 574 
5245 Macromate 525 

Serial Pro 569 BRODERBUND 

BEAGLE 8ROTI!ERS McGee at the Fun Fair Macintosh 521 
Font library I Volume 1 527 Science Toolkit-Master Module $42 

Companion Plus 527 ~~;~a~~:m=:1~ 527 
TimeOut UltraMacros 532 521 
TimeOut SpreadTools 532 McGee Macintosh $21 
TimeOut ReportWriter 542 Kid Pix Macintosh S32 
TimeOut TeleComm 537 

~~~~:~~ 537 
521 TM5 TAPE BACKUP 

TimeOu1 Graph $47 TEAC medlanism. includes 1 tape 5379 
TimeOut SideSpread 527 
TimeOut PowerPack $27 
TimeOut FileMaster $27 

PSI MODEMS TimeOtrt Desk Tools 527 
Point-to-Point 553 COMstatiooOne $129 
GS Desk Accessories 532 COMstation Three S329 

/ 

WE WILL MEET OR B EAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED 

PRICE ON ANY PRODUCT! Fe w Rest•lctrons Apply• 

S al es : 9 a . m . - 8 p . m . M-F ; 10 a . m . -4 p . m . Sat. (ET ) • Tech. Support & Customer Service 9 a . m . -5 p . m. M-F (ET) 

TMS Peripherals 1120 Holland Dr ., Ste . 16 Boca Raton FL 33487 

I nternational 407.998.9928 • FAX : 4 0 7 . 998 . 9983 • Compuserve: 75300,2231 • America On Line: TMS Perlph 

All prices sublect to change. Circle !18 an Reader Service Card. 



TransWarp GS 

• More than doubles the speed 
of your Apple IIGS. 

• No switches or jumpers to set. 

Tbe most popular 
accelerator for the JIGs. 

• Fully Compatible with all standard software and hardware. 
• 32K Cache Option increases TransWarp GS speed up to 20%. 
Retail price for the Trans Warp GS with 32K Cache ...................... $399 

RamWorksm 
Memory card for the lie. 
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inCiders Peoples' Choice Award 
A+ Readers' Choice Award 

• Fits in the main memory slot. 
• Extended 80 column card built-in. 
• Expands up to 1.5MB of memory with our optional512K piggyback. 
• Optional Colorlink RGB card for razor sharp color. 
• AppleWorks Expansion Software included. 
Retail price for Ram Works with 512K .......................................... $229 

DataLink 2400 
Internal modem for 

Apple 11+, lie and JIGS. 

• 300, 1200, 2400 bps Hayes compatible modem. 
• Fits in any slot except three, no serial card necessary. 
• Comes with communications software and cables. 
Retail Price for the Data/ink 2400 bps modem ............................ $219 

Mention tbls ad and get Rendyllnlz free wltb purchase of DataLtnlz 

call Applied Engineering Sales today and take advantage of these incredible prices! •,:t Call (21~) 241-6060 
Texas residents add-applicable sales tax. '-\ 

GSRamm 
Low cost memory 
expansion card for the JIGS. 

• Compatible with all standard IIGS hardware and software. 
• Expandable to 6MB with 2MB GS Piggyback. 
• Uses new lMBx4 Chips and accepts 3MB as valid configuration. 
• Low power design for cooler operation. 
• Compact, efficient design leaves plenty of room for slot 7 cards. 
• Fully DMA compatible. 
• Super Hi-Res diagnostic software included. 
• Includes Apple Works 3.0 print buffer and disk save features. 
• Made in the U.S.A . 
Retail Price with 2MB of memory .... ............................................ $299 

PC Transporter 
Enables Apple II computers to Run MS-DOS. 

• Runs IBM PC, XT, or IBM clone software. 
• Has 640K of memory. 
• Turns Apple II devices into IBM devices. 
COMPLETE PC TRANSPORTER PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
• PC Transporter with 640K memory. 
• Your choice of either an Apple lie or IIGS Installation Kit. 
• Your choice of either a 5.25" TransDrive or 3.5" platinum drive. 
• PCT Software version 2.0.5. 

t 
Retail price for PC Transporter, installation kit and drive ......... $717 

~ 
APPLIED ENGINEERING® 

Apple's Oldest and l£11'gest Developer. 
Since 1979. 

(214) 241-6060 
FAX: (214) 484-1365 

3210 Beltline 
Dallas, TX 75234 

Made 
m1llll:1 

USA 
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